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Abstract

Abstract

Purpose: The assessment and improvement of sustainability impacts of products is integral to achieve

sustainable development. A way to assess the impact of a product over its entire life cycle on all three

dimensions of sustainability (environment, economy and society) is Life Cycle Sustainability Assess-

ment (LCSA). LCSA suggests to carry out three complementary assessments: Life Cycle Assessment

(LCA), Life Cycle Costing (LCC) and Social Life Cycle Assessment (S-LCA). While LCA is widely

applied across various industries, the use of LCSA at industrial companies is still scarce. This is,

inter alia, due to the challenges in data acquisition in S-LCA and missing support in decision making

based on LCSA results as well as their implementation in the decision processes at companies. This

thesis aims at remediating these shortcomings to achieve its overarching goal: Increasing the appli-

cability of LCSA to identify and implement product sustainability improvement potential. For this,

three research objectives were defined to address the main impediments. First, an approach to select

social indicators and to focus primary data collection in S-LCA. Second, a method to interpret LCSA

results for decision makers. Third, a mechanism to integrate LCSA based results into product-related

decision making at an automotive company.

Methods: To put the LCSA framework into practice at an automotive company, it was applied to

the component level of a vehicle to assess the impact of every component over its life cycle. In the

proposed framework, criticality scores for every LCSA dimension were defined. They were calculated

based on the relative performance of a component in the respective LCSA dimension (LCA, LCC and

S-LCA) to the rest of the components of the assessed vehicle. This conceptual approach formed the

bearing for the integration of the individual research objectives. The three research objectives were

addressed in individual publications. The results of these separate papers were combined to increase

the applicability of the conceptual approach of the LCSA framework. Multi-Regional Input-Output

(MRIO) databases were assessed regarding their possible use to address the first research objective.

The findings were applied to enable an assessment of the S-LCA dimension in the LCSA framework.

A study on the weighting of sustainability dimensions by decision makers in an automotive company

was carried out to tackle the second research objective. The results were used to determine an overall

LCSA impact result for every component of a vehicle. To address the third research objective, the

customer added value of product sustainability features was investigated. The results were used to

create a mechanism that enabled the integration of the assessment results of the LCSA framework

alongside other indicators in product-related decision processes at an automotive company.

Results: Supply chain analysis based on MRIO analysis did not offer substantial support for focusing

primary data collection in S-LCA. Therefore, a material-based approach to assess the social risk related
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to material production was developed and used to determine component specific S-LCA criticality

points. The introduction of weights enabled a combined assessment within the operationalized LCSA

framework, i.e. the calculation of overall LCSA criticality points. From the determined customer

added value, a Product Sustainability Budget (PSB) was deduced. The PSB could be used to identify

the optimal set of improvement measures within defined economic boundaries that are acceptable to

a company.

Conclusion: It was shown in this thesis that the applicability of the LCSA framework could be

increased by separately addressing the identified research needs and bringing the results together.

Through the combined findings progress was made to support practitioners at an automotive company

to identify the components with the highest product sustainability impacts and therefore greatest

improvement potential. They also were provided with a mechanism - the PSB - to implement the

improvement potential in the product-related decision process. There still remained several challenges

that limited the degree of applicability of the LCSA framework. It was found that the data availability

for S-LCA still remains a major challenge. The current LCSA framework allocates the impacts of

the use phase of the entire vehicle via mass allocation to the individual components. Additional

investigation of the relationship between components and their impact on the use phase of a vehicle

is recommended. Also, the PSB still has to prove itself under real conditions.
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Zusammenfassung

Zusammenfassung

Ziel: Die Bewertung und Verbesserung der Nachhaltigkeitsauswirkungen von Produkten ist ein in-

tegraler Bestandteil einer nachhaltigen Entwicklung. Eine Möglichkeit, die Auswirkungen eines Pro-

dukts auf alle drei Dimensionen der Nachhaltigkeit (Umwelt, Wirtschaft und Soziales) zu bewerten,

bietet das Life Cycle Sustainability Assessment (LCSA). LCSA schlägt die komplementäre Durch-

führung von drei lebenszyklusbasierten Bewertungen vor: Life Cycle Assessment (LCA), Life Cycle

Costing (LCC) und Social Life Cycle Assessment (S-LCA). Während LCA bereits in verschiedensten

Industriesektoren Anwendung findet, wird LCSA kaum angewendet. Dies ist, unter anderem, den Her-

ausforderungen in der Datenbeschaffung für S-LCA sowie der fehlenden Unterstützung in der Interpre-

tation und Berücksichtigung von LCSA-Ergebnissen in produktbezogenen Entscheidungsprozessen in

Unternehmen geschuldet. Die vorliegende Dissertation hat sich vorgenommen, diese Herausforderun-

gen zu überwinden, um ihr übergeordnetes Ziel zu erreichen: die Erhöhung der Anwendbarkeit von

LCSA, um Potentiale zur Verbesserung der Produktnachhaltigkeit identifizieren und umsetzen zu kön-

nen. Es wurden daher drei Forschungsziele definiert, die die größten Herausforderungen adressierten.

Das erste Ziel war die Entwicklung eines Ansatzes, um soziale Indikatoren zu identifizieren und die

Primärdatenerhebung für S-LCA zu fokussieren. Das zweite Ziel war die Entwicklung einer Methode,

um LCSA Ergebnisse für Entscheidungsträger zu interpretieren. Das dritte Ziel war die Schaffung

eines Mechanismus, mit dem die LCSA Ergebnisse in den produktbezogenen Entscheidungsprozessen

im Unternehmen implementiert werden können.

Methoden: Um LCSA in einem Automobilunternehmen in die Praxis umzusetzen, wurde es auf die

Komponentenebene eines Fahrzeugs angewandt, damit die Auswirkungen jeder Komponente über ihren

Lebenszyklus bewertet werden konnten. In dem vorgeschlagenen Modell zur Umsetzung wurden Kri-

tikalitätspunkte für jede der drei LCSA Dimensionen (LCA, LCC und S-LCA) definiert. Diese wurden

auf Basis der relativen Auswirkung einer Komponente in einer LCSA Dimension im Verhältnis zu den

übrigen Komponenten im gesamten Fahrzeug berechnet. Dieser konzeptuelle Ansatz diente als Leitlinie

für die Einordnung der drei separaten Forschungsziele unter das Forschungsziel der Gesamtarbeit. Die

Bearbeitung der drei Forschungsziele erfolgte durch alleinstehende Veröffentlichungen. Deren Ergeb-

nisse wurden kombiniert, um die Anwendbarkeit des konzeptuellen LCSA Ansatzes zu verbessern.

Multi-Regionale Input-Output (MRIO) Datenbanken wurden hinsichtlich ihrer möglichen Eignung

zur Erreichung des ersten Forschungsziels untersucht. Die Ergebnisse aus dieser Untersuchung wur-

den genutzt, um die S-LCA Bewertung innerhalb von LCSA zu befähigen. Eine Studie zur Gewichtung

von Nachhaltigkeitsdimensionen durch Entscheidungsträger wurde in einem Automobilunternehmen

durchgeführt, um das zweite Forschungsziel zu erreichen. Die Ergebnisse der Studie wurden genutzt,
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um für jede Komponente eine übergreifende LCSA Kritikalitätspunktzahl bestimmen zu können. Um

das dritte Forschungsziel zu adressieren, wurde der Kundenmehrwert von Nachhaltigkeits-Features in

einem Fahrzeug ermittelt. Die Ergebnisse aus der Bearbeitung dieses Forschungsziels wurden genutzt,

um einen Mechanismus zu entwerfen, der die Integration von LCSA Ergebnissen neben etablierten In-

dikatoren im produktbezogenen Entscheidungsprozess in einem Automobilunternehmen ermöglichen

sollte.

Ergebnisse: Lieferkettenanalyse auf Basis von MRIO Datenbanken bot keinen substanziellen Vorteil

für die Fokussierung der Primärdatenerhebung für S-LCA. Daher wurde ein materialbezogener Ansatz

zur Bewertung der sozialen Risiken, die im Zusammenhang mit der Materialbereitstellung stehen, en-

twickelt. Die Ergebnisse dieses Ansatzes wurden eingesetzt, um die komponentenspezifischen S-LCA

Kritikalitätspunkte zu bestimmen. Die Einführung von Gewichtungen ermglichte die kombinierte

Bewertung innerhalb der operationalisierten LCSA, das heißt die Berechnung der übergreifenden

LCSA Kritikalitätspunkte pro Komponente. Aus dem Kundenmehrwert von Produktnachhaltigkeits-

Features wurde ein Produktnachhaltigkeitsbudget (PNB) abgeleitet. Das PNB konnte genutzt werden,

um das optimale Set an Verbesserungsmaßnahmen für die Produktnachhaltigkeit zu identifizieren, das

innerhalb des akzeptablen ökonomischen Rahmens des Unternehmens lag.

Fazit: Es wurde im Rahmen dieser Dissertation gezeigt, dass die Anwendbarkeit von LCSA durch

die Beantwortung von drei separaten Forschungsbedarfen und der Kombination der Ergebnisse er-

höht werden konnte. Durch die Zusammenführung der Erkenntnisse konnten Fortschritte in der

Unterstützung von Anwendern bei einem Automobilunternehmen erzielt werden, die Komponenten

mit den höchsten Auswirkungen - und damit den höchsten Verbesserungspotenzialen - in Bezug auf

die Produktnachhaltigkeit zu identifizieren. Zusätzlich wurde ihnen ein Mechanismus - das PNB -

zur Verfügung gestellt, mit dem sie die Verbesserungspotenziale in den produktbezogenen Entschei-

dungsprozessen implementieren konnten. Es bleiben dennoch einige Herausforderungen offen, die die

Anwendbarkeit von LCSA einschränken. Es wurde in Rahmen dieser Arbeit erneut bestätigt, dass die

Datenverfügbarkeit für S-LCA eine der größten Herausforderungen bleibt. Der LCSA Ansatz, wie er

in dieser Arbeit vorgestellt wurde, teilte die Gesamtfahrzeugauswirkungen in der Nutzungsphase per

Gewichtsanteil auf die Komponenten auf. Zusätzliche Untersuchungen des Zusammenhangs einzel-

ner Komponenten und den Auswirkungen in der Nutzungsphase des Gesamtfahrzeugs werden daher

empfohlen. Des Weiteren muss sich das Konzept des PNB noch unter realen Bedingungen beweisen.
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Introduction & Background

1 Introduction & Background

This section gives an introduction to the concepts of sustainability and product sustainability (section

1.1) and the status of sustainability in the automotive industry (section 1.2). The background on Life

Cycle Sustainability Assessment (LCSA) as a framework to assess product sustainability is given in

section 1.3. Section 1.4 outlines the state of the art of LCSA and its application in the automotive

industry to identify research gaps that need to be addressed in order to put LCSA into practice at an

automotive company. The goal of this thesis and the corresponding research objectives are presented

in section 1.5 while the structure is laid out in section 1.6.

1.1 The Concepts of Sustainability and Product Sustainability

In 1972, the "Limits to Growth" of humanity and its way of life were demonstrated as the exponential

increase in population and economic growth is supported by a limited system, the planet earth (Mead-

ows et al., 1972). In a follow up 30 years later, Meadows et al. reinforced their message as according

to their model calculations, humanity was straining earth beyond its capacity limits since the 1980s

(Meadows et al., 2007). The concept of sustainability is a concept that can enable humanity to not

deprive itself of its livelihood. The most prominent definition of a sustainable development comes

from the so-called Brundtland Report which characterized it as "development that meets the needs of

the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs" (WCED,

1987). This rather abstract concept of sustainability was adopted in 1992 at the World Summit of the

United Nations Environmental Programme (UNEP) in Rio de Janeiro as central concept to achieve a

healthy and productive life style in keeping with nature’s boundaries (Report Of The United Nations

Conference On And Development, 1992). This established the concept of sustainability at the politi-

cal level, for the implementation in economic realm, a more concrete guidance was needed. This was

partially achieved by the introduction of the ’Triple Bottom Line’ that postulates that sustainability

is achieved by the combined consideration of the three so-called pillars — or dimensions — of sustain-

ability: economy, environment and society (Elkington, 1998). There are different approaches how to

jointly evaluate the impacts on these three dimensions of sustainability. They can be differentiated

into "strong" and "weak" interpretations of sustainability (JRC, 2012). The approach of Elkington

would be characterized as a weak approach as positive impacts on two dimensions can compensate

for negative effects in the third dimension. That means, for instance, ecosystem services can be sub-

stituted for increased economic gain and improved social conditions (Gibbs et al., 1998). JRC (2012)

propose a hierarchical approach in order to respect that the opportunities to grow are limited by

natural boundaries. They consider the environmental dimension to be of pivotal importance as all
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production processes take place within the ecosphere of the planet. The environmental dimension is

followed by the social dimension and then by the economic dimension. That means, ecosystem services

cannot be substituted by improvements in other dimensions (Gibbs et al., 1998). Figure 1 shows the

two concepts vis-à-vis.

Figure 1: Weak and strong concept of sustainability. In the weak interpretation (left), the dimensions are partly
independent from one another. In the strong interpretation, the economic activities are subordinate to the
social dimension, which is limited by the environmental capacity (JRC, 2012).

Next to the widely adopted concept containing the three sustainability dimensions, there are other

concepts including additional "institutional" dimension (e.g. Jörissen et al. (1999) and Spangenberg

et al. (2002)) and concepts with up to five (Seghezzo, 2009) or even more dimensions (Čuček et al.,

2012). Singh et al. (2009) give an overview of existing sustainability assessment methodologies.

The manufacturing of products1 is always connected to environmental impacts like resource use, land

use and the pollution of environmental media (water, soil, air) through emissions and waste. Further-

more, products have an impact on economy and society as their production creates jobs, generates

revenue and they add value for consumers by satisfying their needs. Therefore, products are con-

nected to all three dimensions of sustainability. The importance of improving product sustainability

has been recognized, inter alia, by the European Commission that launched the Integrated Product

Policy (IPP) to address product environmental impacts (Tukker et al., 2006). The Environmental Im-

pact of Products (EIPRO) study identified cars, food, heating and house building to be the product

groups with the highest environmental impacts across seven different, fully evaluated studies (Tukker

& Jansen, 2006). Improving product sustainability within the automotive industry would therefore

1"Product" in this thesis is defined according to the ISO 26000: "Any goods or service offered to members of the public
either by sales or otherwise." (ISO 26000, 2010)
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help to further support sustainable development. As the manufacturing and distribution of prod-

ucts is not performed by a single company at a single site but is embedded in an entire supply chain,

approaches to the assessment and improvement of sustainability in general, and in product sustainabil-

ity in particular, should take the entire supply chain into consideration (Srivastava, 2007; Miemczyk

et al., 2012). Especially for companies that manage well-known brands and therefore operate in an

exposed position, the integral management of the supply chain is paramount as environmental and

social violations in the supply chain fall back on the central company (Koplin et al., 2007).

Despite the increasing importance of sustainability in the supply chain, there is still no clear under-

standing of how sustainability in the supply chain should best be captured and assessed (Freidberg,

2013).

Even though many publications deal with the concept and assessment of product sustainability, a clear

and universal definition is still missing. In the course of this thesis, the term "product sustainability"

will refer to the adapted definition of sustainable consumption and production of the UN (2011):

"Sustainable products bring a better quality of life while minimizing negative environmental,

economic and social impacts over its life cycle so as not to jeopardize the needs of future

generation."

This definition implies a relative evaluation of the sustainability of a product, meaning that it is

assessed whether a product or concept of a product is more sustainable or less sustainable than a

respective alternative. An absolute evaluation of the sustainability of a product, i.e. whether a

product contributes to a sustainable development at all, is not possible when applying this relative

approach. That means, this research follows the path of relative sustainability assessment, while

absolute sustainability evaluation, i.e. statements on whether a vehicle is sustainable or not, lies

outside its scope.

1.2 Sustainability in the Automotive Sector

When looking at the status of sustainability in the automotive industry, the distinction between sus-

tainability and product sustainability has to be made as well. Companies in the automotive industry

can have measures and strategies in place that address the corporate level of sustainability which are

usually subsumed under the term of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR). They can also have mea-

sures and strategies in place that aim at improving the sustainability of their products. Sustainability

at the corporate level is well understood within the automotive industry and broadly implemented

(Sukitsch et al., 2015; Rodrigues Vaz et al., 2017). This is exemplified by the fact that most Euro-

pean Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEM) publish sustainability reports (Sukitsch et al., 2015).

Regarding the information disclosed in sustainability reports and the indicators that are compiled to

3
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assess sustainability performance, companies usually follow the guidelines of the Global Reporting Ini-

tiative (Global Reporting Initiative, 2015, 2018). In addition to publishing information on their own

sustainability measures, OEM generally also demand transparency and improvement of environmental

performance of their suppliers. This is especially the case when the OEM itself has implemented an

environmental management system like ISO 14001 (González et al., 2008). One of the advantages of

the adoption of sustainability at the corporate level is the potential for "green marketing", i.e. posi-

tioning the company as ambitious actor in terms of sustainability and influencing its image accordingly

(Simão & Lisboa, 2017). This positive image can positively influence the revenue of a company —

for the automotive industry, 5.7% of revenues can be attributed to the sustainability image (Biesalski

& Company, 2014). The existing approaches that try to assess the impacts on the three dimensions

of sustainability in the automotive industry target the company level (Jasiński et al., 2016; Azevedo

& Barros, 2017; Fritz et al., 2018). The approach by Azevedo & Barros (2017) developed a tool that

took data for assessing the impacts on the triple bottom line for UK based automotive manufacturers.

Jasiński et al. (2016) selected a set of sustainability assessment criteria from the literature and in

combination with the results of 24 interviews with automotive experts they suggested 26 midpoint

and 9 end-point environmental, resource, social and economic impact categories. The method of Fritz

et al. (2018) focused more on the assessment of supply chain sustainability in the automotive industry.

They propose to assess governance, environmental and social indicators on company level. Regarding

product sustainability there is no clear consensus on what the automotive sustainability assessment

criteria are (Jasiński et al., 2016). Mostly, only environmental aspects are considered except for the

Product Sustainability Index (PSI) that has been started by Ford in 2006 (Jasiński et al., 2016). The

PSI contains five environmental, two social and one economic indicator but has not been developed

further (Schmidt & Taylor, 2006). Common environmental practices in the automotive industry to im-

prove a product’s impacts are (1) greenhouse gas minimization, (2) Life Cycle Assessment (LCA), (3)

Eco-innovations, (4) Material selection, (5) Cleaner production and (6) Reverse logistics (Rodrigues

Vaz et al., 2017). Even though Mayyas et al. (2012) see a challenge in the fundamental interpretation

of the real life cycle span of a vehicle, there exists a consolidated suggestion for the lifetime mileage

of cars differentiated by segment (Weymar & Finkbeiner, 2016). Tools that are used to communi-

cate product sustainability impacts are often Environmental Product Declarations (EPD) or similar

reports2 that contain LCA results (ISO 14025, 2006; Mayyas et al., 2012). In the field of product

sustainability, the automotive industry at large is following an incremental strategy, meaning that

they aim at stepwise improvement of the sustainability impacts of their products (Mayyas et al., 2012;

2Different OEM publish life cycle impacts of their products under different names. For example, Volkswagen AG
publishes their results as Environmental Commendations, Daimler AG as Environmental Certificate and BMW Group
as Environmental Reports.
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Rodrigues Vaz et al., 2017). While being a commendable effort, this might not be enough for OEM

to meet the environmental standards calling for radical innovations in the automotive industry (Ro-

drigues Vaz et al., 2017). The move of OEM towards more revolutionary measures and niche products

only follows increased external pressure (like regulations or an external actor) or disruptive influences

(like a new technology or a new CEO) (Mazur et al., 2015). For instance, Daimler AG launched the

Smart fortwo in 1998, a fuel efficient two-seated urban vehicle. The smart brand, however, had been

proposed initially by an external actor - Swatch - as it reflected their vision of future mobility (Mazur

et al., 2015). Although the smart brand generated losses for Daimler, it contributed to lowering their

average fleet emission from 230g CO2/km in 1995 to 180g CO2/km in 2005 (Mazur et al., 2015). At

BMW, a new CEO initiated ’project i’ which brought forth the BMW i3, a small lightweight battery

electric vehicle (BEV) designed for the use within a city (Mazur et al., 2015).

The recent discussion around the gap between automobile emissions as determined in lab conditions

and the so-called real driving emissions (RDE) puts more pressure on OEM (Hooftman et al., 2018).

This might be accelerating the already started electrification of drive trains because electric vehicles

(EV) do not emit local emissions and are also perceived as more ecological (Liu & Meng, 2017).

But also from an LCA perspective, EV are often better over their lifecycle compared to conventional

vehicles. Karaaslan et al. (2017) showed in a study that compared differently powered sports utility

vehicles (SUV) that the Global Warming Potential (GWP) of BEV was lower over the entire life cycle

than comparable models with an internal combustion engine (ICE). This was the case even though

the impact of the manufacturing of BEV clearly surpassed that of conventional models due to the

production of the battery. That means, however, that depending on the production of the vehicle,

the mode of operation and especially the way of electricity generation, BEV might not necessarily be

preferable to conventional vehicles in terms of GWP over the entire life cycle. Mayyas et al. (2017)

showed that in the United States lightweight ICE vehicles performed better over life cycle in terms

of GWP than BEV. Therefore, life cycle based product sustainability assessment is needed to ensure

that the overall sustainable solution is found (Lehmann et al., 2015, 2017; Minkov et al., 2018; Bach

et al., 2018).

1.3 Life Cycle Sustainability Assessment (LCSA)

Life cycle based assessment of products has to be applied in order to fully evaluate product sustainabil-

ity impacts. For the life cycle based analysis of environmental impacts, Life Cycle Assessment (LCA)

is the established method, especially after being standardized by the International Organization for

Standardization (ISO) via the norms 14040 and 14044. According to the triple bottom line principle,

however, pure LCA is not sufficient as all three sustainability dimensions, i.e. environment, economy
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and society, have to be considered together. To close this methodical gap, Life Cycle Sustainabil-

ity Assessment (LCSA) was developed by Walter Klöpffer and Matthias Finkbeiner (Klöpffer, 2003;

Finkbeiner et al., 2008; Klöpffer, 2008; Finkbeiner et al., 2010). They suggested a complementary

application of three life cycle analyses, each addressing one sustainability dimension. They formalized

their approach as follows:

LCSA = LCC + LCA + S − LCA (1)

LCSA is therefore the complementary application of Life Cycle Costing (LCC) (Swarr et al., 2011),

Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) (ISO 14040, 2006; ISO 14044, 2006; Klöpffer & Grahl, 2014) and Social

Life Cycle Assessment (S-LCA) (Dreyer et al., 2006; Jørgensen et al., 2008; Benoít Norris & Mazijn,

2009). In the following sub-sections, the three underlying methods are presented individually. The

current state of LCSA in the context with the automotive industry is presented in section 1.4.

1.3.1 Life Cycle Assessment (LCA)

LCA is the only one of the three methods that is internationally standardized (Finkbeiner et al., 2006).

The procedure and phases of an LCA are depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Phases of an LCA (ISO 14040, 2006; ISO 14044, 2006).

An LCA consists of 4 phases. During the goal and scope definition the motivation for the study,

its intended use and the target audience are defined. The scope defines the extent and depth of the

study that are required to reach the intended goal. Furthermore, all crucial parameters are defined
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in this phase, i.e. the functional unit3, the system boundaries4, the allocation method5 and the im-

pact categories and the impact assessment method, which translates the material flows (e.g. CO2

emissions) into environmental impacts (e.g. GWP). Furthermore, all assumptions, limitations, critical

review points and requirements regarding data quality have to be defined in this first phase. During

the inventory analysis, the data and material flows for the defined system are collected, validated

and referenced to the product and the functional unit, respectively. This phase usually constitutes

the majority of labor in an LCA. The impact assessment consists of three mandatory and three

optional components. The first mandatory step is the selection of impact categories and indicators as

well as the characterization model which translates the results of the inventory analysis in life cycle

impact category indicators from which an impact category result is calculated. Furthermore, classifi-

cation6 and characterization7 are mandated. The optional components are normalization8, grouping9

and weighting10. In the interpretation phase, the results of the inventory analysis and impact

assessment are analyzed. With regards to the specifications and limitations defined in the goal and

scope definition phase, conclusions are drawn and courses for further actions are suggested.

In the context of environmental sustainability, the reduction of impacts, or ideally their reversal,

is regarded as sustainable or improving sustainability.

Even though, LCA is the most advanced of the three methods and internationally standardized, there

still are gaps and limitations. A big issue is still the discussion around allocation rules as the scientific

community is not clear on how to correctly solve allocation problems (Freidberg, 2013; Finkbeiner,

2014). Furthermore, the evaluation of impacts on established topics like biodiversity are still unclear,

or if and how to consider issues like littering or animal well-being with an LCA (Finkbeiner, 2014). For

Klöpffer & Grahl (2014) this issue along with questions around system expansion could be solved by

3The functional unit is the quantified product description which all results of the study are related to.
4The system boundaries determine which process belongs to the system that is examined. Ideally, system boundaries are

only crossed by elementary flows, i.e. unaltered raw materials that are extracted from nature or unaltered emissions
that are released into nature.

5If an observed process has more than one product as an output, it has to be determined how the environmental
impacts of that process should be allocated to those several products. This is done by applying allocation methods.
For example, the breeding of a cow eventually leads to meat and hide as co-products. The lifetime emissions of the
cow’s upbringing can be distributed, inter alia, by weight of the co-products or their price.

6Classification is the assignment of inventory analysis data to the impact assessment category. For example, the methane
emissions are assigned to the impact assessment category Global Warming Potential.

7Characterization is the term for calculating impact category indicator values from the inventory analysis data according
to the respective characterization models. For example, 1 kg of Methane emissions is translated into 25 kg of CO2e
as its Global Warming Potential is 25 times as intense over 100 years (Forster et al., 2007).

8Normalization expresses the impact assessment category indicator in relation to a reference point. An example would
be to relate the CO2e emissions of one process to the emission amount on national level.

9Grouping is used to group together indicator results and assigning them, for instance, a hierarchical grading like "low",
"medium" and "high" priority.

10Weighting is applied when several indicators are combined in order to express possible differences in importance of
one indicator compared to another.
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conventions that the community agrees upon. Further uncertainties pertain to the integration of new

impact categories that also look at emissions are not as clearly quantifiable, like "biological emissions"

and "destruction of landscape" and whether impacts on the technosphere should be included or not

(Klöpffer & Grahl, 2014).

1.3.2 Life Cycle Costing (LCC)

The method of Life Cycle Costing (Swarr et al., 2011) was originally devised to determine the arising

costs for all affected parties along the life cycle of a product. Hunkeler et al. (2008) differentiate between

three types of LCC — the conventional, the environmental and the societal LCC. The conventional

LCC is dealing with the collection of internal costs that are related to the product life cycle and arise

to all affected parties — producers, suppliers, consumers and end of life actors. Environmental LCC

additionally aims to internalize external costs, i.e. costs that arise due to environmental impacts and

are borne by society instead of the consumer or producer of the respective product, that are likely to be

internalized in the decision-relevant future, e.g. through taxes. Furthermore, taxes and subsidies are

taken into account and even non-monetized LCA results can be included. In addition to that, Societal

LCC looks at costs that arise to anyone in society, whether today or in the long-term, by ideally

including all externalities associated with the product’s life cycle. To carry out LCC complementary

to LCA and S-LCA within LCSA, the risk of double counting has to be avoided meaning that only

the conventional form of LCC should be chosen or the form of Environmental LCC, where only the

internalization of environmental impacts that are expected to be internalized in the decision-relevant

future are considered (Finkbeiner et al., 2010; UN, 2011). In addition to the different types, an LCC

can also have different points of view. For example, when looking at the life cycle costs of a vehicle,

then first the costs of the manufacturer should be looked at followed by the costs of the consumer in

the use phase. Additionally, the societal point of view takes costs into account that are connected to

the life cycle of a vehicle but not borne by manufacturer or consumer, e.g. infrastructure (Rebitzer

et al., 2003). An LCC has the same structure as an LCA but without an impact assessment as there is

still uncertainty in how to assess the impacts of the life cycle inventory of an LCC (Gluch & Baumann,

2004; Grießhammer et al., 2007; Swarr et al., 2011; Neugebauer et al., 2016). Improvement potential

for LCC still exists in expanding the scope to non-monetary economic aspects (Curran et al., 2004;

Neugebauer et al., 2015, 2016). Also, Wood & Hertwich (2013) pointed out that the individual goal of

life cycle actors, minimizing costs, stands in contradiction to the societal goal, maximizing value added.

It is therefore unclear, how these two competing goals should be evaluated within LCC. Furthermore,

there are critical voices that question the usefulness of LCC within LCSA entirely (Jørgensen et al.,

2010; Heijungs et al., 2013).
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1.3.3 Social Life Cycle Assessment (S-LCA)

According to the UNEP/SETAC Life Cycle Initiative (2011), Social Life Cycle Assessment is used

within LCSA to assess impacts on the social dimension. It was also structured similarly to LCA to

enable complementary assessments (Ness et al., 2007; Finkbeiner et al., 2010). In 2009, the "Guide-

lines for Social Life Cycle Assessment of Products" were published by the UNEP/SETAC Life Cycle

Initiative that consolidated the state of the art in the field of S-LCA research at the time into one

guiding document (Benoít Norris & Mazijn, 2009). For the assessment they propose to combine im-

pact categories that affect the human well-being and possible stakeholders11 that could be affected by

the product in question. To bring these two elements together, the guidelines introduce sub-categories

that result from the possible combinations of stakeholders and impact categories. For example, if

the stakeholder worker is chosen and combined with the impact category human rights, possible sub-

categories could be "child labor" or "fair wage". If the impact category human rights is combined with

the stakeholder consumer, the labor related sub-categories do not apply. Other issues might arise,

however, like data privacy. Practical guidance and suggestions on which categories and indicators to

choose can be found in the "Guidelines for Social Life Cycle Assessment of Products" and the accom-

panying "Methodological Sheets" that were also published by the UNEP/SETAC Life Cycle Initiative

(UNEP/SETAC, 2013).

For S-LCA, there is still the most research needed (Finkbeiner et al., 2010; Lehmann et al., 2013;

Klöpffer & Grahl, 2014; Karlewski, 2016). In comparison to LCA, the assessment of social impacts

poses additional challenges. Often, there exists no causal relation between a production process and a

social impact on stakeholders or it is insufficiently studied (Dreyer et al., 2006; Jørgensen et al., 2008;

Hutchins & Sutherland, 2008; Benoít Norris & Mazijn, 2009). Instead, the crucial influence factor is

seen to be the conduct of a company as this can more clearly foster or impede social conditions (Dreyer

et al., 2006; Jørgensen et al., 2008; Martínez-Blanco et al., 2015). Figure 3 shows the difference in

focus between LCA and S-LCA.

Even though S-LCA has the objective to assess the social impacts over the entire life cycle of a

product, the way of how to assess impacts in the use phase is still in formation as those are not

linked to a company’s conduct but are directly connected to the product (Dreyer et al., 2006; Parent

et al., 2012). Another challenge compared to LCA is the difference in the type of data that is used in

S-LCA. Whereas LCA deals with mostly quantitative data, S-LCA often resorts to semi-quantitative

and even qualitative data (Benoít Norris & Mazijn, 2009). Regarding data availability on social risks,

11Stakeholder are people or groups of people that have a vested interest in an activity or decision of a company. In
the context of an S-LCA all those are considered as stakeholder that directly or indirectly are involved in or affected
by the producing company or its product (e.g. workers, local communities or consumers) (Benoít Norris & Mazijn,
2009).
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Figure 3: Difference in focus of LCA and S-LCA. LCA focusses on processes for the assessment of environmental impacts
(left), whereas S-LCA focusses on company conduct for the assessment of social impacts (right). Adapted
from Dreyer et al. (2006).

i.e. the risk for social violations, there exist databases that assess these risk at country level — like

Maplecroft (Verisk Maplecroft, 2017) — and even industry sector level — like the Social Hotspot

Database (Benoit-Norris et al., 2012). General criticism of S-LCA comes from Iofrida et al. (2018)

that see the method development struggling due to a missing epistemological position and grounding

in social sciences. They furthermore regard the approach to develop S-LCA in analogy to LCA as

inappropriate because the natural science driven LCA might not be an adequate blueprint for the multi-

paradigmatic nature of S-LCA. Contrary to their pessimistic appraisal of S-LCA, Traverso (2018) sees

the method on a similar route towards harmonization as LCA 50 years ago. Since the publication of

the "Guidelines for Social Life Cycle Assessment of Products" in 2009, the field of S-LCA has garnered

increased interest. Many case studies have been carried out and several other guiding documents

have been published, e.g. the Pré Social Roundtable Handbook of Product Social Impact Assessment

(Fontes et al., 2015), the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (UN, 2011) and the

WBCSD Social Capital Protocol. To gather and consolidate the methodological advancements and

practical experiences that have been gained since the publication of the UNEP/SETAC guidelines in

2009, there are efforts underway to prepare an updated guidelines document that aims at gathering

the learnings from existing S-LCA case studies, harmonizing the plethora of S-LCA methods and to

integrate SOLCA to broaden the scope of the current guidelines.

1.4 Review of LCSA and Potential for its Adoption at an Automotive Company

The methodological and practical state of the art of LCSA and its adoption in the automotive industry

have been determined in a publication by Tarne et al. (2017). A structured literature review on the

state of the art of LCSA was conducted and combined with the identified needs to operationalize
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product sustainability assessment within the automotive industry. So far, the LCSA framework has

not been fully adopted at a company to assess the sustainability impacts of vehicles in order to support

decisions for improvement measures aiming at the overall product sustainability impacts (Tarne et al.,

2017). Tarne et al. (2017) identified main challenges for the operationalization of LCSA and the

corresponding research needs that have to be addressed to overcome them. Out of the main challenges

found and explained in Tarne et al. (2017), the following were chosen to be addressed in this thesis:

• Indicator selection and primary data collection in S-LCA

The plethora of possible social topics that can be addressed and abundance of indicators that

can be chosen for the respective social topics is a challenge for putting S-LCA into practice at

an automotive company. Additionally, the limited data availability on social impacts poses an

impediment to the operationalization of S-LCA and thus LCSA.

Research Need: A clear procedure to choose social topics consistent with company specific strate-

gies and to derive indicators accordingly. Furthermore, there is a need for a method to conduct

social hotspot assessment for an automotive company as this can give a first indication of social

risks. This is needed to guide efforts for primary data collection which reduce the efforts to

conduct an S-LCA to a feasible level.

⇒ This research need is addressed by Research Objective 1 (c.f. section 1.5).

• Interpretation of LCSA results for decision makers

Clear and understandable presentation and interpretation of LCSA results for non-expert deci-

sion makers is a challenge that, if not addressed properly, could impede the application of LCSA

results in a company context.

Research Need: A weighting set that enables the aggregation of sustainability dimensions. There-

fore, there is a need to determine what weights decision makers would assign to the individual

sustainability criteria or dimensions.

⇒ This research need is addressed by Research Objective 2 (c.f. section 1.5).
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• Implementation of LCSA results in decision process

Even if LCSA results can give a clear indication on a preferable option, their implementation

in company decision processes, e.g. on product design, is still hindered due to the challenge for

decision maker to interpret them alongside known indicators like cost and quality.

Research Need: A mechanism that enables the implementation of LCSA results in the decision

making process alongside established indicators like cost.

⇒ This research need is addressed by Research Objective 3 (c.f. section 1.5).

The publication by Tarne et al. (2017) — "Review of Life Cycle Sustainability Assessment and Potential

for its Adoption at an Automotive Company" — is presented on pages 13–36. The goal of this thesis

and the definition of the corresponding research objectives to address the outlined impediments to

putting LCSA into practice are presented in section 1.5 (p. 36).
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Abstract: The aim of this paper is to guide the next steps of a PhD thesis through a structured review of
the state of the art and implementation of Life Cycle Sustainability Assessment (LCSA), and to identify
challenges and potentials for its adoption at an automotive company. First, the structured literature
review was conducted on LCSA to screen the current methodological and practical implementations
and to identify the main research needs in the field. Second, a research on the current status of LCSA
within the automotive industry was carried out by means of investigation of published sources of
15 Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEM). By combining the results of both steps and consulting
with decision makers, the challenges and potential for adopting LCSA at an automotive company
were identified. The main challenges for adoption of LCSA were found to be: (1) the consistent
execution of the three life cycle based assessment methods; (2) the comparatively low maturity of
Social Life Cycle Assessment (S-LCA); and (3) the adequate presentation and interpretation of results.
Next steps towards implementation would be a case study to gather experience on the combined
execution of the three life cycle based assessments at an automotive company. Furthermore, it should
be determined what the needs of decision makers at an automotive company are regarding the
aggregation and interpretation of environmental, social, and economic impacts.

Keywords: LCSA; structured literature review; product sustainability assessment

1. Introduction

Products influence all three dimensions of sustainability, i.e., economy, environment, and society.
Their manufacturing and often their usage is linked to resource use, land use, and pollution of the
environmental media. Furthermore, products have an effect on both economy and society because
their life cycle, i.e., manufacturing, use, and disposal, give rise to employment and contribute to value
generation. In addition, products satisfy the needs of customers. When assessing sustainability,
how sustainability is understood has a decisive impact on the mode of assessment. There are
two fundamentally different approaches to assessing sustainability, the first one is viewing the
three dimensions of sustainability partially independent from one another while the second one
understands the three dimensions to be integrated and thus not independently manageable [1,2].
Product sustainability assessment should take the impacts over the entire product’s life cycle into
account [3].

The most accepted framework and life cycle based approach for assessing a product’s impacts
on all three sustainability dimensions in an integrated way is Life Cycle Sustainability Assessment
(LCSA) [3–7]. It is currently regarded as the only viable framework for comprehensive sustainability
assessment of products [8,9]. It can be understood as the evaluation of the combined positive
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and negative effects of a product over its entire life cycle on the three dimensions of sustainability.
This comprehensive assessment can be expressed by the following conceptual formula (1):

LCSA = LCA + S-LCA + LCC (1)

where LCA (Life Cycle Assessment) denotes the conventional environmental life cycle assessment [10,11],
S-LCA (Social Life Cycle Assessment) represents the assessment of positive and negative social
impacts along the product life cycle [12,13]., and LCC stands for Life Cycle Costing, the assessment
of economic impacts along product life cycle [14,15]. The interpretation of LCC results can express
sheer costs or more broadly impacts (e.g., change of wealth of economic well-being of stakeholders).
This research adheres to the economic interpretation as the improvement of sustainability in the sense
of the Brundtland report [16] is captured by the combined LCSA framework. Thus far, no structured
literature review has been conducted on the state of the art of LCSA. Sala et al. [17] is the most complete
analysis of the state of the art of the LCSA against ontological, epistemological and methodological
aspects of the ongoing scientific debate on sustainability but no structured review of the current
published references on LCSA has been made even in this publication.

The automotive industry recognizes the need for improvement when it comes to the sustainability
impacts of the transport sector. To efficiently and effectively work on the improvement of sustainability
impacts, their quantification is an important step. Adopting LCSA within the automotive industry
would enable a comprehensive approach on measuring and managing product sustainability.
An overview of the state of the art of LCSA and its implications for adopting it at an automotive
company is instrumental for setting the implementation effort off in the right direction. Thus far, no
analysis of the state of the art of LCSA in relation to the automotive sector has been carried out.

The aim of this paper is to collect and organize the main references on LCSA in a structured way,
and to build a complete picture of the theoretical and practical implementation of this methodology in
the automotive sector. Afterwards this picture was used to identify the main needs for further research
in the field of LCSA. For guiding specific research efforts towards the implementation, the challenges
and potential for LCSA at an automotive company were identified. These results can support further
researchers in this field to easily identify further steps needed in the adoption of LCSA at an automotive
company. In any case, it represents the first step of a PhD thesis on LCSA at an automotive company.
The necessity to draw a structured review that is easy to follow, generic and specific for the automotive
sector is led by the need to communicate the results to experts and non-experts of the sustainability
field. The PhD thesis has been funded by the BMW Group in cooperation with TU Berlin which is the
first time a research on the operationalization of LCSA has been founded by an automotive company.

The research was divided into three steps:

(A) Structured literature review on LCSA to identify the main research needs.
(B) Identification of currently communicated life cycle based product sustainability assessment of

automotive companies to establish a benchmark.
(C) Mirroring of retrieved results to decision makers and identification of challenges and potential of

LCSA at an automotive company.

2. Materials and Methods

The first step consisted of a structured literature review on the state of the art of LCSA in general
(cf. Step A in Section 1). Here, only literature that assessed at least two of the three sustainability pillars
along the product life cycle was considered. In considering those literature references, differences
were made according to methodologies for interpreting the LCSA results, e.g., Multi-Criteria Decision
Analysis (MCDA). This does not mean that in the review an exhaustive state of the art of MCDA as
well but instead that only those references where the MCDA has been applied to interpret LCSA results
were included and discussed. The second step turned toward the automotive industry and identified
the status of LCSA at the top Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEM) in the world (cf. Step B in
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Section 1). By taking the results of both steps into account and consulting with decision makers, the
challenges and potential for operationalization of LCSA at an automotive company were derived
(cf. Step C in Section 1).

2.1. Structured Literature Review of LCSA Research Field

For the first step of this research, a structured literature review approach was chosen to determine
the state of the art of LCSA. Structured literature reviews provide collective insight into a field and
enable researchers to develop a reliable knowledge base [18]. As it is a structured method, it reduces
researcher bias and, ideally, yields reproducible results [19].

The steps of the literature review were as follows [18–22]:

(1) Formulation of review protocol
(2) Formulation of research question
(3) Formulation of inclusion and exclusion criteria
(4) Search for literature
(5) Evaluation of literature

2.1.1. Review Protocol

A protocol has to be set up that documents the undertaken steps and criteria [18,23]. Table 1
shows the review protocol of the conducted literature review.

Table 1. Review protocol.

Review question “What are the thematic fields of research regarding LCSA and what are the identified
needs for future research?”

Inclusion criteria

Title: “Life Cycle Sustainability Assessment” or more than one
sustainability dimension

Abstract and full text: at least two sustainability dimensions and when it dealt with
the method

Exclusion criteria Book reviews; non-English publications; addressing of just one
sustainability dimension

Literature search

Sources: specialist, scientific online platforms (ScienceDirect, WileyOnline,
SpringerLink, MDPI), citations in identified literature

Search phrase: “Life Cycle Sustainability Assessment” in title and abstract with no
limitation to publication year

Evaluation
Following information were extracted from the publication and transferred into an
excel document: specifications of publication, scope of publication, results
of publication

2.1.2. Research Question

The following research question guided the structured literature review: “What are the thematic
fields of research regarding LCSA and what are the identified needs for future research?” In this first
part no particular reference to the automotive sector has been made to catch and identify all scientific
references related to the LCSA. For the same reason mentioned above, the research questions have
been formulate quite generic and wide to collect as much inputs as possible.

2.1.3. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

(A) Inclusion Criteria

a. Title: When the phrase “Life Cycle Sustainability Assessment” was found; when more
than one dimension of sustainability was addressed; when dimensions were not clear but
“sustainability” was mentioned.
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b. Abstract: When at least two sustainability dimensions were addressed and when it applied,
evaluated, developed, or advanced a method.

c. Full text: When at least two sustainability dimensions were addressed and when it applied,
evaluated, developed, or advanced a method.

(B) Exclusion Criteria

a. Book reviews
b. Non-English publications
c. Addressing of just one sustainability dimension

The identified literature was then analyzed in regards to the main topics that they dealt with and
were grouped by the authors according to major overarching thematic fields. The thematic fields were
derived by the authors and were guided by the topics that emerged as well as the motivation to limit
the number of fields. As the aim was to generate a broad overview that is also comprehensible for
non-experts of LCSA it was decided to not differentiate between too many thematic fields.

2.1.4. Search for literature

To define the search for literature, the sources (A) and keywords (B) had to be specified.

(A) Sources

First, the sources for the literature search were defined. As several approaches to identifying
relevant literature are recommended [18,20], a specialist was asked about the main sources for the
respective question [21]. This yielded the International Journal of Life Cycle Assessment, the Journal
of Cleaner Production, the Journal of Industrial Ecology and the open access journal Sustainability as
the most relevant sources.
This seemed reasonable as the literature review of Mattioda et al. [24] on S-LCA also found
those four journals to contain the majority (68%) of the relevant publications. To extend the
scope, the search was conducted on the scientific portals that host the respective journals, i.e.,
SpringerLink (International Journal of Life Cycle Assessment), WileyOnline (Journal of Industrial
Ecology), ScienceDirect (Journal of Cleaner Production), and MDPI (Sustainability).
Furthermore, cross checking and searching of citations in the identified literature was applied in
this research to identify relevant publications not included in the initial sources [20,25].

(B) Keywords

Initially, the keywords “life cycle”, “sustainability”, and “assessment” were defined as Life Cycle
Sustainability Assessment and its status in the automotive industry was chosen as the object
of research. As the search with this set of keywords yielded more than 10,000 results, a more
stringent search term was defined to achieve a more manageable amount of hits. However, even
partially limiting the search term by searching for instance for “life cycle” and “sustainability
assessment” yielded hits way in excess of 10,000. Eventually, the exact phrase was therefore
limited to “Life Cycle Sustainability Assessment” which was searched for in titles and abstracts
with no restriction to publication year. The search was done in July 2015. This resulted in
274 initial hits. Figure 1 shows the process of the literature search and subsequent identification
of relevant publications.
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the literature search and selection process.

According to Miemczyk et al. [26], the titles of the identified publications were then checked
against the inclusion/exclusion criteria (cf. Table 1), which diminished the pool to 101 relevant items.
In the next step, the abstracts were evaluated regarding whether they fit the inclusion/exclusion
criteria. This resulted in a total of 81 relevant publications for the evaluation. After full-text analysis,
another 18 publications were excluded, leaving a set of 63 relevant publications for the state of the
art analysis.

2.1.5. Evaluation

Following the example of Zimmer et al. [25], classification categories were defined for a systematic
evaluation of the identified body of relevant literature.

(A) Specifications of Publication

The first classification category serves the purpose of capturing the basic parameters of the
publication. Thus, year of publication, type of publication (journal article, conference report, book
chapter, etc.), and name of source were chosen for this category.

(B) Scope of Publication

In order to categorize the publications pertaining more to their content and scope, the following
parameters were chosen for this category:

- Type of study (empirical, theoretical, or both)

Following Wacker [27] who divide papers into “analytical” and “empirical”, the types
of study were divided into “theoretical”, meaning the development of a method
or framework without testing it or structuring/summarizing of existing approaches,
indicators, views, etc. “Empirical” denotes a publication that employs a case study
without seeking major adjustments to the method applied. The classification “both” was
used for publications that either developed a new method or advanced an existing one
and tested this method with a case study.

- Industry sector
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In the case a publication or case study was directed at, or carried out in, a specific industry
sector, this was recorded here.

- Addressed sustainability dimension

It was recorded which sustainability dimensions were addressed in a publication.
All studies that addressed just one dimension were excluded from the research.

- Type of case study

Case studies were categorized into “full case study” or “numerical example” depending
on whether they collected real data or whether they tested a method using fictional values.

2.2. Evaluation of Current Status in the Automotive Industry

The second step of the research was conducted independently of the structured literature review
on LCSA. As the initial search for papers on LCSA in the automotive industry basically just yielded the
paper by Traverso et al. [28], the publications (mainly sustainability reports and product related
information) of the 15 largest automobile manufacturers by production volume were analyzed
in order to get an overview of the current status of Life Cycle Sustainability Assessment in the
automotive industry.

2.3. Implications for Application at an Automotive Company

In order to identify the most pressing challenges out of the ones identified by the two previous
research steps (Sections 2.1 and 2.2) for the adoption of LCSA, decision makers at an automotive
company were consulted. The consulting process was carried out with 12 decision makers who were at
least at the level of department head. They were first presented with the findings of the two previous
research steps and were asked in a semi-structured interview whether they agreed with the identified
challenges and potentials for adoption of LCSA within an automotive company. In a second step, they
were asked about their expectations towards an operational LCSA framework. The interviews were
conducted in person.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. State of the Art of LCSA

The drastic reduction in initial hits from way over 10,000 to 274 after limiting the literature search
string indicates a high “noise”, meaning not pertinent literature, when searching for publications
related to life cycle sustainability assessments. This is not surprising as the individual key words tap
into separate extensive fields of research which is why the search had to be limited in the first place.
The comparatively low amount of initial hits with the limited search string indicates that the specific
field of Life Cycle Sustainability Assessment is still in development. This indication is substantiated by
the further findings in this research. The final set of analyzed publications of 63 compares to other
structured literature reviews [20,26,29].

A detailed overview of the analyzed publications and their classification along with a list of the
initial hits can be found in the supplementary material to this article.

3.1.1. Bibliometric Results

In the following, bibliometric evaluations of the set of examined publications are presented
visualizing some characteristics and developments in the field of LCSA research. Figure 2 shows the
distribution of publications by year.
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Figure 2. Distribution of publications by year. * The review was conducted in July 2015, thus not all
publications in 2015 could be considered in this research.

It can be clearly seen that the majority of publications appeared after 2011. An increasing trend
can be assumed as the figure for 2015 only includes publications up until July 2015 when the data
for this research were gathered. The fact that most of the LCSA related research has been published
after 2011 when the UNEP/SETAC guidelines were published re-affirmed the need for this research.
The peak in publications in 2013 can be explained be the special issue on Life Cycle Sustainability
Assessment by The International Journal of Life Cycle Assessment out of which eight papers were included
in this review. Table 2 displays the publications by source.

Table 2. Distribution of publication by source/journal. All sources that contributed just one publication
were subsumed under “Rest”.

Name of Journal No. of Publications

The International Journal of LCA 21
Sustainability 10
Journal of Cleaner Production 5
Journal of Industrial Ecology 4
Applied Energy 2
Journal of Remanufacturing 2
Procedia CIRP 2
Rest 17
Total 63

It is evident that The International Journal of Life Cycle Assessment is the dominating medium in the
field of LCSA, followed by the online journal Sustainability. The rather large share of sources under
“Rest” indicates that the chosen research method enabled the identification of relevant publications
that were not contained in the initial sources of the search thus proving the viability of the chosen
method. Figure 3 shows the characteristics of the examined set of publications in regards to the type
of study.
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As can be seen in Figure 3, 52 of the examined publications had theoretical elements (mostly
development of assessment methods), whereas 42 had empirical elements (mostly case studies).
As the group of studies that combine empirical and theoretical elements is mainly comprised of
method developments that are subsequently tested by case studies it can be summarized that
the field of analyzed literature leans more strongly towards method development rather than
gathering empirical evidence using existing methods and frameworks. This is underpinned by
only 11 publications containing pure case studies. This distribution of theoretical versus empirical
studies shows characteristics of a nascent to intermediate state regarding the maturity of the field of
research [30]. When looking at the numbers of sustainability dimensions addressed, 80% of publications
addressed all three dimensions while 20% only addressed two sustainability dimensions. Publications
that addressed just one dimension were excluded from this research and were thus not present in
the review.

The distribution of industry sectors that were dealt with in the examined publications is presented
in Table 3.

Table 3. Distribution of industry sectors that were addressed in the examined publications. Twenty
publications did not explicitly address a specific industry sector.

Industry Sector No. of Publications

- 20
Building 8
Automotive 7
Energy 6
Fuels 5
Waste Management 4
Agriculture 3
Electronics 2
Other 8
Total 63

Out of the analyzed publications, 20 did not specifically address an industry sector (see Table 3).
That makes for a consistent picture of the examined set as 21 publications used only a theoretical
approach (cf. Figure 3) not requiring a link into practice. The most prominent industry sectors were
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building, automotive, energy, and waste management. These findings underpin that the automotive
industry is in the focus when it comes to the sustainability of products. When looking at the countries
of origin of the publications, the field was led by Germany (21%) followed by Italy (16%), USA (13%)
and the UK (11%).

3.1.2. Classification of Literature by Thematic Fields

The thematic clustering of the research field was not straightforward as the set of examined
publications posed a heterogeneous group of publications with no clear “mainstream” discernible
or clear delineations between different research foci. This in itself already constitutes a major
finding of this review. Nonetheless, it was found that the field could be clustered into four thematic
fields: “Framework”, “Method Integration”, “Case Studies”, and “Alternative Assessment Methods”.
The thematic field “Framework” comprised all research papers that dealt with the principle logic and
further development of the framework LCSA rather than singular methods. Papers in the field of
“Method Integration” were dealing with the integration of methods, meaning that parts or elements of
the higher-level framework were extended, changed, or added. The thematic field “Case Studies” was
made up by publications that mainly carried out case studies for LCSA. The last field “Alternative
Assessment Methods” denotes the collection of papers that were developing their own assessment
method by either incorporating parts of or totally independent from the LCSA framework. Table 4
shows an overview of the thematic fields and the respective publications.

Table 4. Overview of thematic fields of LCSA literature and the according authors.

Thematic Field Subcluster Authors

Framework

Klöpffer (2003), Klöpffer (2008), Heijungs et al. (2009), Finkbeiner et al. (2010),
Heijungs et al. (2010), Guinée et al. (2011), UNEP (2011), Zamagni (2012), Cinelli et al.
(2013), Jørgensen et al. (2013), Sala et al. (2013), Sala et al. (2013), Zamagni et al. (2013),
Hoogmartens et al. (2014), Klöpffer and Grahl (2014), Keller et al. (2015),
Neugebauer et al. (2015), Traverso et al. (2015)

Method
Integration

LCSA Steps
Foolmaun and Ramjeawon (2013), Foolmaun and Ramjeeawon (2013),
Hu et al. (2013),Pesonen and Horn (2013), Vinyes et al. (2013), Stefanova et al. (2014),
Souza et al. (2015)

Multi-Criteria
Decision Analysis

Halog and Manik (2011), Ghadimi et al. (2012), Manzardo et al. (2012), Bachmann (2013),
Ostermeyer et al. (2013), Wang and Chan (2013), Buchert et al. (2015), Ren et al. (2015)

Multi-Regional
Input-Output Analysis Kucukvar and Tatari (2013), Kucukvar et al. (2014), Onat et al. (2014), Onat et al. (2014)

Case Studies
Brandão et al. (2010), Schau et al. (2012), Traverso et al. (2012a), Traverso et al. (2012b),
Valdivia et al. (2013), Lu et al. (2014), Martínez-Blanco et al. (2014), Minne and
Crittenden (2015), Yu and Halog (2015)

Alternative
Assessment

Methods

Zhou et al. (2007), Azapagic and Stichnothe (2010), Moriizumi et al. (2010), Jeswani and
Azapagic (2012), Nzila et al. (2012), Schulz et al. (2012), Stamford and Azapagic (2012),
Luthe et al. (2013), Tugnoli et al. (2013), Ingwersen et al. (2014), Mjörnell et al. (2014),
Shuaib et al. (2014), Stamford and Azapagic (2014), Torquati et al. (2014),
Dewulf et al. (2015), Hirschberg and Burgherr (2015), Li et al. (2015)

There are different understandings of how to approach product sustainability in general as
becomes evident in the different understandings on how to develop a framework, and to Life Cycle
Sustainability Assessment in particular as there were plethora of issues addressed and even more
alternative assessment methods developed.

Framework

Publications sorted into this category dealt with the principle logic and further development of
the framework LCSA rather than singular methods. In this review paper, the acronym LCSA stands for
the Life Cycle Sustainability Assessment framework as defined by Klöpffer [4,5] and Finkbeiner et al. [6].

The foundations for the LCSA framework as a complementary application of the life cycle
assessment methods LCA, S-LCA, and LCC were laid by Klöpffer and Finkbeiner. They gave two
options of how this could be achieved: either by carrying out those three separate assessments with
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the same system boundaries or applying them as three different impact assessments to the same life
cycle inventory [5]. In the quasi-guidelines by UNEP/SETAC [3], it was added that, in addition to the
same system boundaries of all three methods within LCSA, the same temporal horizons are also to
be considered.

The first overview of the status quo of the LCSA techniques LCA, LCC, and S-LCA were given
by Finkbeiner et al. [3,7]. They also adopted Maslow’s pyramid of needs to reflect the hierarchy of
sustainability assessment approaches showing LCSA on top and thus as the most sophisticated product
sustainability assessment available. Furthermore, they introduced two presentation tools for LCSA
results: the Life Cycle Sustainability Triangle and the Life Cycle Sustainability Dashboard [7,31,32].
Zamagni [9] affirmed that LCSA is the state of the art of life cycle based sustainability assessment.

Sala et al. [17,33] developed a framework in order to structure the field of sustainability science
according to the scientific and social paradigm. Then they conducted a meta-review of papers on
sustainability assessments in order to check whether they could be integrated in the freshly developed
sustainability science framework. In their evaluation, they compared the LCSA framework by
Klöpffer and the Life Cycle Sustainability Analysis framework by Guinée and colleagues against their
sustainability assessment. Both frameworks were considered potentially fit to work as sustainability
assessment method, but the framework of Guinée et al. was seen as further along although it still
missed translation into operation [17,33]. Therefore, their framework was not further considered for
the following steps of this research.

Hoogmartens et al. [34] included Cost-Benefit-Analysis (CBA) in their status report on LCSA as
they compared and discussed LCA, LCC, S-LCA, and CBA in regards to the assessment of sustainability
resulting in an illustrative framework to show differences and interactions. Environmental LCC was
regarded as “pure LCC”, full environmental LCC as LCC with monetization of environmental impacts.

In 2014, Klöpffer and Grahl noted that no substantial development on LCSA had taken place and
that LCSA could be realized by taking several routes [35]:

(1) LCC + S-LCA as additional impact categories for a life cycle inventory (LCI) of an LCA
(2) Eco-efficiency + S-LCA
(3) LCA + socioeconomic analysis

However, there also exists doubt that a combination of LCA, S-LCA, and LCC would lead to a
more comprehensive sustainability assessment. Jørgensen et al. [36] analyzed whether the proposed
LCSA could actually assess the effects on sustainability as defined in the Brundtland report. They found
that LCA and S-LCA are necessary (even though further development towards assessment of poverty
is needed) but LCC is not necessarily an integral part [36].

An extension to the LCSA framework was introduced by Keller et al. [37]. In order to take barriers
to implementation into account, thus providing a better basis for decision support, they proposed four
elements of evaluation: technology, environment, economy, and social, with only the environmental
indicators derived from a clearly life cycle based tool (LCA).

Aiming at facilitating the application of LCSA, Neugebauer et al. [38] proposed a tiered structure
to LCSA, depending on the level of barriers to operationalization. Tier 1 provided a set of midpoint
indicators that were rather easy to assess and interpret, whereas Tier 3 suggested a comprehensive
approach with an extended list of indicators and impact categories calling for a higher effort in
execution but yielded a more detailed result [38].

As main future research needs the publications mainly identified the challenges that come with
combining three method into one framework consistently [9]. Firstly, the methods displayed different
degrees of maturity with especially S-LCA having the challenge of affluence of indicators and difficulty
of quantification and relation to product [7,35]. Secondly, the consistency requirement calling for
same system boundaries for all methods were considered to demand some further work as it was not
clear whether this was always feasible or even conceptually correct [9]. Thirdly, the weighting and
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aggregation within LCSA should be addressed as this would enable researchers/users to arrive at a
combined result more clearly able to support decision makers [7].

Other prominent fields for future research were the communication of LCSA results [37,39,40]
and data availability [7,37].

Method Integration

Publications of this category dealt with the integration of methods, meaning that parts or elements
of the higher-level framework were extended, changed, or added. The field of method integration
could be further divided into publications focusing on LCSA Steps, the application of Multi-Criteria
Decision Analysis, and the application of Multi-Regional Input-Output Analysis.

LCSA Steps

Further structuring of the goal and scope phase of LCSA in order to make it more operational is
suggested by Hu et al. [41] and Stefanova et al. [42]. This could be achieved by either introducing
questions which answers will lead to goal and scope definition [41] or by defining the phase
top-down. The latter was suggested by first defining macro-goals followed by a technology map
that comprises all possible routes to achieve those goals. Finally, the establishment of a context
determines what routes can be taken and what routes have to be excluded, thus setting the scope
of the assessment [42].
Following the idea of simplification, the introduction of a Strengths–Weaknesses–Opportunities–
Threats (SWOT) matrix as a streamlined LCSA approach that incorporates all three dimensions in
a concise manner that is easily to communicate was examined by Pesonen and Horn [43].
Turning to the impact assessment phase, several researchers proposed a simplified impact
assessment when comparing alternative scenarios by setting the best performing option in
a respective category as 100% and putting the other options in relation [44–46]. The missing
consensus on impact pathways motivated Souza et al. [47] to develop a method to define impact
categories and impact pathways for the social and economic dimension of LCSA by stakeholder
engagement. They derived causal maps from the subjective feedback of stakeholders which
resulted in familiar impact categories but also new ones, especially for social: digital inclusion
was additionally identified, whereas child labor and collective bargaining were not considered
relevant [47].
Future research needs identified were the weighting and measuring of social impacts along with
the definition impact categories in economic dimension [44,45], and the conduction of further
case studies [41,47].

Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis

Several authors chose to integrate multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) in order to be able
to combine different indicators into one aggregated result, deriving weights for the respective
indicators, and even translate qualitative information into quantitative metrics [48–52]. In order
to determine weights, researchers usually applied fuzzy evaluation methods, the Analytical
Hierarchy Process (AHP) or a combination of those to translate qualitative evaluations of experts
into metrics [48–51,53]. Additional methods like TOPSIS or VIKOR were then used to either
determine distance to target [50] or the best alternative [51]. Ostermeyer et al. [54] dealt with the
multi-criteria approach using Pareto optimization together with the application of LCC + LCA
and defined more than 700 scenarios out of which the preferred option was identified using the
Pareto optimal approach. Bachmann [55] derived suggestions for developing LCSA by comparing
the external costs assessment and the MCDA within the NEEDS project concluding that both
overlap except regarding social indicators and a consequential approach would be preferable
when modeling LCSA.
Multi-criteria decision models were also used for a method that was developed to consider
sustainability aspects early in the design process by integrating LCSA, engineering design
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processes, and multi-criteria assessment. The combination resulted in a decision-tree that
depicted several design solutions and their impacts which was then analyzed using multi-criteria
assessment in order to determine the preferable option [52].
In the field of multi-criteria decision models within LCSA, the definition and choice of suitable
criteria in LCC, LCA, and S-LCA was desired for future research [48,52,55]. Furthermore, the
integration of dynamic relations between evaluation criteria and other dynamic influences like
energy mixes, costs, and discount rates should be looked at [50,54].

Multi-Regional Input-Output Analysis

Several publications made use of extended multi-regional input-output (MRIO) analyses to
determine the sustainability impacts of the US building sector [56,57] and different automotive
drive-trains [58]. The initial method was developed by Kucukvar and Tatari [56] who used
supply and use tables from the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis to model supply relationships
between industry sectors and therefore simulate a supply chain. Kucukvar et al. [59] expanded
the method by Kucukvar and Tatari [56] by using a multi-criteria decision model to determine
the ideal alternative under given weights for sustainability dimensions.
Areas for improvement by future research would be a better disaggregation of construction
sector in input-output models [56] as well as further development of MRIO tables regarding the
granularity of the models and development of dynamic models [57,58].

Alternative Assessment Methods

A considerable proportion of the examined publications were developing their own assessment
method either incorporating parts of or totally independent from the LCSA framework. Some authors
took LCSA elements and either developed a simplified tool that allows quick assessment of wastewater
treatment options based on LCA and LCC [60] or combined LCA and economic indicators to assess
biogas production options in Kenya [61]. Other partial integration was done by Luthe et al. [62]
who developed a tool that integrates LCA, S-LCA, and economical aspects into product design,
while Mjörnell et al. [63] claimed to integrate all three LCSA components into their sustainability
assessment, even though they chose indicators from the S2020 Knowledge Matrix instead of established
S-LCA sources.

Most of the publications, however, developed their own assessment method, totally independent
from the LCSA framework. A rather elaborate assessment method was introduced by Stamford
and Azapagic [64] who used 43 indicators grouped into sustainability sections (techno-economic,
environmental, social) to assess possible future energy mixes in the UK. They followed up their
assessment with a revised method, employing 16 indicators that followed LCA for environmental
impacts but own deliberations regarding economic and social impacts to identify the most sustainable
energy mix for the UK in 2070 [65]. Similarly, the assessment of primary energy carriers was the
focus of the Integrated Sustainability Assessment Framework (ISAF) in which 15 indicators for four
sustainability dimensions (adding “technology” to the three conventional ones) were suggested [66].
Energy sources were also assessed by Hirschberg and Burgherr [67] who based their indicators on the
NEEDS framework. They resorted to LCA for the environmental dimension, expert judgment for the
social dimension, for which the indicators health and security were chosen and capital investment plus
fuel costs for the economic dimension. Aggregation of results was achieved by calculation of external
costs or through MCDA [67]. In contrast, Moriizumi et al. [68] used a life cycle based assessment
of different mangrove management options using just one indicator per sustainability dimension
and, similarly, Zhou et al. [69] conducted their assessment based on four indicators that covered
environmental and economic impacts.

Two publications suggested the inclusion of already existing methods and indices.
Ingwersen et al. [70] proposed to include integrated metrics, such as Ecological Footprint, Green
Net Value Added, Fisher Information into sustainability assessment as they can address additional
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aspects such as carrying capacity (Ecological Footprint) and were already established. Li et al. [71] on
the other hand developed a sustainability assessment model by combining LCA, full cost accounting
(FCA), health risk assessment, and AHP. Another two publications combined existing LCA studies on
biofuels with information from different sources on investment and operation costs for different biofuel
plants. A qualitative appraisal of social impacts was done additionally to cover all three dimensions.
No combined presentation of results was given [72,73].

The main research needs in this rather diverse set of publications were identified to be more
testing of the developed methods [63,64,66], refinement and ranking of indicators [61,70], and the
incorporation of input-output analysis [60].

Case Studies

The last of the four identified main fields in the analyzed set of publications was composed of case
studies that were applying LCSA methods in order to test their applicability and gain more insights
into the implications of the results gained by applying those methods.

The most straightforward application of LCSA was undertaken by Traverso et al. [31,32],
Schau et al. [74], and Valdivia et al. [40] who applied the framework to floor coverings, photovoltaic
modules, remanufacturing of automobile alternators, and several types of marble, respectively.
Traverso et al. [31] introduced the Dashboard of Sustainability as communication tool for assessment
results. Furthermore, LCSA was applied by Lu et al. [75] to assess two recycling routes (material
recovery or component reuse) of mobile phones in the formal and informal recycling sector in China
and by Yu and Halog [76] who assessed a PV array in Australia using LCSA but using a rather basic
qualitative approach for S-LCA. They interpreted secondary data (reports, websites, and literature)
from main supply chain actors in a color-coded matrix.

A case study using LCSA framework with special focus on S-LCA on mineral and compost
fertilizers was conducted by Martínez-Blanco et al. [77] who used data from LCA databases
(environmental impacts), LCC (purchase price), and S-LCA (Social Hotspot Database) to assess the
sustainability impacts of fertilizers. Two other case studies used a slimmed down approach just
applying LCA and LCC to assess flooring options [78] and the effects of different crops on land
use [79].

The main research needs identified by the case study publications were the way of weighting
between sustainability dimensions and the integration of all three dimensions, e.g., how to deal
with inconsistencies in system boundaries [74,75,77]. Further case studies [40,76,77], and improving
data availability, especially for S-LCA [74,77], were additionally identified as potential areas
for improvement.

3.1.3. Methods Not Identified by the Structured Literature Review

It is worth noting that prominent assessment methods such as eco-efficiency analysis [80],
SEEbalance [81,82] or PROSA [83] did not make it into this review, even though they assess two
(eco-efficiency analysis) or three (SEEbalance and PROSA) sustainability dimensions. This is a result
of the strict search string formulation when the literature search was conducted where no paper on
these methods surfaced. This might also indicate another characteristic of the discovered field of
papers. As methods from authors with affiliations to companies are hardly present in the analyzed set
of publications, it seems that the search for LCSA brought predominantly academic research to light
carrying with it a certain view and intended audience. How far this holds true might be an interesting
question for further research.

3.2. Current Status in the Automotive Industry

Turning to the results of the second step of this research, only Traverso et al. [28] reported
in more detail on the integration of LCSA at the BMW Group. While LCA is integrated into
product development process and used to identify and quantify measures for the improvement
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of environmental impacts there, work is still to be done on integrating social and economic impact
assessment. First steps towards the operationalization of Social LCA have been taken by co-founding
the Roundtable for Product Social Metrics, an industry-led initiative that produced a handbook on
implementing product social impact assessment [84].

The results of the investigation of other sources regarding the current status of LCSA within
the automotive industry are presented in Table 5 where all automobile manufacturers are listed that
produced more than one million cars in 2014 [85]. Together, they manufactured more than 85% of the
world’s production volume of cars.

It is evident that virtually all of the top 15 car manufacturers employ LCA as life cycle based
sustainability assessment. Only two Chinese manufacturers do not seem to apply LCA. Nine of the
manufacturers that employ LCA even had their results certified from a third party to use it in their
communication. Noteworthy is the clear focus on “just” LCA, meaning the sole addressing of the
environmental dimension of product sustainability. An exception is Ford where all three dimensions
of sustainability are addressed by additionally assessing the total cost of ownership as well as a few
indicators related to the social impact of the use phase of their product. However, the LCA method
applied at Ford still adheres to the ISO standard as formulated in 1997. Furthermore, there are singular
efforts to address other sustainability dimensions at other OEMs. Research has been carried out at
Volkswagen on LCC [14] and a dissertation on S-LCA at Daimler [86].

When looking at how many of the OEMs communicate their results externally, the number shrinks
to roughly half. Those who communicated their LCA results publicly focus mainly on greenhouse gas
emissions (GHG) while the presentation of the results was done in comparison with the respective
predecessor model or a conventional model when assessing alternative drive systems. Another way
was to report the absolute results of the indicators.

It can be summarized that (environmental) LCA is well accepted and practiced throughout
the world’s top car manufacturers, whereas comprehensive Life Cycle Sustainability Assessment
of cars cannot be found. Even though Ford is reporting on social and economic criteria in their
Product Sustainability Index, they focus rather on the use phase, thus not taking the entire life cycle
into account.

As the automotive industry has to prove to legislators that their products do not contain legally
banned substances and that they fulfill the required recycling quotas, they have to determine the
material balance of their cars [87]. To efficiently manage the information on material composition of
the many components that are sourced externally and thus are supplied by several suppliers to several
car manufacturers, the International Material Data System (IMDS) was established in which all this
information is entered by suppliers and can be extracted from OEMs.
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Table 5. Status of communication on environmental, social and economic aspects of products at the world’s top 15 automobile manufacturers of 2014. Information
sources were the sustainability reports, product sustainability declarations and websites of the respective companies.

Rank Group Cars Methods Used Certification Sustainability
Dimensions

Separate Communication of
Product Related Results Details Separate Communication

1 Volkswagen 9,766,293 LCA ISO 14040/44 environmental “Umweltprädikat”/
“Environmental Commendation”

- comparison with predecessor
- life span: 150,000 km
- focus on GHG emissions

2 Toyota 8,788,018 LCA ISO 14040/44 environmental “Environmental Declaration” for
electric vehicles

- comparison with conventional vehicle
- life span: 150,000 km
- focus on GHG emissions

3 Hyundai 7,628,779 LCA ISO 14040/44 environmental
communication of GHG over life
cycle for selected models in
sustainability report

- absolute results
- life span: 120,000 km
- focus on GHG emissions

4 GM 6,643,030 LCA - environmental - -

5 Honda 4,478,123 LCA - environmental - -

6 Nissan 4,279,030 LCA ISO 14040/44 environmental

communication of CO2e
emissions over life cycle for
selected models in sustainability
report

- comparison with conventional vehicle
- life span: different for
different models
- focus on GHG emissions

7 Ford 3,230,842

- LCA
- Environmental and
Social indicators
- LCC/Total Cost
of Ownership

-
- environmental
- social
- economic

“Product Sustainability Index”

- absolute results and comparison
with predecessor
- life span: 150,000 km
- environmental: focus on GHG and air
emissions, noise, and recycling
- social: safety and space in vehicle
- economic: focus on total cost of
ownership for customer (3 years)

8 Suzuki 2,543,077 LCA - environmental - -

9 PSA 2,521,833 LCA - environmental
communication of entire fleet’s
CO2 footprint in
sustainability report

- absolute results
- life span: 150,000 km
- focus on GHG emissions
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Table 5. Cont.

Rank Group Cars Methods Used Certification Sustainability
Dimensions

Separate Communication of
Product Related Results Details Separate Communication

10 Renault 2,398,555 LCA - environmental communication of LCA results
for electric vehicles

- absolute results and comparison with
conventional vehicle
- life span: 150,000 km
- focus on CML2001 impact categories

11 BMW 2,165,566 LCA ISO 14040/44 environmental
“Umwelterklärung”/
“Environmental Declaration”
for selected models

- relative results showing distribution
of CO2e emissions over life cycle
- life span: 150,000–250,000 km
- focus on GHG emissions

12 Fiat 1,904,618 LCA - environmental - -

13 Daimler AG 1,808,125 LCA ISO 14040/44 environmental “Umweltzertifikat”/
“Environmental Certificate”

- absolute results
- life span: 160,000–300,000 km
- focus on CML2001 impact categories

14 SAIC 1,769,837 - - - - -

15 Changan 1,089,179 [Only Chinese communication]

Subtotal Top 15 61,014,905

World Total 72,068,994
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3.3. Implications for Application at an Automotive Company

Looking at the results from both research steps in this paper, it can be surmised that the structured
literature analysis provided a view of the state of the art in the field of LCSA highlighting the major
areas for research in the identified thematic clusters. Taking those findings and adding the insights
gained in the second step of this research on the current status of product sustainability assessment in
the automotive industry, the implications for the next steps towards the operationalization of LCSA
were derived by consulting with decision makers within an automotive company. In the following, the
possible next steps to address these research needs at an automotive company are proposed.

Several challenges for operationalization were identified that hinder the adoption of LCSA
at an automotive company. A considerable barrier is the challenge to consistently carry out the
three life cycle techniques. Within the thematic field of framework development there were still
some unanswered challenges regarding the different maturities of the methods as well as questions
regarding the requirement of consistent system boundaries. The systematical prerequisite of applying
the same system boundaries is questioned because of the different foci that the individual methods
have which could be understood as having no consistent system boundaries. This poses the question
how consistent the system boundaries for practical implementation have to be. It can be argued that
even the formally consistent formulation of system boundaries will yield emphases on different life
cycle phases depending on the method carried out. For instance, even if research and development
is an important part of the product life cycle from an economic perspective, it usually has marginal
impacts on environment and society [15]. Heijungs et al. [88] understand this as the natural result
of three different perspectives on the same object of interest. Decision makers saw the consistency
of system barriers as less critical as long as it is ensured that the main impacts in every dimension
were identified.

Proposed next step: For operationalization at an automotive company, a case study would be
desirable that executes the LCSA with formally consistent boundaries and formats the seemingly
inconsistent results in such a way that decision makers can nevertheless arrive at a conclusion.

As already mentioned, the low methodical maturity of S-LCA, notwithstanding the
quasi-guidelines by UNEP/SETAC, and the more technical barrier of limited data availability for
social impacts pose an additional barrier to implementing S-LCA as part of an LCSA framework at an
automotive company as experiences regarding the social assessment of products at the 15 examined
OEMs are rather scarce. Decision makers saw an entire S-LCA as too big a challenge for the time being
but saw definitive advantage in social risk assessment of supply chains in order to efficiently manage
social risks.

Proposed next step: When working towards operationalization of S-LCA, it should be assured
that the indicators are relevant for companies operating in the automotive industry. Additionally, the
relevancy for the coverage of social topics should match the strategic approach of the company as
e.g., defined in their materiality analyses. This would enable linking corporate strategy and product
sustainability even more closely. Looking at data availability, there currently are several efforts to build
up social databases to address this issue, resorting more often than not to MRIO databases as basis, for
instance the Social Hotspot Database or the Product Social Impact Life Cycle Assessment (PSILCA),
which enable the simulation of supply chains and thus the building of a life cycle inventory even when
limited data are available. A next step towards integration would be the evaluation of these databases
and the decision for a mode in which data should be acquired, e.g., hotspot identification via databases
and then primary data collection for said hotspots. Important insights might additionally be gained
once the dissertation about S-LCA at Daimler is published.

Another methodical challenge not as prominently identified by the structured literature review
but strongly emphasized by decision makers was the interpretation of results. As the support for
decision makers is the intended goal of an LCSA study, clear and easily understandable results are
desired. Therefore, aggregation and/or weighting of results for the different sustainability dimensions
are topics that have received some attention with different results calling for further research.
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Proposed next step: For adoption at an automotive company, this will be of crucial importance along
with communication formats as the eventual goal of applying LCSA is to enable informed decisions
to improve product sustainability. Additionally, the presentation and communication of results is an
aspect that harbors the potential of becoming a barrier when done poorly but also being an enabler
when used to its full potential. Therefore, it should be investigated whether decision makers need
the aggregation of results into one dimension or if other modes of interpretation and communication
would also be viable.

Another point strongly emphasized by decision makers was the desire to be able to express
sustainability impacts in monetary terms, i.e., costs or revenue for the company, as this would facilitate
the interpretation and inclusion of sustainability criteria in management decisions.

Proposed next step: A monetization method for translating product sustainability impacts into
monetary units relevant to the company (costs or revenues) should be developed.

Opposite the identified challenges, there was seen potential for the translation of LCSA into
practice at an automotive company.

First, the widespread acceptance and proliferation of LCA across the majority of top car
manufacturers, as discovered in the second step of this research, shows that life cycle thinking and
assessment of sustainability impacts is not foreign to the industry. Thus, the introduction of a life cycle
based assessment framework that adds two more dimensions to the existing environmental dimension
should, on the account of “understanding of the method”, not be a hindrance. Decision makers
understood and generally supported the combined assessment and management of environmental
and social aspects of a product’s life cycle.

Additionally, the automotive industry keeps track of components that are built into their cars and
the materials they are composed of with the help of the International Material Data System (IMDS).
Based on this system with the additional information on in-house production, all materials that are
incorporated in a car can be accounted for and thus data gathering for the building of the physical life
cycle inventory is facilitated.

Proposed next steps: At several OEMs, inter alia BMW, Daimler, and VW, information from the
IMDS is already used for doing LCA. For prospectively using it to also conduct S-LCA, the expansion
of information gathered with this system should be expanded to at least also contain information
about the origins of materials and components.

3.4. Limitations

First and foremost, the search for literature on only four distinct sources and the stringent
definition of the search term in order to narrow down the amount of initial hits pose as sources
for uncertainty in the final set of relevant publications as important contributions could have been
overlooked due to a too narrow search focus. Likewise, the exclusion of publications that addressed
only one sustainability dimension can have an impact on the picture that this research yielded for the
state of the art of LCSA as works that address advances of singular methods that are nevertheless part
of LCSA did not find their way into the final assessment.

4. Conclusions

The aim of this paper was to identify challenges and potential for implementing Life Cycle
Sustainability Assessment (LCSA) at an automotive company. The identified research needs regarding
LCSA and the resulting next steps towards operationalization of LCSA at an automotive company were:

Consistent execution of the three life cycle based assessment methods

- Conduct case study to determine the best handling of the question around consistent
system boundaries, especially whether a consistent picture of the results is needed.

Comparatively low maturity of S-LCA
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- Ensure consistency of social topics with company specific strategy.
- Evaluate currently available databases and decide on a mode of data acquisition.

Presentation and interpretation of results

- Regarding aggregation of sustainability dimensions, it should be determined what weights
decision makers would assign to the individual sustainability criteria or dimensions.

- A way of monetizing sustainability impacts should be developed to support decision
makers in interpreting the results.

- A communication format should be devised that easily and clearly conveys the LCSA
results and is directed at the relevant decision makers.

Most of these steps would ideally be taken by carrying out a case study at an automotive company
after methodical questions, e.g., indicators for S-LCA, data acquisition mode, and way of aggregation,
have been addressed. The proliferation of LCA within the automotive industry and the IMDS as
common data acquisition system can facilitate the operationalization.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/9/4/670/s1.
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1.5 Goal of the Thesis and Research Objectives

The goal of this dissertation is to increase the applicability of LCSA at an automotive company to

enable the identification and implementation of product sustainability improvement potential. That

means, the focus lies on filling some of the gaps of the existing LCSA methodology rather than

developing new methodological approaches. The main impediments that need to be addressed to

put LCSA into practice at an automotive company were identified in section 1.4. To overcome these

impediments, the research objectives of this thesis were defined to address the corresponding research

needs of section 1.4. The following research objectives were set for this thesis:

• Research Objective 1: Approach to select social indicators and to focus primary data collec-

tion in S-LCA

– Selection of social topics relevant to the company and deduction of corresponding indicators

– Evaluation of currently available databases for social hotspot assessment

– Examination of additional options for social hotspot assessment to streamline primary data

collection

• Research Objective 2: Method to interpret LCSA results for decision makers

– Determine what weights decision makers would assign to the individual sustainability di-

mensions

– Choose a weighting set to adopt in the LCSA framework

• Research Objective 3: Mechanism to implement LCSA results in decision process

– Development of a method to monetize product sustainability impacts

– Devise a mechanism to integrate findings in the product-related decision process at an

automotive company

The structure of this thesis is presented in the next section.
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1.6 Thesis Structure

The introduction and background along with the goal of this thesis have been presented in section

1. They are followed by the presentation of the results, most of which were published beforehand in

separate papers (section 2). In section 3, the results are discussed. The conclusions of this dissertation

together with an outlook are given in section 4. Figure 4 shows the structure of this thesis including

the integration of the previously published results.

Figure 4: Thesis structure

It can be seen from Figure 4 that the first publication — a review paper — contributes to the
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establishing the state of the art and the identification of research gaps regarding LCSA. The other

three publications address the specific research objectives (RO). The results of this thesis are presented

in the next section.

2 Results

This section presents the results of the thesis and shows how the individual publications combined

in this research tie into the overarching goal: Increasing the applicability of LCSA at an automotive

company to enable the identification and implementation of product sustainability improvement po-

tential. In section 2.1, the results regarding the selection of social topics, indicators and the focusing

of primary data collection for S-LCA (research objective 1) are presented. The findings on an interpre-

tation of LCSA results for decision makers (research objective 2) are presented in section 2.2. Section

2.3 contains the findings on the implementation of LCSA results in product related decision processes

at a company (research objective 3). In section 2.4 the results from sections 2.1 – 2.3 are combined

and it is shown how their combination helped in making the LCSA framework more applicable for the

automotive industry.

As the intention was to increase the applicability of LCSA at an automotive company, the LCSA

framework was applied to the component level of a vehicle. This granularity of assessment was chosen

because components are often used as the smallest manageable unit at automotive companies and

there is an increasing trend of outsourcing component development to suppliers (Ciravegna et al.,

2013). This application to the component level has first been introduced by Tarne et al. (2018) and

is briefly explained in the following as it formed the bearing for combining the individual research

papers into one dissertation.

Table 1: Challenges for applying the LCSA framework to the component level of a vehicle

Vehicle Component LCA LCC S-LCA Overall LCSA
A ? ? ? ?
B ? ? ? ?
C ? ? ? ?
... ? ? ? ?

Table 1 shows the challenges that had to be overcome for an application of the LCSA framework to

the component level of a vehicle. Every component of the entire vehicle would be listed and evaluated

based on its impact on every LCSA dimension measured with the underlying methods LCA, LCC and

S-LCA. That means, the impact of the production, use and end of life of the respective component on

all three sustainability dimensions is evaluated and combined into an overall LCSA impact.
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With the help of this application of the LCSA framework to the component level, an overall LCSA

evaluation per component should be possible and this approach should enable practitioners to:

a) Identify the component with the highest overall impact on product sustainability

b) Evaluate, whether improvement measures for individual components or the entire car are prefer-

able when looking at the overall LCSA impact

When these two functionalities of the LCSA framework are ensured, the goal of identifying and

implementing product sustainability improvements at an automotive company can be achieved. To

increase the applicability of this LCSA framework, this thesis tries to remove the question marks in

table 1 by addressing the research objectives as defined in section 1.5. To achieve this, the following

steps were undertaken:

1. Assessment of the LCA and LCC impacts of components

2. Expression of the impacts as criticality points

3. Selection of indicators and data basis for S-LCA

4. Assessment of the S-LCA impact of components and expression as S-LCA criticality points

5. Combination of criticality points from LCA, LCC and S-LCA into one LCSA criticality score

In the following, these steps are shown in detail. The impact in the individual dimensions could be

determined based on any selection of indicators deemed relevant. For instance, a car manufacturer

might have identified addressing climate change in its sustainability strategy. Therefore, the GWP

would be an indicator to select for evaluating the environmental impact of its products. The separate

indicator results could then combined to an overall (negative) impact in each dimension. As different

indicators will have different units of measurements, e.g. kg of CO2e emitted or m3 of water consumed,

the overall result in each dimension should be dimensionless. For the appraisal of the economic impact

of singular components in the use phase, the frequency of replacement would have to be ascertained

and how many of those fall under warranty, meaning the manufacturer bears the cost, and how many

would fall into the regular aftersales market, meaning the customer bears the cost. The overall impact

of every component should contain the impacts due to the production, use and end of life (EoL) of

that component. The impact of the production of every component can clearly be determined. The

impact of assembly of the car can be included as separate entry in the component list or be allocated

to the components. This could be done via allocation by mass (or the respective process like welding

for car frame, painting to car body etc.). The impacts of the use phase related to maintenance and
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exchanging wear and tear parts can again be clearly determined per component. The impacts of the

use phase related to the provision and use of the fuel can also be allocated to the components, e.g. via

mass or even depending on the impact that the component has on the drag factor. Impacts on EoL can

again be clearly determined as parts for remanufacturing and recycling get dissembled and the rest of

the car gets shredded. This research applied a mass allocation approach, meaning that the impacts of

the vehicle’s use phase were allocated to the individual components relative to their share in the entire

vehicle’s weight. In the first step, the impacts of every component were determined by LCA and LCC.

This step was not derived in the individual research papers but was developed by applying LCSA at

an automotive company. As the environmental and economic dimensions were already implemented at

the concerned company, the established indicators, i.e. greenhouse gases, energy consumption, water

consumption and cost, were used to assess the LCA and LCC impacts within the LCSA framework. In

the second step, the LCA and LCC impacts were expressed as the criticality points. Criticality points

are dimensionless and have been created in the course of this approach, i.e. they are not based on any

previous or external sources. They express the relative criticality of a component in the respective

dimension, meaning that a component with a high count of criticality points has a more negative

impact than a component with a low count of criticality points. For this kind of relative evaluation,

outranking methods like VIKOR (Opricovic & Tzeng, 2004), PROMETHEE (Brans, 1982; Behzadian

et al., 2010) or ELECTRE (Benayoun et al., 1966; Govindan & Jepsen, 2016) would be suitable as they

can combine indicators with different measurement units. For this relative evaluation, the VIKOR

method (Opricovic & Tzeng, 2004) was chosen. To determine the relative impacts of a component

on the LCA dimension based on the three indicator results for GWP, energy consumption and water

consumption, the following steps were taken in accordance with the VIKOR method (Opricovic &

Tzeng, 2004, 2007). First, the Sj and Rj values were calculated representing the values for the

strategy of maximum group utility (S) and individual regret (R), respectively.

Sj =
n∑︂

i=1
wi(f∗

i − fij)/(f∗
i − f−

i ) (2)

Sj = S-value for component j

wi = weight of indicator i

fij = result of indicator i for component j

f∗
i = highest result of indicator i over all components

f−
i = lowest result of indicator i over all components

n = number of components
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The weight of indicator i (wi) was set as one for all three indicators leading to an equal weighting

between all three.

Rj = maxi

[︄
n∑︂

i=1
wi(f∗

i − fij)/(f∗
i − f−

i )
]︄

(3)

Rj = R-value for component j

Afterwards, the Qj value per component was determined, balancing the group utility against the

individual regret.

Qj = v
Sj − S∗

S− − S∗ + (1 − v) Rj − R∗

R− − R∗ (4)

Qj = Q-value for component j

S∗ = minj [Sj ]

S− = maxj [Sj ]

R∗ = minj [Rj ]

R− = maxj [Rj ]

v = weight for the strategy of maximum group utility

1 −v = weight of the individual regret

The value for v was set at 0.75 to put the emphasis on the maximum group utility. The component

with the highest overall impact in a specific LCSA dimension of the entire vehicle was awarded 100

criticality points, whereas the component with the lowest impact was assigned zero criticality points.

Therefore, the Qj value was multiplied by 100 to calculate the criticality points for every component

j. Table 2 shows what the conceptual approach to increasing the applicability of LCSA looks like after

the first two steps have been taken.

Table 2: LCSA framework with LCA and LCC impacts expressed as criticality points

Component LCA Criticality
Points

LCC Criticality
Points

S-LCA
Criticality

Points

Overall LCSA
Criticality

Points
A 72 11 ? ?
B 82 17 ? ?
C 20 52 ? ?
... ? ? ? ?

In this section, the LCSA framework has been applied to the component level of a vehicle and the

concept of criticality points has been established. The next step in increasing the applicability of the

LCSA framework is the selection of social indicators and the focusing of the primary data collection
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for S-LCA. This step is detailed in section 2.1.

2.1 Approach to Select Social Indicators and to Focus Primary Data Collection in

S-LCA

The first research objective was addressed through the definition of social indicators and the attempt

of improving social hotspot assessment, i.e. the identification of supply chain sections with increased

risk of violations pertaining to relevant social topics. When social hotspots are known, the time and

resource consuming task of primary data collection can be focused on the most critical parts of the

supply chain, thus making S-LCA more practical to conduct. This section addressed the research

objective 1 (c.f. section 1.5) as follows:

• Selection of social topics relevant to the company and deduction of corresponding

indicators

Section 2.1.1 contains the selection of social topics that are in line with the company specific

strategy and the derivation of respective indicators.

• Evaluation of currently available databases for social hotspot assessment

Multi-Regional Input-Output (MRIO) databases were examined regarding their reliability and

robustness to apply them for social hotspot assessment. This was done because it was of interest

to investigate, whether MRIO analysis could make S-LCA easier by enhancing social hotspot

assessment through gaining supply chain transparency despite limited knowledge of suppliers

(section 2.1.2).

• Examination of additional options for social hotspot assessment to streamline pri-

mary data collection

It was found that MRIO databases did not offer robust results for conducting social hotspot

assessment rendering them not suitable to guide data acquisition. Therefore, an alternative

approach was developed, which identified social hotspots based on material supply chains and

their social risks (section 2.1.3).

The selection of social topics and indicators relevant to the company was carried out to lay the basis

for the assessment of the S-LCA dimension in the LCSA framework. This step was independent of

the other to. The evaluation of MRIO databases for social hotspot assessment was carried out to

investigate, whether they could be used to facilitate the initial steps in an S-LCA. Because they did

not offer the support for social hotspot assessment as it was hoped for, an additional third step was

carried out. This third step examined an additional option to conduct social hotspot assessment that

was based on material supply chains.
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2.1.1 Selection of Social Topics and Indicators Relevant to the Company

To derive meaningful indicators for the assessment of social impacts at an automotive company, the

identification and prioritization of material topics12 was carried out. In the course of sustainability

reporting, companies compile a materiality matrix in which they rank the relevance of sustainabil-

ity topics from their point of view against the importance of these topics for external stakeholders

(Whitehead, 2017). Figure 5 shows the material social topics as defined in the BMW Sustainable

Value Report (SVR). The BMW Group determines the materiality matrix by conducting stakeholder

dialogue meetings and gathering the expectations of stakeholders’ general priorities for sustainability

for the company. For the 2014 materiality matrix, the process involves telephone interviews with rep-

resentative stakeholders, including customers, suppliers, investors, authorities, NGOs and scientists

from different regions of the world. The interview results were combined with the results of the stake-

holder survey and analysis from 2012 (BMW Group, 2014). The internal perspective was gathered via

a materiality workshop with 18 representatives from the relevant company divisions (including their

strategy offices). In addition, a continuous dialogue with stakeholder groups is maintained (BMW

Group, 2014). In the process, the material topics were classified regarding their relevance to the stake-

holders and to the BMW Group. The relevance was expressed on a scale from zero (= no relevance)

to nine (= high relevance). As threshold for inclusion of social topics, the relevance value of seven for

BMW Group was chosen as the motivation of this research was to lay the focus on the most relevant

social topics. Therefore, a value clearly above the level for medium relevance (4.5) was deemed appro-

priate. This led to the top four identified social topics (human rights, social standards in the supply

chain, occupational health and safety, and corruption).

12"Materiality is the threshold at which aspects become sufficiently important that they should be reported. Beyond
this threshold, not all material aspects are of equal importance and the emphasis within a report should reflect the
relative priority of these material aspects. In financial reporting, materiality is commonly thought of as a threshold
for influencing the economic decisions of those using an organization’s financial statements, investors in particular.
The concept of a threshold is also important in sustainability reporting, but it is concerned with a wider range of
impacts and stakeholders. Materiality for sustainability reporting is not limited only to those aspects that have a
significant financial impact on the organization." (Global Reporting Initiative, 2015)
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Figure 5: Social topics identified from the sustainability materiality matrix — own visualization after BMW Group
(2014). The top right corner marks the area with the most material topics, i.e. topics with high importance
for BMW Group as well as external stakeholders. Within this area, the topics that relate to the social
dimension have been marked and categorized depending on whether they were identified as material topic for
the S-LCA dimension within LCSA (dark blue) or not (grey).
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For those social topics, indicators were defined. This was done by analyzing the indicator list contained

in the SHDB Social Hotspot Database (SHDB) and selecting those that matched with the identified

four social topics. The SHDB collects different international data from sources like ILO, Laborsta

or the World Bank on social topics like child labor, forced labor or labor rights. The data is then

interpreted and characterized to give a classification of the risk level (low, medium, high and very

high) in the respective country and industry sector (Benoit-Norris et al., 2012; Benoît Norris, 2014).

This assessment is made for all industry sectors as contained in the Global Trade Analysis Project

(GTAP) for 191 countries (Benoit-Norris et al., 2012). For example, the statistical occurrence of child

labor of 5% in a country and industry sector was characterized as medium risk (Benoít Norris et al.,

2013) meaning that a process/company located in the respective country and industry sector can be

regarded as "medium risky" to have instances of child labor if no additional information is at hand.

The following list of indicators for the four topics resulted from the analysis of the SHDB:

1. Human rights

– Risk of child labor

– Risk of forced labor

– Risk of violation of right to collective bargaining

– Risk of violation of right of freedom of association

2. Social standards in the supply chain

– Potential of Average wage being < Minimum Wage

– Risk of excessive working time

3. Occupational Health and Safety

– Risk of non-fatal injuries

– Risk of fatal injuries

4. Anti-Corruption / Compliance

– Overall Risk for Corruption

In this section, the social topics and corresponding indicators relevant to an automotive company to

assess the impacts on the S-LCA dimension within the LCSA framework were determined. But the

approach of how to actually go about the collection of data to actually determine the impacts on these

social topics has still to be addressed. In the next section, MRIO databases are evaluated with respect

to their possible use in social hotspot assessment. This would have the potential to streamline the

efforts for primary data collection in S-LCA.
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2.1.2 Comparison of MRIO databases regarding transaction structure and SC analysis

As MRIO databases contain the world’s trade flows, they are often used to simulate supply chains for

which no other information than the final demand or tier 1, i.e. the direct suppliers, exist (Kucukvar

et al., 2014)(Onat et al., 2014). Therefore, MRIO databases were seen as an interesting option to

enable social hotspot assessment, especially as they have already been used for conducting social risk

assessment (Moran et al., 2015) or for constructing the SHDB (Benoit-Norris et al., 2012; Benoît

Norris, 2014). Of interest was to find out how consistent the information of different MRIO databases

are and how they should ideally be applied for SC analysis in order to receive useable results. That

means, to obtain reliable information on the region and industry sector of all relevant suppliers in

the respective SC for which only tier 1 is known. This would enable a social hotspot assessment to

identify the most critical parts of an SC. This, in turn, could then streamline the efforts for primary

data collection of S-LCA as the practitioner can focus on these hotspots for primary data collection.

This would greatly reduce the effort for conducting S-LCA, significantly improving its applicability

and thus the applicability of LCSA. The four major MRIO databases (Eora, EXIOBASE, GTAP and

WIOD) were evaluated with regard to their comparability and consistency as well as to the best way

to apply them to enable SC analysis. This was done by comparing their transaction structures, i.e.

the amount of intermediate consumption that is transferred between regions and industry sector, and

their SC analysis results, i.e. the information on industry sector and region of potential sub-suppliers

of the supplier of interest. Transaction structures were compared based on a unified form to which all

databases were transformed. Two types of SC analysis were carried out with all four databases: an

aggregated SC analysis, i.e. based on the Leontief Inverse, and a disaggregated SC analysis, i.e. based

on Structural Path Analysis. The results were also compared with a real SC. Results showed that this

MRIO analysis did not offer robust results for social hotspot assessment as the supply chain modelling

was not satisfying. Not satisfying means in this context that the SC modelled by the MRIO databases

varied significantly between each other and also the real world SC that they were supposed to model.

Therefore, MRIO analysis is not suitable to depict the real SC and can consequently not identify

possible hotspots. The closest results to the real life case study were gained from the aggregated

supply chain analysis. Following these results, MRIO were discarded as possible way of improving the

applicability of S-LCA and the prioritization of data acquisition. Therefore, an alternative approach

for identifying social hotspots has been developed within this dissertation, which is presented in section

2.1.3.
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The publication by Tarne et al. (2018a) is presented on pages 48–63.

Reprinted by permission from ScienceDirect, Journal of Cleaner Production. A comparison of Multi-

Regional Input-Output databases regarding transaction structure and supply chain analysis. Peter

Tarne, Annekatrin Lehmann, Matthias Finkbeiner, 2018 (https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jclepro.2018.06.082).

In this section the possible application of MRIO analysis for supporting social hotspot assessment has

been ruled out for the further course of the thesis. Therefore, another approach was examined that

looked at the social risks related to the worldwide material production of materials relevant to the

automotive industry. The approach is presented in the next section.
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a b s t r a c t

Multi-Regional Input-Output (MRIO) databases might be used to derive information of the regional and
sectoral distribution of otherwise unknown supply chains (SC). There are several MRIO databases
available that were created using different approaches. This paper evaluates MRIO databases with regard
to (1) their comparability and consistency in general and (2) the best way to apply them to enable SC
analysis. Four MRIO databases were analyzed: Eora, EXIOBASE, GTAP and WIOD. They were compared
based on (A) transaction structure and (B) SC analysis results. (A) was done by transforming the data-
bases to a unified form and determining the relative differences of their transaction values. For (B), a SC
analysis based on cumulated intermediate consumption (CIC) and one based on structural path analysis
(SPA) were carried out and compared with the respective real life SC. The results showed that around 80%
of the total transaction volume in MRIO databases was intra-regional transfers. Inter-regional transfers
varied strongly between databases but overall similarity between databases was high when considering
the total transaction volume. This was supported by SC analysis based on CIC. The SC analysis by pro-
duction tier varied significantly between databases with only 50e63% of simulated suppliers being from
the same region or sector. The regional distribution of value added also showed clear differences be-
tween databases. The indication by the case study showed that the analysis based on CIC achieved more
overall conformity with the real SC but both ways of analysis only capture a fraction (14%) correctly.
These results led to the conclusion that the preferred mode of MRIO analysis for supporting subsequent
SC assessments would be based on CIC but that neither mode would be recommended for detailed SC
analysis as shown for the example of Social LCA. Future research should try to look at comparing dis-
aggregated MRIO databases, analyze the creation processes of MRIO databases and clarify why the share
of intra-regional transactions was consistent across databases but surprisingly high.

© 2018 Published by Elsevier Ltd.

1. Introduction & goals

Companies are increasingly held accountable for the social and
environmental impacts along their entire supply chain (SC) (Betts
et al., 2018; Parmigiani et al., 2011; Wolf, 2014). Increasing trans-
parency is a prerequisite for companies to assume responsibility
along their SCs because to them mostly only tier 1 suppliers are
known (Akkermans et al., 2004; Karlewski, 2016; Koplin et al.,
2007; Lamming et al., 2001). For a large supply network of a
complex product, a car for instance, this poses a practical challenge
as the countless SCs easily encompass more than 10,000 suppliers

e the BMWGroup had around 13,000 in 2015 (BMWGroup, 2015).
Especially comprehensive product sustainability assessment

needs to address the impact of a product on all three dimensions of
sustainability over its entire life cycle (Finkbeiner et al., 2010, 2008;
Kl€opffer, 2008, 2003; UNEP/SETAC Life Cycle Initiative, 2011). To be
able to fully carry out such an analysis, the implementation of Social
LCA (S-LCA) in product sustainability assessment at companies
would be needed, which is still lagging, inter alia, due to still
missing standardization of the method and limited data availability
(Karlewski, 2016; Kl€opffer and Grahl, 2014; UNEP/SETAC Life Cycle
Initiative, 2011). The issue of data availability in S-LCA is chal-
lenging because social impacts can differ depending on the region
and industry sector where the process takes place (Benoît Norris,
2014) as well as the company it takes place in (Dreyer et al.,* Corresponding author.
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2006; Jørgensen et al., 2010, 2008; Martínez-Blanco et al., 2015).
When trying to carry out hotspot assessments effectively for a

specific SC, i.e. identifying the most critical parts of an SC in regards
to possible violations the region and industry sector where the
production steps are located have to be known. Then an appraisal of
the risk for impact can be carried out, in the case of social violations,
for instance, by resorting to social risk databases. These hotspots
can give indication on where to focus primary data collection for
more substantial risk assessments.

Multi-Regional Input-Output (MRIO) databases might deliver
information on an otherwise unknown SC as they have been used
to determine from which region in the world and which industry
sector the required intermediate consumption of a defined output
came from (Crama et al., 1984; Defourny and Thorbecke, 1984;
Waugh, 1950). MRIO databases have been applied to assess the
environmental burden of supply chains by combining their infor-
mation on intermediate consumption with information on the
environmental performance of industry sectors (Lenzen et al.,
2013; Timmer et al., 2015; Wood et al., 2014) and are increasingly
used to enhance the operability of life cycle based sustainability
assessment of products (Kitzes et al., 2017; Kucukvar and Tatari,
2013; Moran et al., 2015; Onat et al., 2014a, 2014b). MRIO data-
bases have also been used as information sources to enable product
related social hotspot assessment of supply chains by creating so-
cially extended MRIO databases (Benoit-Norris et al., 2012; Benoít
Norris et al., 2013; Ciroth and Eisfeldt, 2015). The latest example
is the approach by Zimmer et al. (2017) that built a social extension
for Eora and combined it with supply chain management re-
quirements at an automotive company. Even though MRIO data-
bases are increasingly used in connection with LCA and several
databases are available, so far comparative assessments of MRIO
databases have mainly been carried out based on their environ-
mental extensions (Bouwmeester and Oosterhaven, 2013; Lenzen,
2011; Lenzen et al., 2004; Moran and Wood, 2014; Owen et al.,
2016, 2014; Stadler et al., 2014; Steen-Olsen et al., 2014; Su et al.,
2010; Wyckoff and Roop, 1994). Regarding their transaction flows
and their reliability and applicability for enhancing supply chain
transparency, there is still need for further analysis (Arto et al.,
2014; Steen-Olsen et al., 2016; Zimmer et al., 2016). Furthermore,
the applicability of MRIO analysis to enhance supply chain trans-
parency within an industry that produces a complex product has
not yet been investigated and the reliability of MRIO analyses re-
sults should be ascertained. In the course of this paper “MRIO
database“ refers to the actual databases while “MRIO analysis“ re-
fers to the application of these databases, e.g. for SC analysis.

The motivation of this research is to find out how similar and
consistent the information of different MRIO databases are and
how they should ideally be applied for SC analysis in order to
receive useable results, i.e. reliable information on the region and
industry sector of all relevant suppliers in the respective SC. This
research therefore aims at answering the following research
questions:

1. How similar and consistent are the information within different
MRIO databases?

2. How should MRIO analyses be applied in order to provide useful
information on suppliers in a SC of interest?

The first question is addressed by comparing and analyzing the
structures of MRIO databases. The second question is addressed by
comparing and validating the results of different SC analyses. The
approach of this paper is therefore also twofold: as a first step, four
selected MRIO databases are compared based on the transaction
flows (c.f. section 3.1). In a second step, two ways of analyzing a SC
are tested between the four databases (c.f. section 3.2): the broad

analysis of the overall distribution of suppliers based on the
cumulated intermediate consumption (CIC) as determined by the
Leontief Inverse (c.f. section 3.2.1) and the more detailed distribu-
tion of suppliers through the disaggregated demand by SC tiers,
i.e.“unraveled” Leontief Inverse or structural path analysis (SPA)
(c.f. section 3.2.2). The robustness of the results is additionally
tested by exchanging the initial industry sector for the SC analysis
of one database (i.e. the tier 1 industry sector is switched). Finally, a
comparison of the two ways of SC analysis of the four different
databases with a real life case study is conducted to get an indi-
cation on the transferability of SC (c.f. section 3.3). The usefulness of
the results for an actual application is discussed using the exem-
plary application of the SC analysis results for a possible social
hotspot assessment that could subsequently facilitate conducting
an S-LCA (c.f. section 4.3.4).

2. Background

2.1. MRIO databases

MRIO databases contain information on the economic links
between regions and industry sectors (Tukker and Dietzenbacher,
2013; Wiedmann et al., 2011). They are large tables that contain
themonetary flows of goods and services that are purchased by one
industry sector in a given region from another industry sector in the
same or a different region (Lenzen et al., 2012). They are compiled
by matching together supply and use tables (SUT) of the respective
regions, i.e. specific balances of product and service supply and
demand, and harmonizing them with the trade balances between
regions to form a consistent picture of the world spanning trans-
action flows (Lenzen et al., 2013; Wiedmann et al., 2011). The first
MRIO database goes back to Leontief and Strout (1963).

The explicit form of an MRIO database contains all absolute
transaction volumes. In order to find the relative link between in-
dustry sector outputs and the intermediate consumption the co-
efficient form is derived. This form holds coefficients denoting the
share of intermediate consumption required for providing a final
product or service normalized to one currency unit.

There are several MRIO databases available, e.g. the Asian In-
ternational Input-Output Table (AIIOT), Eora, EXIOBASE, GTAP,
OpenEU, OECD and WIOD (Inomata and Owen, 2014; Peters et al.,
2011). For this study Eora, EXIOBASE, GTAP and WIOD were
selected, because they are the most frequently used databases.
Some of their main features are summarized in Table 1.

2.1.1. Eora
The Eora database (Lenzen et al., 2013, 2012) was built with the

aim of including asmuch information of the original data sources as
possible. This was achieved by combining different information
formats of different countries meaning that for one country the
information was contained in supply and use tables (SUT) whereas
for another country product-by-product tables were used. The
database covers 189 regions and considers itself exhaustive in
regards to the coverage of global Gross Domestic Product (GDP). An
elaborate way of aggregating these information into 26 industry
sectors was established as well as a back- and forecasting algorithm
to deduce a time series spanning from 1990 to 2011. Additionally,
Eora contains information on basic prices, margins and taxes.

2.1.2. EXIOBASE
The EXIOBASE development (Wood et al., 2014) focused on the

European region and put its efforts into providing high resolution of
environmentally sensitive industries like the energy sector. The
database was built from SUT data from Eurostat for 27 EU countries
and data for 16 additional countries from various sources. These
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regions covered more than 90 percent of global GDP. The MRIO
database was created from those SUT by resorting to several as-
sumptions and auxiliary data, e.g. from the United States Geological
Survey (USGS) and the Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations (FAO). The missing countries were covered in 5
additional “Rest of the World” regions. EXIOBASE does not provide
time series but rather data for reference years. Version 1 was based
on data from 2000, version 2 on data from 2007. A third version of
EXIOBASE was published in 2018 that additionally contains time
series from 1995 to 2011 (Stadler et al., 2018; Wood et al., 2018).

2.1.3. GTAP
The GTAP database v9 (Aguiar et al., 2016; Narayanan et al.,

2012) was compiled for 140 regions and 57 industry sectors
covering the years 2004, 2007 and 2011. Like EXIOBASE it does not
yet cover time series. The database was created by relying on offi-
cial data sources like the other three MRIO databases and addi-
tionally on their own network members who can submit SUT for
their countries directly to GTAP. This way they gathered data
covering more than 98 percent of global GDP. The disaggregation of
SUTs was done with the help of auxiliary data, e.g. from FAO for
agricultural data. By linking country input-output-tables (IOT) with
the GTAP trade data, the MRIO database was created. Data gaps
were filled by creating representative IOT for different regions from
the existing IOT close to those regions.

2.1.4. WIOD
In contrast to the previous three MRIO databases that aimed at

capturing environmental impacts of production activities in the
world, the WIOD database (Timmer et al., 2015) was created with
economic trade analysis in mind. It covers 41 regions and 35 in-
dustry sectors over a time series from 1995 to 2011. The 40 coun-
tries contained in the database account for more than 85 percent of
global GDP. The rest was estimated in an additional “Rest of the
World” region. The MRIO database was constructed by relying on
only publicly available data, predominantly SUTs that were first
harmonized into product-by-industry tables. From these, industry-
by-industry IOTs were constructed with discrepancies being
assigned to “Rest of the World”. The time series had to be inferred
from differently spread benchmark year tables of the national SUT.

2.2. SC analysis

As MRIO databases capture the economic links between in-
dustry sectors and regions, they can be used to analyze the amount
and structure of supply (intermediate consumption) that is needed
to meet a certain final demand. This can be done at an aggregated
level (Leontief Inverse) or at a more detailed level (structural path
analysis). These two ways are briefly introduced in this section.

In this research, the cumulated intermediate consumption (CIC)
denotes the sum of all intermediate consumption that is required
over all production tiers to meet a given demand. The CIC that is
needed to meet the demand f

!
can be calculated by applying the

Leontief Inverse (Waugh, 1950):

v!¼ ðI � AÞ�1 $ f
!

(1)

v!¼ vector containing total output (end productþ intermediate
consumption) by each industry sector for producing a defined
unit of final demand

Table 1
Overview of the selected MRIO databases.

Name No. of regions No. of industry sectors No. of transactions in the
intermediate consumption matrix

Coverage of global GDP Source

Eora 189 26 24,147,396 z100% (Lenzen et al., 2013)
EXIOBASE 48 163 61,214,976 >90% (Wood et al., 2014)
GTAP 140 57 63,680,400 >98% (Narayanan et al., 2012)
WIOD 41 35 2,059,225 >85% (Timmer et al., 2015)

GDP¼Gross Domestic Product.

Table 2
Aggregation of industry sectors to harmonize the dimension of the MRIO databases for comparability.1

No. Unified industry sector name Eora EXIOBASE GTAP WIOD

1 Agriculture, hunting, forestry and fishing 1e2 1e19 1e14 1
2 Mining and Quarrying 3 20e34 15e18 2
3 Food & Beverages 4 35e48 19e26 3
4 Textiles and Wearing Apparel 5 49 27e29 4e5
5 Wood and Paper 6 50e55 30e31 6e7
6 Petroleum, Chemical and Non-Metallic Mineral Products 7 56e71 32e34 8e11
7 Metal Products 8 72e85 35e37 12
8 Electrical and Machinery 9 86e90 40e41 13e14
9 Transport Equipment 10 91e92 38e39 15
10 Other Manufacturing and Recycling 11e12 93e95 42 16
11 Electricity, Gas and Water 13 96e112 43e45 17
12 Construction 14 113e114 46 18
13 Trade 15e18 115e119 47 19e22
14 Transport 19 120e126 48e50 23e26
15 Post and Telecommunications 20 127 51 27
16 Financial Intermediation and Business Activities 21 128e135 52 - 54, 57 28e30
17 Public Administration, Education, Health and Other Services 22e24 136e162 55e56 31e35
18 Others 25e26 163 e e

1 The aggregation logic derived coincided almost completely with the common
classification system of Steen-Olsen et al. (2014) with the only exception that for
this research it was decided to keep the “Others” sector for Eora and EXIOBASE as it
could not be determined which other sectors to aggregate it with to keep consis-
tency with GTAP and WIOD.
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I¼ identity matrix
A¼ input coefficient matrix
f
!¼ final demand vector

The term (Ie A)�1 of this formula is called the Leontief inverse. If
the final demand vector is set to retrieve the output of 1 USD of a
specific industry sector in a specific region, the result in vector ( v!)
is the cumulated intermediate consumption needed to produce this
output. Thus, only a distribution of the required intermediate
consumption by regions and industry sectors is given but not a
distribution by SC tiers. Structural path analysis (SPA) can be
applied to gain more detailed insight into the distribution of in-
termediate demand by production tier.

SPA was introduced by Crama et al. (1984) and Defourny and
Thorbecke (1984) and is also called the “Production Layer Decom-
position” (Lenzen and Crawford, 2009). Equation (1) can be
approximated by the power series of the Leontief Inverse to “un-
ravel” (Suh and Heijungs, 2007) the intermediate consumption by
production tiers (Lenzen and Crawford, 2009; Suh and Heijungs,
2007; Waugh, 1950; Wood and Lenzen, 2009):

ðI � AÞ�1$ f
!
z A0$ f

!þ A1 $ f
!þ A2 $ f

! þ ::: þ An $ f
!

¼ I $ f
!þ A $ f

!þ A2 $ f
! þ ::: þ An $ f

!
(2)

n¼ number of desired production tiers.
Each exponential term (sometimes called power term) corre-

sponds to a production tier and can thus be used in SPA to identify
the main contributing industry sectors and the corresponding tiers
(Lenzen, 2002; Wood and Lenzen, 2009).

SC analysis in general and SPA in particular have been used to
complement life cycle inventory (LCI) compilation of Life Cycle
Analysis (LCA). As LCA often operates with cut-off criteria to
determine system boundaries, truncation errors can occur as the
cut-off up- and down-stream can account for as much environ-
mental impact as the analyzed processes (Lenzen and Dey, 2000;
Lenzen and Treloar, 2003, 2002; Suh et al., 2004). By applying SPA
to identify the main contributors of the upstream SC, the so-called
hybrid LCAs can be carried out with the system boundaries drawn
to include the relevant processes (Suh et al., 2004). It has been
shown that regular LCA might underestimate embodied green-
house gas (GHG) emissions in production chains by factor 2 if the
processes for analyses were selected by cut-off criteria rather than
by the identification of the main suppliers via structural path
analysis (Lenzen and Treloar, 2002).

3. Methods

3.1. Comparison of MRIO databases

3.1.1. General comparison
The first step of comparing the chosen MRIO databases con-

sisted of evaluating key parameters that reflected their overall
structure. The following key parameters were chosen:

a) Intermediate consumption: For this, the sum of all trans-
actions within the intermediate consumption matrix was
taken.

b) Value added: Here, the sum of the value added across all re-
gions and industry sectors was calculated.

c) Total transaction volume: The total transaction volume was
defined as the sum of intermediate consumption (a) and value
added (b).

d) Share of intra-regional transactions: To determine the share of
intra-regional transactions, first the sum of all intra-regional

transactions was calculated and then divided by the total
volume of intermediate consumption (a).

The results of this comparison for the base year 2007 are pre-
sented in Table 4 in section 4.1.

3.1.2. Comparison of transaction structure of different MRIO
databases based on unified dimensions

To enable comparability of the transaction flows captured
within each database, several aspects had to be considered. First, a
base year had to be defined. As the version of EXIOBASE that was
used in this researchwas based on 2007 data, the tables of the same
year were taken for the other three. Secondly, the structure of the
MRIO databases were evaluated more closely. As they had very
different dimensions, i.e. different granularity in the number of
regions and industry sectors (c.f. Table 1), the MRIO tables had to be
converted to a unified form onwhich basis they could be compared.
The smallest common denominator was searched for in the num-
ber of distinct regions and industry sectors. This is commonly
referred to as common classification (CC) system (Owen et al., 2016,
2014; Steen-Olsen et al., 2014).

- Regions: WIOD had the smallest number of regions and thus its
list of regions was the smallest common denominator. So all
regions that were not explicitly listed in WIOD were aggregated
under “Rest of the World (RoW)” in the other MRIO databases.
This left the number of regions in the unified form at 41.

- Industry sectors: Eora was the smallest common denominator
regarding industry sectors as it had the lowest industry sector
count (26) out of the chosen four databases. However, as some of
the industry sectors in Eora had to be aggregated to be com-
parable to GTAP or WIOD this number was reduced further. For
example, sector 13 (Trade) in Table 2 only had one corre-
sponding industry sector in GTAP. In Eora, this sector was still
disaggregated into “Wholesale Trade”, “Retail Trade”, “Mainte-
nance and Repair” and “Hotels and Restaurants” (sectors 15e18).
Therefore, these four industry sectors had to be aggregated
leaving Eora with 22 distinct industry sectors instead of the
original 26. Table 2 shows an overview of the aggregated in-
dustry sectors. In the end, 18 unified industry sectors could be
identified. More information including a more detailed list of
the original industry sectors can be found in the supplementary
material (SM2).

The numbers listed under Eora, EXIOBASE, GTAP and WIOD
represent the index of their industry sectors that were aggregated
into the respective industry sector. For example, when looking at
the unified industry sector “Textiles andWearing Apparel”, for Eora
no aggregation had to be performed as it corresponded to its 5th
industry sector (“Textiles and Wearing Apparel”). For WIOD, how-
ever, its 4th and 5th industry sector (“Textiles and Textile Products”
and “Leather, Leather and Footwear”) had to be aggregated. A more
detailed overview of the aggregation logic is given in the supple-
mentary material.

This process of bringing the MRIO databases to the same di-
mensions led to a final unified form of 41 regions and 18 industry
sectors. 41 regionsmultiplied by 18 industry sectors resulted in 738
rows and columns for the intermediate consumption matrix. One
row was added for the value added of each industry sector. The
unified form was therefore a matrix with 739 rows and 738 col-
umns containing 545,382 cells. Afterwards, the unified tables were
converted to the coefficient form. This was done by dividing each
transaction amount (i.e. cell value) by the production value (i.e. the
column sum of the respective receiving sector). The coefficient
form was used to allow for a simple evaluation of similarities and
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differences in the transaction structures of the MRIO databases.
The relative difference DA;Bij

of every MRIO cell was determined
using the following formula:

DA;Bij
¼

8>><
>>:

0; AAij
¼ 0 ∧ ABij

¼ 0

3*

���AAij
� ABij

������AAij
þ ABij

���
; AAij

s0 ∨ ABij
s0

(3)

AAij
¼ coefficient in celli,j in the input coefficient matrix of MRIO

database A
ABij

¼ coefficient celli,j in the input coefficient matrix of MRIO
database B
celli,j¼ cell in row i and column j

In this way, the relative difference of two equal values would
result in 0 percent. If one value was double the size of the other, a
relative difference of 100 percent would be indicated and in the
case of one value being zero, the maximum difference of 300
percent would be the result of the formula. The relative difference
was calculated for every cell in the unified form, i.e. for
545,382 cells. In order to visualize those differences the cells of the
pairwise comparison were colored according to the calculated
difference. The results of this calculation and visualization are
presented in section 4.2. The relative differences were character-
ized in five classes as shown in Table 3. The threshold values were
determined by the authors to classify the range of relative differ-
ences. Class 1 was assigned the darkest and class 5 the lightest
shade.

For a summarized evaluation of the difference or similarity be-
tween MRIO databases, a range of comparison metrics exists
(Gallego and Lenzen, 2009; Steen-Olsen et al., 2016; Wiebe and
Lenzen, 2016). Wiebe and Lenzen (2016) narrowed the applicable
matrix comparison metrics down as they were expecting their ta-
bles to also contain some values of zero. As this was also the case
with this research, the selected list of Wiebe and Lenzen was taken
as starting point for selecting an appropriate metric.

As more than one metric should be used to compare matrices
(Gallego and Lenzen, 2009), the mean absolute distance (MAD) and
the root mean square error (RMSE) were chosen for this research as
they were most readily applicable and already used in other
research, e.g. by Wiebe and Lenzen (2016) or Steen-Olsen et al.
(2016). The formula for the MAD is shown in equation (4):

MAD ¼ 100*

Pm
j¼1

Pn
i¼1

���AAij
� ABij

���
m � n

(4)

AAij
¼ coefficient in celli,j in the input coefficient matrix of MRIO

database A
ABij

¼ coefficient in celli,j in the input coefficient matrix of MRIO
database B
celli,j¼ cell in row i and column j
n¼ number of rows
m¼ number of columns

In this study, the MAD was slightly altered to express the dif-
ference between two matrices normalized to the maximum
possible difference between two MRIO tables in the coefficient
format. As the maximum possible result of the termPm

j¼1
Pn

i¼1

���AAij
� ABij

��� is equal to 2 � m, the following holds true:

0 �
Pm

j¼1
Pn

i¼1

���AAij
� ABij

���
2�m

� 1 (5)

Therefore, the modified MAD (MAD_mod) is calculated ac-
cording to equation (6):

MAD modA;B ¼ 100*

Pm
j¼1

Pn
i¼1

���AAij
� ABij

���
2�m

(6)

Two databases with perfect conformity would lead to an
MAD_mod of 0, whereas total discordancewould result in a score of
100. The results of the MAD_mod and the RMSE for the summa-
rized comparison of MRIO databases can be found in section 4.2.

3.2. Comparison of SC analyses of different MRIO databases based
on original form

To compare the existing databases regarding the consistency of
SC analyses, this second part of the analysis used the coefficient
form of the MRIO databases. Here, the unified MRIO database form
as described in section 3.1.2 was not used but the original coeffi-
cient form of the databases as a user also would apply the database
in its original form. The analysis was done by defining a common
starting point, i.e. tier 1 supplier. For this analysis, the SC of a metal
sheet supplier in Germany was chosen.

The following sectors were chosen to represent the metal sheet
supplier in Germany:

� Eora: “Metal Products”
� EXIOBASE: “Manufacture of basic iron& steel and of ferro-alloys
and first products thereof”

� GTAP: “Ferrous Metals” and “Metal Products”
� WIOD: “Basic Metals and Fabricated Metal”

To evaluate the robustness of the analysis the effect of sector re-
allocation (switch of the initial industry sector) or insecurity in the
assignment of a product to a certain industry sector, the sectors
“Ferrous Metals” and “Metal Products” of GTAP were included in
the analysis. This allowed for evaluating effect it had on the SC
analysis outcome if, e.g. one analyst would have chosen to repre-
sent a metal sheet supplier by the “Ferrous Metals” industry sector
in GTAPwhile another onewould have chosen the “Metal Products”
industry sector instead. If not otherwise declared in the context of
the SC analysis, GTAP refers in this paper to GTAP (Ferrous Metals).

3.2.1. SC analysis based on the CIC
The Leontief Inverse (c.f. section 2.2) was used to determine the

CIC needed to produce an output of 1 USD of the chosen industry
sector (see above). To enable comparability the intermediate con-
sumption was afterwards aggregated according to the CC (section
3.1.2). To evaluate the similarity of this first way of SC analysis

Table 3
Classification of relative differences and levels of similarities between MRIO data-
bases. Class 1 represents the “best” category with relative differences not exceeding
0.6, whereas class 5 constitutes the “worst” category with relative differences of 2.4
or more.

Class Range of relative differences Level of similarity

1 D < 0.6 Very High
2 0.6 � D < 1.2 High
3 1.2 � D < 1.8 Medium
4 1.8 � D < 2.4 Low
5 D � 2.4 Very Low
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between the four databases, the MAD of the CIC by industry sector
was calculated using its unaltered formula (c.f. equation (4)). To
enable a more detailed comparison between databases, the top 10
supplying regions and industry sectors by CIC were identified as
they should indicate were most of the production activities are
located. The results of the first way to approach SC analysis are
presented in section 4.3.1.

3.2.2. SC analysis by production tiers using SPA
The second way of approaching SC analysis was done by dis-

aggregating the intermediate consumption to show the SC tiers
with the help of equation (2) (c.f. section 2.2). The focus was laid on
identifying the top suppliers in tier 2 and tier 3 of the chosen tier 1
supplier. It was defined that the 10 top sub-suppliers for tier 1
should be identified (tier 2) by taking the 10 supplying industry
sectors in the MRIO database with the highest coefficients, i.e.
highest transaction flows. For instance, if the second largest coef-
ficient for the chemical sector in Germany was found to be the
chemicals sector in the United States, a theoretical chemicals sup-
plier in the US was assumed to be a tier 2 supplier. For tier 3, the
number of suppliers was limited to 30 in total. That means that for
every tier 2 supplier, 3 sub-suppliers (tier 3) were identified using
the same logic as for identifying tier 2 suppliers. The analysis
yielded 40 fictional suppliers for tier 1 (10 � tier 2 þ 30 � tier 3)
that were defined by industry sector and region. Therefore, the
approach applied in this research was a modified SPA as the
number of suppliers for each production tier was limited. The
approach is visualized in Fig. 1. Starting from this structure, it was
determined howmany matches, i.e. congruent region and industry

sector combinations, between SC analyses of the different MRIO
databases existed.

For comparing two MRIO databases in a condensed way, a
“similarity score”was defined. The results of the SC analysis, i.e. the
sector and region identified as suppliers, were compared pairwise
between the MRIO databases. It was evaluated whether the
resulting tier 2 and tier 3 suppliers of database A matched with the
ones of database B. For example, assume that in Fig. 1 the first
supplier in tier 3 of MRIO analysis using database A was located in
China (“Region A.3.1”) and operating in the industry sector “mining
and quarrying”. While the fourth supplier in tier 3 of the MRIO
analysis using database B was also located in China (“Region B.3.4”)
and operating in the “coal” sector. With the two regions being the
same, the industry sectors also have to be the same to be counted as
a match. To determine whether similar industry sectors like the
ones in the example could be counted as match, the aggregation
logic of Table 2 was used. As “mining and quarrying” of database A
and “coal” of database B fall into the unified industry sector “Mining
and Quarrying”, the two suppliers were counted as a match. The
position of the suppliers was given no weight which meant that if
supplier A.2.3 and supplier B.2.1 in Fig. 1 were of the same region
and industry sector, they would have been counted as a match. If all
10 tier 2 suppliers of MRIO A were congruent to MRIO B, it would
result in 10 matches for tier 2. The same logic was applied to tier 3.
The total number of possible matches was 10 for tier 2 and 30 for
tier 3, thus 40 in total.

The similarity score LA,B to express the similarity of SC analyses
by databases A and B was calculated by the following formula:

Fig. 1. Structure of the simulated SC used for comparing MRIO databases.
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LA;B ¼ number of matches between A and B
number of possible matches

(7)

This means that a similarity score of 1 would denote 100 percent
of conformity between SC analyses, i.e. the sectors and regions of all
40 suppliers were the same. A score of 0 would indicate entirely
different results of the SC analyses with none of the 40 suppliers
being the same in terms of region and/or sector. For example, if five
suppliers in tier 1 were a match between the SC analyses of MRIO
database A and B and seven suppliers in tier 3were amatch, the LA,B
would result in (5 þ 7)/40 ¼ 0.3. The results of the second way to
approach SC analysis are presented in section 4.3.2.

3.3. Comparing the SC analysis results with the real SC

To check the theoretical MRIO-based SC analyses as retrieved by
the two ways of approaching SC analysis (as described in section
3.2.1 and 3.2.2) for the four databases against a real SC, a case study
was carried out to gather primary data about the SC structure of a
metal sheet supplier in Germany. The process of selecting case
studies followed two considerations. On the one hand, they had to
be a relevant example for an industrial company and on the other
hand they should have a decent chance of success. As generating
transparency in the SC always touches on confidentiality agree-
ments between SC companies, the chances of success were deter-
mined by the already existing transparency and the type of relation
with the immediate suppliers and sub-suppliers. This research
carried out a case study investigating the SC of a metal sheet sup-
plier. A data collection formwas sent via Email to the tier 1 supplier
first, where it was asked to enter all its suppliers, their industry
sector and the location of their production as well as a respective
contact persons. After the tier 2 suppliers were identified, they
were approached and asked to fill out the same data collection form
to identify their suppliers, i.e. the tier 3 suppliers. To compare how
close the results of a SC analysis was to the real SC, the matches of
the SC analyses with the real SC were evaluated. The same simi-
larity score and method for identifying matches was applied as for
the comparison of the SC analyses to each other (c.f. section 3.2.2).
As the second way to approach SC analysis yielded 40 theoretical
suppliers (c.f. section 3.2.2), the top 40 supplying industry sectors
by amount in USD were also chosen for the first way (based on the
CIC). The case study was intended to give an indication on how SC
analyses captured a real SC.

To compare a single SC of a case study against the results of an
average SC derived from an MRIO might seem as a provocative
approach and statement. However, the wish and tendency to gain
particular insight into SC structures for specific companies is
spawning the use of MRIO for particular SC analyses and social
hotspot databases (Benoit-Norris et al., 2012; Ciroth and Eisfeldt,
2015; Systain, 2018; Zimmer et al., 2017). As the secondary moti-
vation of this research was to evaluate the possible application of
MRIO based SC analysis for social hotspot assessment, the com-
parison of SC analysis results against a real SC was included.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. General comparison

The key parameters of the evaluated MRIO databases are shown
in Table 4.

The total transaction volumes of all four MRIO databases were in
the same order of magnitude with an average total of 1.10� 1014

USD from which the strongest deviation was þ3.3 percent (Eora)
and �2.9 percent (EXIOBASE). These results show that the

evaluated databases arrived at a similar grand total of transaction
volumes of the world's economy. The slightly increased volume of
Eora could be due to the way the database was constructed as their
approach was to incorporate all available sources (c.f. section 2.1.2)
claiming that it covered virtually 100 percent of the global GDP. The
relatively low transaction volume of EXIOBASE might be caused by
the currency conversion fromEUR to USD. The conversionwas done
using an average exchange rate for 2007 (1.3705 USD/EUR) from the
European Central Bank. As conversion rates are dynamic there is an
inherent inaccuracy in applying an average exchange rate to the
transaction volume of an entire year. In 2007, the exchange rate had
a peak value of 1.4875 USD/EUR. Using this peak exchange rate,
EXIOBASE would show a total transaction volume of 1.16� 1014

USD and range above Eora. Thus, it was not possible to determine
with certainty how EXIOBASE compared to the other databases in
terms of captured transaction volume.

The share of intra-regional transactions in the intermediate
consumption was more than 80 percent for all databases. This
clearly shows that the majority of transactions captured in MRIO
databases was between industry sectors in the same region. Inter-
regional transactions therefore only accounted for about 20 percent
of the transactions. This seems surprisingly low as trade globally
has a share of about 50e60 percent of GDP (The World Bank 2017)
and to capture the multi-regionality of trade is the main target of
MRIO databases. Even though the comparison of the inter-regional
transaction share in MRIO databases and the data provided by the
World Bank is not looking at the exact same information, their
disparity cannot be fully explained as the construction method of
MRIO databases constructs the inter-regional transactions based on
trade balances and national GDP (c.f. section 2.1). The effect seems
to be systemic because all four databases showed this strong
weight in intra-regional transactions. It would be interesting for
future research to look more closely at how the intra- and inter-
regional transaction volumes are constructed in relation to GDP
and how this relation of 80 to 20 percent is generated.

In conclusion, the overall macro-level key parameters of the
databases show a surprisingly similar range, but they are domi-
nated by intra-regional transactions. Future research should look at
where this strong weight of intra-regional transactions results
from.

4.2. Comparison of transaction structure

In addition to the key parameters discussed in section 4.1, Fig. 2
shows the visualized relative differences of the pairwise compari-
sons of sectors and regions in the four databases considered. Darker
shades indicate higher similarity between MRIO databases. It can
be seen by the clearly discernible diagonal in every picture that
intra-regional transactions were the most similar between all four
databases. All databases showed clear differences between each
other when it came to transactions between regions. The high
similarity in intra-regional transactions could be explained on the
one hand that they were the largest transaction volumes in the
databases and thus absolute differences of intra-regional transfers
did not weigh in as much on the overall transaction volume. On the
other hand, intra-regional transactions are captured in SUT that all
MRIO databases used as base for their model construction. The way
the inter-regional transactions were calculated differ between da-
tabases (c.f. section 2.1). This leads to the assumption that the
premises of MRIO database construction are the deciding factor in
theway the transaction flows are determinedwithin each database.

The MAD_mod expresses the relative differences in transaction
structure in combination with transaction volume (c.f. section
3.1.2). The MAD_mod and RMSE values in Table 5 show in a
condensed way that even though all MRIO databases differed
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clearly from one another in their inter-regional transaction flows
(c.f. Fig. 2), the overall differences were quite low with no pairwise
comparison showing MAD_mod values above 24.2 and RMSE
ranging within the same order of magnitude.

These high similarities between MRIO databases expressed by
two metrics underscore again the weight of the intra-regional
transactions. The significant differences of inter-regional trans-
actions did not influence the scores so much as they only accounted
for around 20 percent of the entire intermediate consumption
volume (c.f. Table 4). Thus, the large and relatively similar intra-
regional transactions led to an overall high similarity of MRIO da-
tabases. Eora differed the most from the other three databases
(MAD_mod scores from 24.2 to 22.2 and RMSE between 1.09� 10�5

e 1.22� 10�5) while EXIOBASE andWIODweremost similar to one
another out of the given set (lowest MAD_mod score of 13.3 and
lowest RMSE of 4.98� 10�6). This underpins that the new approach
by Eora to construct an MRIO database led to a more different
structure compared to the other databases. The high similarity
between WIOD and EXIOBASE might lie in the fact that their con-
struction was also very similar (focus on accounts for less regions
but accounts from strong economies) while GTAP used an

Table 4
Overview of the MRIO database key parameters.

Reference year Intermediate Consumption [USD] Value Added [USD] Total transaction volume [USD] Share of intra-regional transactions

Eora 2007 6.05� 1013 5.32� 1013 1.14� 1014 81.2%
EXIOBASEa 2007 5.48� 1013 5.21� 1013 1.07� 1014 84.6%
GTAP 2007 5.64� 1013 5.39� 1013 1.10� 1014 83.2%
WIOD 2007 5.50� 1013 5.44� 1013 1.09� 1014 81.7%

a Values in EXIOBASE were originally in EUR and were converted to USD by using the European Central Bank conversion factor of 2007.

Fig. 2. Relative differences of MRIO databases identified by pairwise MRIO comparison. Relative differences were sorted into five groups: Group 1¼ relative difference <60%, Group
2¼ relative difference <120%, Group 3¼ relative difference <180%, Group 4¼ relative difference <240%, Group 5¼ relative difference �300%. Shades range from dark (Group 1) to
light (Group 5).

Table 5
MAD_mod and RMSE of pairwise MRIO database comparison based on transaction
structure. The left figure shows the MAD_mod where a score of 0 denotes perfect
conformity between databases, whereas a score of 100 would denote total discor-
dance. The right figure shows the RMSE where a lower score shows higher similarity
between databases.

Eora EXIOBASE GTAP

MAD_mod j RMSE MAD_mod j RMSE MAD_mod j RMSE

EXIOBASE 23.4 j 11.12� 10�6 e e

GTAP 24.2 j 12.19� 10�6 19.1 j 8.10� 10�6 e

WIOD 22.2 j 10.93� 10�6 13.3 j 4.98� 10�6 17.7 j 7.64� 10�6
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additional data acquisition method by resorting to members of
their network. These findings agree with the research of Owen et al.
(2016, 2014) who also found that inter-regional transactions were
different between databases due to their different construction
processes but overall conformity was high. This research adds to
the findings by including EXIOBASE e in comparison to Owen et al.
(2016, 2014) e and by additionally expressing the differences of the
overall transaction structures between databases in a summarized
way.

The results based on aggregated MRIO databases may have
come with some distortion due to the aggregation process. Steen-
Olsen et al. (2014) found that the initial level of detail before ag-
gregation in MRIO analysis led to distorted results when looking at
CO2 multipliers for different industry sectors as the level of detail of
the original information varied across databases. They did, how-
ever, not find the variability of the economic structure to be as high
as the environmental extension data. With regard to differences in
industry sector outputs Miller and Shao (1990) also found that
sectoral aggregation led to higher inaccuracies than regional ag-
gregation. Other studies also found that the aggregation of sectors
and/or regions of MRIO databases led to changes in CO2 accounts
(Lenzen et al., 2004; Wyckoff and Roop, 1994) and that disaggre-
gation is preferable to aggregation (Lenzen, 2011). Su et al. (2010)
and Bouwmeester and Oosterhaven (2013) on the other hand
found that fewmajor industry sectors were sufficient to capture the
majority of embodied CO2 emissions in a product. Future compar-
ison approaches should therefore look to find ways to compare the
disaggregatedMRIO data to compare the strengths of the individual
MRIO construction approaches.

In summary, the results of the analysis of the four chosen MRIO
databases showed significant differences in inter-regional trans-
actions but overall a decent similarity between databases as the
transaction volume was dominated by similar intra-regional
transfers.

4.3. Comparison based on SC analyses

4.3.1. SC analysis based on the CIC
Table 6 shows the original MAD (c.f. equation (4)) for the simi-

larity between the distributions of the CIC by industry sector be-
tween MRIO databases.

They showed a similar picture to the comparison of the trans-
action structure (Table 5) with Eora being the least similar to the
rest (MAD> 0.179) and EXIOBASE andWIOD being the most similar
(MAD¼ 0.075). Even though the comparison between both GTAP
analyses had the lowest MAD (0.00018), sector reallocation showed
a clear effect, as the similarity between GTAP (Metal Products) to
WIOD was clearly higher than of GTAP (Ferrous Metals) to WIOD
(MAD of 0.089 vs. 0.158). The similarity to EXIOBASE did not change
significantly through sector reallocation, which might be because
the respective sector in EXIOBASE comprised the manufacture of
ferrous metals as well as of products thereof. Thus, it would be
expected that GTAP (Metal Products) would be clearly more similar
to Eora, which was represented by its “Metal Products” sector, than
GTAP (Ferrous Metals). This was the case but with a change from
0.273 to 0.209 in the MAD value, the effect of sector reallocation

was not as clear as between GTAP and WIOD. This might be due to
the different approach to constructing Eora as compared to the
other MRIO databases. Fig. 3 shows the top supplying countries and
industry sectors of the CIC.

Fig. 3 clearly shows that Germany was the main supplying
country across all databases with a share of supply ranging be-
tween 62% and 73%, followed by France, the Rest of theWorld, Italy,
and China. Furthermore, the top 10 supplying countries constituted
the majority of supplying countries with a total share of 83%e91%
of the entire CIC across databases. The picturewas not so consistent
across databases when the distribution by industry sector was
concerned. In all MRIO analyses, the tier 1 supplying industry sector
(metal sheets) was themajor supplying industry sector with a share
of supply ranging from 47% (EXIOBASE) to 64% (Eora). The second
largest supplying industry sector was also rather similar across
databases referring to “Business Services” and “Other Business
Activities”. Interestingly, the mining sector was not included in the
top 10 supplying industry sectors in the analyses from GTAP (Metal
Products) and WIOD.

The effect of sector reallocation could also be seen in the
composition and ranking of the top 10 supplying industry sectors of
GTAP (Ferrous Metals) and GTAP (Metal Products), respectively.
However, the distribution pattern appeared very similar with 9 out
of the 10 top industry sectors being the same just in different order.
Only the “Petroleum, Coal Products” sector of GTAP (Ferrous
Metals) was replaced in the top 10 of GTAP (Metal Products) by
“Chemical, Rubber, Plastic Products”. The difference between the
structures of GTAP after sector reallocation were less obvious in
total than between GTAP and EXIOBASE. Similarly to the distribu-
tion by countries, the top 10 industry sectors also covered the
majority of the CIC with total shares ranging from 84% to 94%. An
exception here was EXIOBASE where only roughly two thirds of CIC
were covered by the top 10 supplying industry sectors. This might
be caused by the comparatively high sectoral resolution of EXIO-
BASE (163 industry sectors compared to 26e57 industry sectors in
the other MRIO databases, c.f. Table 1) that would enable a more
detailed distribution of intermediate consumption between in-
dustry sectors.

These results show that basic information onmain SC structures
can be deduced from an MRIO analysis applying the Leontief In-
verse. However, while not delivering contradicting results, the
difference in the distribution of CIC over regions and industry
sectors between MRIO databases is still apparent meaning that the
choice of MRIO database influences the results of SC analysis.
Robustness regarding sector reallocation was less an influencing
factor than MRIO database construction itself.

4.3.2. SC analysis by production tiers
The similarity scores based on section 3.2.2 quantified the

similarities/differences between the databases based on the
matches of the SC analyses. The total possible number of matches
was 40. The calculated similarity scores are shown in Table 7. The
percentages indicate the overall matches of region and industry
sector between the databases and the number in brackets indicates
the number of matching tier 1 and tier 2 suppliers, respectively. As
an example, the comparison of the same SC analysis of WIOD and

Table 6
Mean absolute distance (MAD) of the CIC for the production of 1 USD output by industry sector.

Eora EXIOBASE GTAP (Ferrous Metals j Metal Products)

EXIOBASE 0.179 e e

GTAP (Ferrous Metals j Metal Products) 0.273 j 0.209 0.150 j 0.141 0.000
WIOD 0.182 0.075 0.158 j 0.089
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GTAP revealed, that only 50 percent of the resulting SC did match
(20 out of 40). Four matches occurred in tier 2 and 16 matches in
tier 3.

It is apparent that the SC analyses differed more between one

another as the MRIO databases did in the comparison based on
transaction flows or CIC. The highest similarity could be found
between Eora and GTAP as well as Eora andWIODwheremore than
60 percent of the SC sections coincided. However, the lowest

Fig. 3. Top supplying countries and industry sectors for a metal sheet supplier in Germany based on the cumulated intermediate consumption analysis.
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similarity was identified between GTAP and WIOD with 50 percent
conformity, placing Eora between GTAP andWIODwith similarities
to both. This means that depending on the MRIO database chosen
for SC analysis, a possible subsequent hotspot assessment would
yield rather different potential hotspots than if another database
had been chosen for the SC analysis.

The theoretical expectation for SC analysis would be that
EXIOBASE and WIOD would yield the most similar SC, as their
transaction structure was closest to each other (c.f. Table 5). How-
ever, their SCs were not the most similar. This leads to the
assumption that the differences in the initial structure, i.e. before
unification (c.f. Table 1), were the more determining factor in the
different results. The small relative differences of intra-country
transactions seem to be significant enough to yield different results.

To evaluate the influence of the strong intra-regional trans-
actions, the regional spread of the analyzed SCs was evaluated as
well. To get an ideawhere most of the value creation took place, the
value added of the MRIO analysis was taken and added by country
for every tier of the analyzed SC. Table 8 shows the regional spread
of value added that the analyses yielded for the different MRIO
databases.

As shown in Table 8, all MRIO databases had the majority of
value added coming from tier 1 with descending shares to tier 3.
GTAP exhibited the lowest regional spread with the entire value
added in tier 2 coming from one region (Germany) and in tier 3 still
mainly coming from Germany. WIOD showed the strongest
regional spread with value added in tier 2 already coming from 5
and in tier 3 coming from 6 different regions. The weight of intra-

country transactions can be seen again in this analysis as the ma-
jority of value added was coming from Germany (>90 percent) in
all analyses (c.f. Table 8). When looking at the number of regions in
Table 9 it can be seen that the regions, that the analyzed SCs
covered over all three tiers, differed by MRIO database. In the
analysis of GTAP, suppliers along the SC came from 5 different re-
gions, of Eora from 9, of EXIOBASE from 9 and of WIOD from 12

different regions. Regarding the potential of MRIO analysis for
enabling a hotspot assessment and therefore supporting the guid-
ing of data collection efforts in S-LCA, this difference in identified
number of regions showed an inconsistent and arbitrary result
across MRIO databases. This shows that MRIO analyses do not
provide consistent results that are independent from a chosen
database. On the one hand, this might be a direct result of the
different construction approaches of MRIO databases, reflecting the
different degrees of data granularity and the quality of the sources
they come from. For practitioners this wouldmean that they should
carefully choose the MRIO database for their intended analysis and
evaluate, whether the respective construction approach of the
MRIO database could be beneficial or detrimental to the intended
analysis. On the other hand, this raises the question, whether one
MRIO database more accurately reflects the real transaction flows
than the other three. For practitioners this wouldmean that the use
of several MRIO databases is advised as an analysis result can be
regarded as robust if several MRIO analyses arrive at the same
result. Future research could try to combine the strengths from
MRIO databases and produce a consistent synthesis of all of them.

It could be also expected that MRIO databases with a low
number of industry sectors would have a larger spread of regions
because there are not so many industry sectors available in every
region. Furthermore, it could be expected thatMRIO databases with
many regions covered would also have a larger spread of regions
than databases with less regions. Thus, it would have been an

Table 7
Similarity scores of pairwise MRIO database comparison based on SC analysis. The
numbers of matches in tier 2 and tier 3 are given in brackets.

Eora EXIOBASE GTAP

EXIOBASE 52.5% [4 þ 17] e e

GTAP 62.5% [6 þ 19] 52.5% [4 þ 17] e

WIOD 62.5% [6 þ 19] 57.5% [6 þ 17] 50.0% [4 þ 16]

Table 8
Regional spread of the value added by the simulated suppliers for 1 USD of purchased final product in Germany.2 Due to rounding, some totals may not correspond with the
sum of separate values.

VA [USD]

Eora EXIOBASE GTAP WIOD

0.552 0.600 0.557 0.537

Region Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3 Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3 Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3 Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

Austria 0.5% 0.1%
Belgium 0.4% 0.1% 0.1% 0.8% 0.1%
France 0.7% 0.3% 1.3% 0.3% 1.1% 0.4%
Germany 50.0% 32.5% 15.4% 72.8% 20.3% 4.2% 56.0% 34.1% 9.5% 65.3% 21.3% 4.9%
Italy 0.8% 0.2% 0.9% 0.2%
Netherlands 0.1%
Norway 0.2%
Russia 0.0% 0.2%
RoW 3.5% 1.4%

Total 50.0% 34.2% 15.8% 72.8% 22.4% 4.8% 56.0% 34.1% 9.9% 65.3% 27.6% 7.1%
# of regions 1 4 4 1 3 5 1 1 3 1 5 6

VA ¼ Value Added.
RoW¼ Rest of the World.

Table 9
Number of matches of the SC analysis based on the CIC with the case study results.

matches %

Eora 1 4.8%
EXIOBASE 3 14.3%
GTAP (Ferrous Metals) 3 14.3%
GTAP (Metal Products) 0 0.0%
WIOD 2 9.5%

2 Table 8 shows the distribution of value added as yielded by the different SC
analyses. The sum of values added by the identified suppliers was normalized to
100%. Suppliers of different industry sectors were aggregated when they were
located in the same region. E.g. 56% of the value added in the SC analysis by GTAP
(0.557 USD) happened in tier 1, Germany. In tier 3 of this analysis, only 9.9% of the
value added were contributed where Germany still held the major share with 9.5%.
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expected result that Eora (lowest industry sector count and highest
region count) would be theMRIO databasewith the largest regional
spread of the evaluated databases. However, EXIOBASE and WIOD
showed a larger or similar spread compared to Eora. One could
assume that the total transaction volume captured in an MRIO
database would be an influencing factor on the regional spread as
databases with more transactions captured might have a bias to-
wards inter- or intra-regional transactions. But the two closest
MRIO databases to the average transaction volume (GTAP and
WIOD, c.f. Table 4) differed themost in their regional spread leading
to the conclusion that the transaction volume is not the most
influencing factor.

A possible explanation for the degree of regional spread could
be again the premises under which the MRIO databases were
created. WIOD, where the intra-regional transactions were the
weakest (91.6 percent value added in Germany), was compiled with
focus on economic trade analysis. GTAP, where the intra-regional
transactions were the strongest (99.6 percent value added in Ger-
many), was compiled by additionally relying on individually pro-
vided SUT from their network. This might have resulted in a
stronger accuracy and volume of national accounts, strengthening
the weight of intra-regional transactions. As the building process of
MRIO databases could not be reconstructed entirely from the
available publications, the influence of the construction process
could not be examined in detail in this paper.

At this point, a critical view on the assumption of taking the
value added as metric for assessing SC structures is adequate. For
this research it was decided to take the indicator value added as it
reflects economically strong supplying industry sectors which
could thus be seen as major and stable parts of a SC. This was
deemed sufficient as the first motivation was to determine the
structure of the SC. However, the indicator value added might give
misleading information when trying to identify socially critical SC
steps. For instance, the step with the highest value added of a
smartphone production might be the end producer which adds a
margin on its product without putting significant additional labour
into it. The step of smartphone assembly might not appear as sig-
nificant in relation to the last step or even to the manufacturing of
other components but house the possibility for higher social vio-
lations as the other production steps. Therefore, current social
database providers (SHDB, PSILCA etc., c.f. section 1) are often
translating the monetary units in MRIO databases into working
hours by using information on average labour costs for the specific
regions and industry sectors and combining them with the infor-
mation on intermediate consumption (Alsamawi et al., 2014;
Benoit-Norris et al., 2012; Ciroth and Eisfeldt, 2015; Simas et al.,
2014).

In general, the results of the comparison of SC analyses under-
pinned the results obtained from the comparison based on trans-
action flows. MRIO were similar with regard to the intra-regional
transactions but differ in their inter-regional transactions. When
assessing the inter-regional differences in more detail, the differ-
ences between the databases were substantial but difficult to un-
derstand and interpret. The main reason for the differences
between the databases is expected to be due to the different MRIO
database creation processes.

The SC analysis by production tier gave a more detailed SC
structure than the analysis of the cumulated intermediate con-
sumption. The question whether the increase in detail constitutes
more meaningful information on SC structures has no clear answer.
The cumulated analysis (Leontief Inverse) gave a comprehensive
but aggregated picture of the SC structure and it can be assumed
that the main suppliers were contained in the resulting SC. As the
more detailed approach using the disaggregated intermediate
consumption (Structural Path Analysis) and the concentration on a

limited number of main suppliers left out a large amount of other
SC elements the more detailed SC structures derived have to be
interpreted more cautiously. Especially when considering that all
MRIO database data is afflicted with uncertainty, the error propa-
gation that occurs with the calculation of more detailed SCs can
have a significant impact on the results (Heijungs and Lenzen,
2014).

4.3.3. Comparison with real SC
A case study for the investigation of the SC structure of a metal

sheet supplier in Germany was carried out (see section 3.3). In the
course of the case study 10 tier 2 suppliers were identified by the
initial metal sheet supplier. The subsequent tier 3 suppliers were
identified through further inquiry and yielded 11 additional sup-
pliers. The structure of the SC in the case study differed from the
pre-defined structure of the simulated SC especially in tier 3 as only
11 sub-suppliers were identified instead of, as expected, at least 30.
This was mainly due to the fact that the SC for some materials
ended with tier 2. Tables 9 and 10 show the matches of the SC
analyses to the case study SC.

The degree of overall matches between the real SC and the
theoretical ones modelled with the four databases was rather low.
This was not as surprising as the degree of accuracy decreases with
every production layer due to the error propagation of the inherent
uncertainties contained in the initial data set (Heijungs and Lenzen,
2014; Lenzen et al., 2012). Table 9 shows that of the SC analysis
based on the CIC the SC structure of EXIOBASE and GTAP (Ferrous
Metals) came closest to that of the case study with 14.3% of theo-
retical suppliers matching. The effect of sector reallocation also
became apparent here as the GTAP (Ferrous Metals) analysis had a
higher similarity to the case study SC than the GTAP (Metal Prod-
uct) analysis indicating the differences in SC structures yielded by
the different “starting sectors”.

The overall matches decreasedwhen applying the SC analysis by
production tier as can be seen in Table 10. The very weak, but still
best matches of the WIOD analysis (14.3%) have to be taken with a
pinch of salt as they occurred in the “Rest of theWorld” region. This
means that it is not guaranteed that the country of the case study
was actually matched in WIOD as a lot of countries are covered in
WIOD's “Rest of the World” region. For example, one real supplier
was the mining and quarrying sector in Kazakhstan. As this country
was assigned to “Rest of theWorld” a match was registered, but it is
not possible to determine what weight Kazakhstan held in the
“Rest of the World” region in WIOD. GTAP's analysis yielded one
match with the actual SC. This was rather a result of the sector
aggregation logic as the analysis found a supplier in the mineral
mining sector of Germany whereas the actual supplier in the case
study was pelleting coal in Germany. As both activities were sub-
sumed under the mining and quarrying sector, they were counted
as a match. One of the main differences between MRIO analyses
and case study was that all SC analyses identified strong supply
from the same country (Germany) due to the inherent strong
depiction of intra-regional transactions of MRIO databases (see
section 4.2).

Keeping in mind that a single case study can only deliver an
indication, a few observations could be made. The overall decrease

Table 10
Number of matches of the SC analysis by production tiers with the case study results.

match tier 2 match tier 3 %

Eora 0 0 0.0%
EXIOBASE 0 0 0.0%
GTAP 1 0 9.5%
WIOD 1 2 14.3%
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of matches between the SC analysis based on CIC (9 in Table 9) and
the SC analysis by production tiers (4 in Table 10) indicated that the
more aggregated view on the SC yielded higher conformity with
the aggregated case study SC than the more detailed analysis. This
is, on the one hand, due to the missing distinction between SC tiers
when determining matches leading to higher overall matches. On
the other hand, the SC analysis based on CIC also yielded another
structure as all intermediate consumption of an industry sector in a
country added up regardless of production tier. Therefore, some
industry sectors made it into the top supplying industry sectors
that were neglected in a focused analysis looking at production
tiers, e.g. the “Mining & Quarrying” sector was more prominently
identified by the aggregated analysis than by the analysis dis-
aggregated by production tiers. This singular comparison seemed
to give the indication that the more aggregated view on SCs yield
more practical results as they better represent an actual SC and as
the spurious accuracy of the more detailed analysis lead to less
useable results. Furthermore, the required resolution for the anal-
ysis at such a detailed level is hindered by low database granularity
and the heterogeneity of industry sectors within MRIO databases
(Lenzen et al., 2012; Wiedmann et al., 2011). (Kucukvar et al., 2014;
Moran et al., 2015; Onat et al., 2014b). These findings make it clear
that the use of MRIO databases to model SCs for new or very spe-
cific products, like for instance carbon fiber reinforced plastic or
biopolymers, would have different SCs than conventional plastics
but due to the current sectoral aggregation in existing MRIO da-
tabases, no differentiation between those two would be possible.
The indications of the case study as in this research should be put
on a broader basis by carrying out a larger sample of case studies
andmatching them to theMRIO SC analyses. Besides expanding the
data for the approach that was applied in this research, another
route worth taking would be to define a representative product
within an industry sector based on its share in transactions. That
way real life case studies could be carried out for that product
which could be compared more meaningfully with the MRIO
analysis results for the SC of that respective industry sector.

In summary, the indication of the real case study showed that
the theoretical modelling, be it in a more aggregated or dis-
aggregated way by production tier, did only roughly represent the
real SC. The suitability and robustness of MRIO based SC analyses
for identifying SC structures was stronger when based on the CIC
than when using the analysis by production tier as the broader
focus also did not raise expectations for higher accuracy. This limits
the possible applications of MRIO analysis for SC analysis, where
detailed information on the structure of SC, i.e. the location of
suppliers in regards to production tier, region and industry sector,
are needed.

4.3.4. Usefulness of SC analysis as basis for facilitating S-LCA
The inception of this research was originally motivated by

looking at MRIO databases for possible support in conducting S-
LCA. Therefore, in this section, the results of this analysis are
interpreted in the light of a possible application of MRIO analysis
for facilitating S-LCA.

The goal of an S-LCA is to assess the social impacts of a product
over its entire life cycle. To evaluate social impacts primary data are
necessary, because social impacts are depending on the location of
the analyzed production processes. As primary data collection for
an entire SC would be an endeavor virtually impossible for complex
products, a way has to be found to still gauge the social impacts of
parts of the supply chain for which no primary data can be
retrieved.

From the point of view of a practitioner, MRIO analysis would be
an attractive way of limiting the efforts for primary data collection
in S-LCA if (a) it delivers the definitive information of regional and

industry sector distribution of suppliers and if (b) it does so even
when only tier 1 suppliers are known. When the information on
regional and industry sector distribution of suppliers are known,
secondary data in the form of social risk databases can be used to
identify social hotspots, i.e. life cycle stages and/or processes with
increased risks for social violations. Examples for these databases
are the Social Hotspots Database (SHDB) (Benoit-Norris et al., 2012;
Benoît Norris, 2014; Benoít Norris et al., 2013), Product Social
Impact Life Cycle Assessment (PSILCA) Database (Ciroth and
Eisfeldt, 2015) and Maplecroft (Verisk Maplecroft, 2017). The so-
cial hotspots can be taken as indication on where to focus primary
data collection for S-LCA and thus drastically reduce the data
collection effort. This would mean a substantial facilitation of
conducting S-LCA.

The fact that the results of the SC analyses did not capture the
real life SC even remotely, renders the application of MRIO analysis
useless for such a specific purpose.

Even though MRIO analysis has the potential to increase the
understanding of otherwise unknown SC structures, they are
“macroscopic” systems usually used for top-down analyses. Thus,
the reliability of their application for “microscopic” or bottom-up
analyses, e.g. on product level, should not be relied on too heavily
(Moran et al., 2015; Stadler et al., 2014). This has been substantiated
by this research for the practical application of MRIO databases for
specific SC analysis. An additional drawback of MRIO analysis is the
inability to differentiate between products of the same sector. For
example, a practitioner will not be able to differentiate between SC
for biopolymers vs. conventional plastics as they would fall into the
same industry sector within MRIO databases (Kucukvar and Tatari,
2013; Lenzen et al., 2004; Onat et al., 2014a, 2014b; Reimann et al.,
2010).

The findings e individual SCs are not correctly identified by
MRIO analysisemight be no surprise toMRIO specialists. However,
for other practitioners who are new to this field and look at a
possible application of MRIO databases for detailed SC analysis this
could be crucial.

The suitability of SC analysis to enable hotspot assessment could
also be investigated using the working hour model (Benoit-Norris
et al., 2012; Zimmer et al., 2017). It may be that SCs that are
analyzed by production tier and based onworking hours resemble a
real world SC more closely than the analysis based on transaction
flows as in this research.

4.4. Limitations

The results and conclusions presented here have to be inter-
preted in the context of the following limitations: The comparison
of MRIO databases was based on a unified, aggregated form of the
different MRIO databases (common classification system). As such
the comparisons presented here are to some degree distorted by
the manipulations to the original databases necessary to make
them comparable.

Obviously, the comparison results based on SC analyses and the
identified challenges only hold true for the specific premises of this
research. It is possible that other ways of conducting SC analysis
using MRIO would arrive at different results. Also the applied way
of conduction the SC analysis by production tier in this research
was no SPA in the classical sense but a restricted version as a limit
for the number of suppliers per production tiers was set. Applica-
tion of SPA could bring further insights into the way MRIO analysis
of SCs should be conducted to gain meaningful information on SC.

The use of just one single case study to get an indication on the
meaningfulness of the SC analyses is a clear limitation. Further-
more, the comparison of MRIO analysis results with a unique, real
SC were more of indicative nature. A future research approach that
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identifies a representative product of an industry sector, i.e. the
product that has the highest weight in that respective industry
sector, and compares several real SCs supplying this product with
the MRIO analysis results of that industry sector. It would be ex-
pected to yield more reliable results than this research did. As the
case study selected was a SC with clearly associated and delineated
sectors in MRIO databases, it was by no means chosen as a worst
case example, but rather as the contrary. More complex case studies
on SCs as just described should be conducted to expand the basis
for interpretation. Also, comparisons with additional MRIO data-
bases like OpenEUmight underline or contradict the findings of this
research.

5. Conclusions

The goal of this paper was to determine how MRIO databases
differed in their structure and which way to approach SC analysis
using MRIO databases would be preferable for practitioners. It was
expected that through SC analysis meaningful information on SC
structures could be gathered, i.e. the regional and sectoral distri-
bution of otherwise unknown SC segments.

This research added scientific insights by conducting the first
systematic comparison of transaction data contained in the four
major MRIO databases (Eora, EXIOBASE, GTAP and WIOD). Addi-
tionally, no similar analysis of evaluating the consistency of SC
analysis results between MRIO databases as carried out in this
research is known to the authors. The findings brought forth several
conclusions for researchers and practitioners in the field of MRIO
analysis.

� The share of intra-regional transactions was consistent across
databases but surprisingly high. Future research here would be
of high interest as a clarification of this may lead to additional
insights on either MRIO construction or the global connections
of intermediate consumption.

� As the approach to constructing the MRIO appeared to be a
deciding factor in the differences between MRIO databases, an
analysis of the respective MRIO creation methods could enable a
better understanding of the reasons and drivers that led to the
differences in inter-regional transactions.

� MRIO analyses did not provide consistent results that were in-
dependent from a chosen database. Depending on the reason
behind this, for practitioners this would either mean that they
should carefully evaluate, whether the respective construction
approach of the MRIO database could be beneficial or detri-
mental to their intended analysis. Or it would mean that the use
of several MRIO databases is advised as an analysis result can
only be regarded as robust if several MRIO analyses arrive at the
same result. Future research could try to combine the strengths
from MRIO databases and produce a consistent, disaggregated
synthesis of all of them.

� Practitioners should rely on the more aggregated SC analysis
based on CIC as the additional level of detail by SPA only gives
the impression of additional insight, while it actually might lie
further from the truth.

� The possible application of MRIO analysis to enable further SC
analyses like S-LCA was found to be limited. For practitioners,
this means that MRIO analysis should only be used for macro-
scopic evaluation and refrain from trying to gain insights into
specific SCs.
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2.1.3 Alternative Approach to Social Hotspot Assessment

As MRIO analysis was found to offer no substantial support for social hotspot assessment (c.f. section

2.1.2), an alternative approach was needed to be able to assess the social risks associated with a

product or component. Therefore, an approach was developed within this dissertation that was based

on materials and their origins in the world. The approach relied on the social topics and indicators as

identified in section 2.1.1 and is presented in the following.

First, data sources were evaluated (section 2.1.3.1), followed by a quantification of indicator results

(section 2.1.3.2). The centerpiece of the approach is presented in section 2.1.3.3 which shows the

calculation logic of how to obtain a combined risk score per material from the selected indicators and

data sources. It is also shown how this approach can be used to get an indication about the social

impacts of vehicle components (section 2.1.3.4). The results of the approach are presented in section

2.1.3.5.

2.1.3.1 Data Sources

For the evaluation of social risks, the social risk assessment data for countries and industry sectors

from the SHDB was taken. To adequately appraise the social risk associated with materials used by

and automotive company (e.g. steel, aluminum, lithium, copper, plastics) all relevant materials for the

production of a vehicle were identified. To be able to assess what risk is associated with buying those

materials from the worldwide market, the risk-data from the SHDB was combined with the material

production data, i.e. the information on material volume and the respective country it originated

from. Production data was gathered so that 80% of the world production was accounted for. Figure 6

shows the exemplary production chain of aluminum, consisting of bauxite mining, alumina production

and aluminum production.

For the bauxite mining step, for example, eleven countries accounted for 96.6% of the world’s pro-

duction volume. As the SHDB distinguishes industry sectors, the respective production steps were

matched to the available industry sectors in the SHDB. For example, for the step of bauxite mining

of the aluminum production social risks for the mining sector were used. The step of aluminum pro-

duction, however, was characterized with social risk data for the metal sector. The indicators covered

were already introduced in section 2.1.1.
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Figure 6: Production data for material-based assessment. Example of aluminum: production data is broken down by
production step and main producing countries (United States Geological Survey, 2013).
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2.1.3.2 Quantification of SHDB Data

As the risk levels within the SHDB were of semi-quantitative nature, they were transformed to quan-

titative metrics to enable further calculations. Table 3 shows the quantification logic to assign values

to the SHDB classifications. The scale to which the semi-quantitative indicators were transformed

was taken from the "Handbook for Product Social Impact Assessment" (Fontes et al., 2015).

Table 3: Logic to transform SHDB risk classification into quantitative scores

SHDB Classification Score
"No Evidence" +2

"Low" +1

"Medium" 0

"High" -1

"Very High" -2

2.1.3.3 Composite Material Risk Score

The quantified scores from the SHDB were combined to form a social risk score for the 4 categories

"Human Rights", "Social Standards", "Health and Safety" and "Corruption" (see section 2.1.1) per

country i, production step j and material k. The combination logic to calculate a score per category

is laid out in the following sections. The following indicators constituted the social topic "Human

Rights":

– Risk of child labori,j,k = "Child"

– Risk of forced labori,j,k = "Forced"

– Risk of violation of right to collective bargainingi,j,k = "Bargaining"

– Risk of violation of right of freedom of associationi,j,k = "Association"

They were gathered for country i, production step j and material k, respectively. After the transfor-

mation into quantitative metrics (c.f. section 2.1.3.2), the four indicators were aggregated into one

risk score for the "Human Rights" topic (c.f. equation 5).
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RS-HRi,j,k = IF ”Child” < −1 OR ”Forced” < −1;

THEN − 2;

ELSE (”Child” + ”Forced” + ”Bargaining” + ”Association”)/4;

(5)

RS-HRi,j,k = risk score "Human Rights" for country i, production step j and material k

The risk of child or forced labor was deemed a knockout criterion (KO), meaning that if one of those

indicators constituted a very high risk, the risk score for the entire social topic would also be set to

a very high risk, i.e. a score of -2. Otherwise, the average of all four indicators was taken. For the

topic "Social Standards" the risk score (RS-SOi,j,k) for country i, production step j and material k

was calculated by taking the average score of the two indicators "Potential of Average wage being <

Minimum Wage" and "Risk of excessive working time".

For the topic "Health & Safety" the risk score (RS-HSi,j,k) for country i, production step j and material

k was calculated by taking the average score of the two indicators "Risk of non-fatal injuries" and "Risk

of fatal injuries". For the risk score "Corruption" for country i, production step j and material k (RS-

COi,j,k) the value of the indicator "Overall Risk for Corruption" was taken. In a next step, the four

risk scores were aggregated into one score using the following logic:

RSi,j,k = IF ”RS-HRi,j,k” < −1

THEN − 2;

ELSE (”RS-HRi,j,k” + ”RS-SOi,j,k” + ”RS-HSi,j,k” + ”RS-COi,j,k”)/4;

(6)

RSi,j,k = Aggregated risk score for country i, production step j and material k

That means that the KO criterion of possible child or forced labor was also carried to the aggregated

level. The combined social risk for a production step j of a material k (RSj,k) was determined using

the following formula:

RSj,k =
∑︁n

i=1(xi,j,k ∗ RSi,j,k)∑︁n
i=1(xi,j,k) (7)

n = number of countries in production step j of material k
xi,j,k = production volume in country i and production step j of material k
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The composite material risk score for the production chain of a material k (RSk) was determined by

taking the average of all production steps:

RSk =
∑︁m

j=1(xj,k ∗ RSj,k)∑︁m
j=1(xj,k) (8)

m = number of production steps of material k
xj,k = total production volume in production step j of material k

This material risk score can range from -2 ("very high risk") to +2 ("no evidence of risk"). By using

this score, the potentially critical conditions in the production chain of a material (= hotspots) were

identified to guide efforts to collect primary data for these hotspots.

2.1.3.4 Application of Material-Based Social Hotspot Assessment to Determine Social

Risk of Components

The results of the material-related social risk scores were used to calculate an overall social risk score

for every component of a vehicle. This was done to get an indication on the potential social impact

caused by production of the components. As a starting point, the material composition of every

component was determined. Then, the amount of every material in a component was multiplied by

the respective material risk score and summed up to an overall social risk score of that component.

Table 4 shows the calculation logic for the overall social risk score at the component level.

Table 4: Calculation logic to determine an overall social risk score at the component level

Quantity Risk Score Quantity Risk Score Overall Social
Component Material 1 Material 1 Material 2 Material 2 ... Risk Score

A a kg b c kg d ... a*b + c*d + ...
B e kg b f kg d ... e*b + f*d + ...
C g kg b h kg d ... g*b + h*d + ...
... ... ... ... ... ... ...
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2.1.3.5 Risk Scores of Metals and Components

Table 5 shows the results for the risk scores (RSk) determined for metals relevant for vehicle production.

Table 5: Material risk scores of metals. The highest possible score was +2, the lowest possible score -2.

Material Risk Score (RSk)
Aluminum -0.72

Cobalt -1.34

Copper -0.67

Gold -0.89

Palladium -1.84

Platinum -2.00

Rhodium -2.00

Steel -0.94

Tantalum -1.53

Tin -1.41

Tungsten -0.50

Platinum and Rhodium showed the highest social risk scores as their world production was not as

widespread — more than 80% of the world’s Platinum production, for instance, was located in the two

countries South Africa and the Russian Federation — and exhibited the risk of human rights violation

— South Africa was assigned a very high risk for child labour by the SHDB, the Russian Federation

was given a very high risk for forced labour and corruption. The next critical metals were Palladium,

Copper, Tantalum and Tin. Interestingly, Tungsten — classified as conflict mineral (OECD, 2012) —

was not as critical in this analysis as the critical country (Democratic Republic of the Congo) only

accounted for <1 percent of the worlds production volume in 2012 (United States Geological Survey,

2013). Table 6 shows the exemplary results of the overall social risk scores at the component level.

Table 6: Example for the application of the social risk assessment approach. The table shows fictional values.

Quantity Risk Score Quantity Risk Score Overall Social
Component Aluminum Aluminum Copper Copper ... Risk Score

A 5 kg -0.72 2 kg -0.67 ... -4.91
B 3 kg -0.72 1 kg -0.67 ... -2.83
C 0 kg -0.72 0 kg -0.67 ... 0.0
... ... ... ... ... ... ...

As can be seen in Table 6 the material-based social risk assessment approach enabled a quantitative

evaluation of social risk related to the material composition of the individual components. The overall
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social risk score for each component from Table 6 can be evaluated relative to all other components

in the vehicle using VIKOR (following the conceptual approach introduced in section 2) to obtain the

criticality scores for the S-LCA dimension for every component. The order of assessment steps for the

S-LCA impacts of components is summarized as follows:

1. Identification of material-related social risk score (RS)

2. Calculation of overall social risk score per component based on material composition of that

component

3. Translation of the overall social risk score to S-LCA criticality points per component

How the results of this section feed into the improvement of the applicability of the LCSA framework

is shown in section 2.4. In this section, an approach to conduct social hotspot assessment based on

the worldwide production data of materials relevant to the automotive industry was introduced. It

was furthermore shown, how the social risks that were determined by this approach can be applied to

determine an overall social risk score per component that can be translated into the S-LCA criticality

points for the LCSA framework. That means that the assessment of the impacts on the S-LCA

dimension in the operationalized LCSA framework at component level is possible. However the support

for decision makers in interpreting the LCSA results has still to be addressed. How this outstanding

gap was tackled is shown in the next section.

2.2 Method to Interpret LCSA Results for Decision Makers

This section deals with the second research objective (c.f. 1.5) and presents the results of a publication

by Tarne et al. (2018b) on the weighing of sustainability dimensions, i.e. results of LCA, LCC and

S-LCA. The publication investigated how sustainability dimensions are considered in product-related

decision making within an automotive company. The authors approached this research question by

asking 54 decision makers about how they made decisions when trade-offs occurred between the

three LCSA dimensions. Limit Conjoint Analysis was applied, asking respondents to rank different

alternatives of a component with different impacts on the three sustainability dimensions according

to their preference of use within the vehicle. From the ranking of the alternatives, the weighting

of the respective dimensions could be derived. This was done by comparing the average rank of

an individual attribute specification (e.g. lower price) with the rank that would be expected if this

attribute specification was treated equally to the others. The results showed that no clear consensus

across respondents could be elicited as the individual weightings were scattered. The average weighting

of the sample came close to an equal weighting of all three sustainability dimensions with 34% for the

economic, 35% for the environmental and 31% for the social dimension.
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The paper addressed the research objective 2 (c.f. section 1.5) in the following way:

• Determine the weights decision makers assign to the individual sustainability di-

mensions

A Limit Conjoint Analysis was carried out, asking 54 decision makers at an automotive company

how they would weight sustainability dimensions in product related decisions.

• Choose a weighting set to adopt in the LCSA framework

From the individual weightings of decision makers, a weighting set was identified that represented

the quantification of the decision making process from different departments within the company.

That set was chosen to be adopted in the LCSA framework as the acceptance of this weighting

set within the respective company was expected to be high.

The publication by Tarne et al. (2018b) is presented on pages 71–84.

Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature Customer Service Centre GmbH: Springer, The Inter-

national Journal of Life Cycle Assessment. Introducing weights to life cycle sustainability assessment

— how do decision-makers weight sustainability dimensions? Peter Tarne, Annekatrin Lehmann,

Matthias Finkbeiner, 2018 (https://doi.org/10.1007/s11367-018-1468-2).

In this section, a weighting set was chosen that enables the aggregation of the criticality points in

the individual dimensions of the LCSA framework (LCA, LCC and S-LCA) into an overall LCSA

criticality score. How this overall LCSA criticality score can support decision makers in interpreting

the LCSA results is presented in section 2.4. The next section shows how the last missing piece —

the integration of the LCSA results into product-related decision processes at an automotive company

was addressed.
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Abstract
Purpose Decisions based on life cycle sustainability assessment (LCSA) pose a multi-criteria decision issue, as impacts on the
three different sustainability dimensions have to be considered which themselves are often measured through several indicators.
To support decision-making at companies, a method to interpret multi-criteria assessment and emerging trade-offs would be
beneficial. This research aims at enabling decision-making within LCSA by introducing weights to the sustainability dimensions.
Methods To derive weights, 54 decision-makers of different functions at a German automotive company were asked via limit
conjoint analysis how they ranked the economic, environmental, and social performance of a vehicle component. Results were
evaluated for the entire sample and by functional clusters. Additionally, sustainability respondents, i.e., respondents that dealt
with sustainability in their daily business, were contrasted with non-sustainability respondents. As a last step, the impact of
outliers was determined. From this analysis, practical implications for ensuring company-optimal decision-making in regard to
product sustainability were derived.
Results and discussion The results showed a large spread in weighting without clear clustering. On average, all sustainability
dimensions were considered almost equally important: the economic dimension tallied at 33.5%, the environmental at 35.2%,
and the social at 31.2%. Results were robust as adjusting for outliers changed weights on average by less than 10%. Results by
function showed low consistency within clusters hinting that weighting was more of a personal than a functional issue.
Sustainability respondents weighted the social before the environmental and economic dimension while non-sustainability
respondents put the economic before the other two dimensions. Provided that the results of this research could be generalized,
the retrieved weighting set was seen as a good way to introduce weights into an operationalized LCSA framework as it
represented the quantification of the already existing decision process. Therefore, the acceptance of this weighting set within
the respective company was expected to be increased.
Conclusions It could be shown that conjoint analysis enabled decision-making within LCSA by introducing weights to solve a
multi-criteria decision issue. Furthermore, implications for practitioners could be derived to ensure company-optimal decision-
making related to product sustainability. Future research should look at expanding the sample size and geographical scope as well
as investigating the weighting of indicators within sustainability dimensions and the drivers that influence personal decision-
making in regard to weighting sustainability dimensions.

Keywords Automotive company .Conjoint analysis . LCSA .

Limit conjoint analysis . MCDA . Multi-criteria decision
analysis . Sustainability dimensions .Weighting

1 Introduction

Life cycle sustainability assessment (LCSA) is a framework
that enables product sustainability assessment. It assesses the
impacts of a product on the three dimensions of sustainability,
i.e., economy, environment, and society, over its entire life
cycle (Klöpffer 2003; Finkbeiner et al. 2008; Klöpffer 2008;
Finkbeiner et al. 2010; UNEP/SETAC Life Cycle Initiative
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2011). In order to successfully support decision-makers in
choosing the most sustainable product alternative, a clear
communication of LCSA results is required (Finkbeiner
et al. 2010; Traverso et al. 2012; Klöpffer and Grahl 2014;
Traverso et al. 2015). Within LCSA trade-offs can occur, for
instance, when one product alternative performs better in
terms of environmental impacts while another one performs
better regarding social impacts (Heijungs et al. 2010). Trade-
offs can occur between the three dimensions of sustainability
when assessing a product as well as among indicators for the
same sustainability dimension (Ostermeyer et al. 2013). As
LCSA delivers results for all three sustainability dimensions,
which themselves can consist of several indicators, a decision
based on LCSA poses a multi-criteria decision issue or at least
a multi-criteria interpretation issue. Therefore, to better sup-
port decision-makers, a clear method to solve multi-criteria
decision-making and identifying the preferable alternative in
case of trade-offs would be beneficial (Bond et al. 2012; Tarne
et al. 2017). One approach towards solving multi-criteria de-
cision issues is introducing weights to the criteria in order to
be able to come to an aggregated evaluation (Yang et al.
2017). As the introduction of weights enables aggregated
evaluation of impacts on all three sustainability dimensions,
the concept of weak sustainability is assumed. The difference
between the strong and weak interpretation of sustainability is
that in the weak interpretation, improvements of impacts on
one dimension can compensate for deterioration of impacts on
other dimensions. The strong interpretation on the other hand
assumes a hierarchical relationship between sustainability di-
mensions allowing for no compensation (Singh et al. 2009;
JRC 2012). In order to implement an operationalized LCSA
framework at an automotive company, the identification of the
company-optimal weighting of sustainability criteria would
support the decision-making process.

The goal of this paper is to enable decision-making within
an operationalized LCSA framework through determining the
weights of sustainability dimensions at an automotive compa-
ny by questioning decision-makers on how they evaluate
trade-offs between these dimensions. The focus laid on find-
ing the weighting of the three sustainability dimensions
against each other and not the weighting of individual indica-
tors within dimensions.

2 Background

There are many methods available for eliciting weights
(Alfares and Duffuaa 2008), like the data envelopment analy-
sis (Yang et al. 2017), the critic method (Diakoulaki et al.
1995), Simon’s procedure (Figueira and Roy 2002), and, most
notably, the analytical hierarchy process (Choo et al. 1999;
Scholl et al. 2005; Alfares and Duffuaa 2008) as well as con-
joint analysis (Scholl et al. 2005; Alfares and Duffuaa 2008).

Conjoint analysis is usually used when trying to determine the
impact of selected product attributes on the preference of con-
sumers (Cattin and Wittink 1982; Wittink and Cattin 1989).
As conjoint analysis is designed to determine the weight that
every product feature has in the purchasing decision of the
customer (Skiera and Gensler 2002; Baier and Brusch 2009;
Backhaus et al. 2011b) and most realistically resembles the
decision process for a product (Baier and Brusch 2009), this
method was also chosen for this research.

Conjoint analysis has been used to evaluate ecosystem
services since the 1990s (Alriksson and Öberg 2008).
Itsubo et al. (2004) were the first to apply conjoint analysis
in connection with life cycle impact assessment (LCIA) in
the course of the development of the LIME method (Itsubo
and Inaba 2003) to determine weighting factors for environ-
mental impacts.Theyaimedatdetermininghow the Japanese
population valued different safeguard subjects. Therefore,
they questioned 400 Japanese citizens via discrete choice
experiments to determine the utility of four endpoint catego-
ries (safeguard subjects) in environmental LCIA. They con-
ducted a larger, more representative study for the update to
theLIME2method (Itsubo et al. 2012). Thegoal and scopeof
the study at hand deviates from previous studies (Itsubo et al.
2004; Mettier and Hofstetter 2004; Mettier et al. 2006;
Mettier and Scholz 2008; Itsubo et al. 2012) which focused
on the evaluation of environmental impacts, while this study
aims at evaluating the three dimensions of sustainability.
Furthermore, the respondents were decision-makers at an
automotive company, meaning that the results of this study
offer insights in the relevance of the sustainability dimen-
sions in industry decision-making. BConjoint analysis^
stands for CONsidered JOINTly, meaning that test subjects
are not asked explicitly about the evaluation of an individual
product attribute but that several attributes are presented and
evaluated together. A product can have different attributes
like price, color, or taste. These attributes then can have dif-
ferent specifications (attribute specification), e.g., blue, red,
or green for the attribute color.

The choice of product attributes and their specifications are
crucial for the results of the analysis. Backhaus et al. (2011a)
list several criteria that should be considered:

– Relevance: attributes should have relevance for purchase
decision

– Controllability: the manufacturer should be able to influ-
ence the attribute

– Independence from preference: utility of an attribute
should be independent from other attributes

– Realistic: attributes should be realizable
– Compensatory: one attribute can compensate for another
– No knockout (KO) criterion: an attribute or a specifica-

tion of it should not lead to immediate rejection of the
product
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KO criteria should be avoided within conjoint analysis as
they over-proportionally influence the stated preference and
thus the results (Kohne et al. 2005; Baier and Brusch 2009;
Backhaus et al. 2011a).

With conjoint analysis, the overall preference for an entire
product is evaluated. As this is done for differently configured
products, the utility of the individual attribute can be derived
through decomposing the evaluated product alternatives
(Green and Srinivasan 1978). This decompositional approach
is regarded as closer to the real purchasing decision than com-
positional approaches, i.e. approaches that directly inquire
about product attributes and specifications (Baier and Brusch
2009). The Conjoint Analysis therefore asks respondents to
evaluate different combinations of product attributes and their
specifications. These combinations are called stimuli. The tra-
ditional conjoint analysis retrieves the preferences of stimuli
through stated preference by respondents, e.g., their ranking
or rating of several stimuli (Backhaus et al. 2011b). The num-
ber of these stimuli should not be too excessive so as not to
overwhelm respondents in their evaluation (Johnson and
Orme 1996). This can be achieved by applying a so-called
reduced or factorial design that is developed out of the initial
amount of stimuli (Adepoju and Ipinyomi 2016). The aim is to
find a set of stimuli that is representative for the entire number
of possible stimuli.

3 Methods

3.1 Limit conjoint analysis

The limit conjoint analysis works by asking respondents to
rank different product alternatives, represented by stimulus
cards, by the order in which they would consider buying them.
Additionally, they are asked to place a Blimit card^ that sepa-
rates the stimuli that theywould actually consider buying from
those that they would not consider buying. By relating the
order of preferences to the variation in product attributes, the
importance or weight of each attribute for the purchasing de-
cision can be determined (Sichtmann and Stingel 2007). The
utility values for the individual attribute specifications are cal-
culated from the different total utility values of the presented
stimuli (decompositional approach).

After the ranking of the stimulus cards, the stimuli are
assigned a total utility value uj based on their relative position
to the limit card. The utility values are assigned in a way that
with every ranking position, the utility value changes by one
(Voeth and Hahn 1998; Voeth 2000). As the limit card indi-
cates the threshold between purchasing and not purchasing,
the stimulus above it is assigned the value 0.5 and the value
below it − 0.5. The limit card itself is not counted in the rank-
ing. The following formula shows the logic of the utility value
assignment:

u j ¼ RL−0:5−Rj ð1Þ

uj = total utility value of stimulus j RL = rank before which the
limit card was set Rj = rank of stimulus j

The utility values of individual attribute specifications can
be estimated by the following steps that are based onBaier and
Brusch (2009). First, the average utility value over all stimuli
(μ) is determined:

μ ¼ ∑ J
j¼1uj

J
ð2Þ

μ = average utility value over all stimuli J = number of pre-
sented stimuli

Second, the average utility value is taken from all stimuli
where the respective attribute specification is present.

φk;l ¼
∑ J

j¼1uj∙v j;k;l
∑ J

j¼1v j;k;l
ð3Þ

φk,l = average utility of all stimuli that contain attribute k with
specification l

v j;k;l ¼ 1 if attribute k with specification l was present in stimulus j
0 if attribute k with specification l was absent in stimulus j

�

The utility value of attribute k with specification l is then
determined as the deviation of φk, l from the average utility
value over all stimuli (μ):

βk;l ¼ φk;l−μ ð4Þ

βk,l = utility value of attribute k with specification l
As a last step, the relative importance, i.e., the weight, of an

attribute k in the purchase decision is determined:

wk ¼
maxL kð Þ

l¼1 βk;l

� �
−minL kð Þ

l¼1 βk;l

� �
∑
K

k¼1
maxL kð Þ

l¼1 βk;l

� �
−minL kð Þ

l¼1 βk;l

� �� � ð5Þ

wk = weight of attribute k in the purchase decision
L(k) = number of specifications for attribute k
K = number of attributes
It can be easily shown that sum of all weightswk add up to one:

∑K
k¼1wk ¼ 1 ð5:1Þ

The weight of an attribute k for the purchase decision is

given in Eq. (5). For the following steps, the term maxL kð Þ
l¼1

βk;l

� �
−minL kð Þ

l¼1 βk;l

� �
is substituted by ak because it is con-

stant for a given k as it constitutes the span from the minimum
to the maximum of the utility values (βk, l) of attribute k.
Therefore, we have:

wk ¼ ak
∑K

k¼1ak
ð5:2Þ
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Adding up the weights of all attributes (wk) leads to:

∑K
k¼1wk ¼ ∑K

k¼1

ak
∑K

k¼1ak
¼ ∑K

k¼1ak
∑K

k¼1ak
¼ 1 ð5:3Þ

3.2 Design of the case study

To be able to question several decision-makers about their
implicit weighting of sustainability criteria, a limit conjoint
analysis was set up that asked them to rank an exemplary
vehicle component based on three attributes: cost (economic
dimension), global warming potential (environmental dimen-
sion), and risk of social violation in the supply chain (social
dimension). As the focus of this research laid on determining
the general weighting of sustainability dimensions, i.e., inter-
dimensional weighting, and not the weighting of individual
indicators within a sustainability dimension, i.e., intra-
dimensional weighting, the study was set up to contain one
indicator that was seen a representative for each dimension by
decision-makers. Cost, i.e., the cost to produce the respective
component or procure it from a supplier, was chosen as a
representative indicator for the economic dimension as it
was deemed the most broadly used metric in regard to prod-
ucts and components. The global warming potential was cho-
sen for the environmental dimension as this indicator was the
most known and prominent metric for environmental life cy-
cle impacts within the investigated company. Lastly, the risk
of social violation in supply chains was chosen as the repre-
sentative indicator for the social dimension as it did not focus
on internal production processes but on the supply chain,
which was known to decision-makers in connection with risk
assessment of suppliers. BSocial violations^ in this analysis
encompassed the decency of working conditions (e.g., no ex-
cessive working hours).

For every attribute, i.e., sustainability dimension, a low
impact, medium impact, and high impact was defined.
Table 1 shows the attributes and respective specifications.
The concrete specifications were based on a gearbox which
was chosen as a reference component. The impact of the gear-
box was set as the medium impact in every sustainability
dimension. According to Mettier et al. (2006; 2008), present-
ing relative changes to evaluate trade-offs is preferable as
respondents cannot correctly interpret absolute impact values.
Furthermore, pre-tests showed that respondents preferred to
be presented with relative evaluation tasks. Another reason
for the choice of a relative evaluation was the motivation to
derive general implications of trade-off evaluations from
decision-makers that could be transferred to other compo-
nents. Therefore, the results from the study at hand can be
used to derive implications for a company. These implications
are presented in Section 4.2.

To derive the attribute specifications, the largest possible
differences should be chosen that are still realistic (Green and
Srinivasan 1978; Rao 2014). For the economic dimension, a
change in price of up to 5% was found to be high but still
realistic. Analogously, a change in GWP of up to 20% was
chosen. The level of risks for social violations were semi-
quantitative. Low risk indicated that the entire supply chain
was known until the n-tier1 supplier, i.e., the last supplier in
the respective supply chain, no social violations were detected
as of yet and due to the knowledge of the business practice of
the respective suppliers also not to be expected. A medium
level of risk indicated that the supply chain was not known
until the n-tier supplier but risk assessment showed no risk of
violation. A high risk denoted the possibility of unfair labor
conditions in the supply chain of the component in question
such as remuneration below the minimum wage of the respec-
tive industry sector or excessive working hours, i.e., weekly
working hours exceeding 48 without compensation. The pos-
sibility of human rights violations, meaning e.g. possible child
labor or forced labor in the supply chain, were not included in
the analysis as they constituted a knockout (KO) criterion
within the investigated automotive company, meaning that a
possible supplier for that component with such a risk would
immediately be rejected.

The possible combinations of the three selected attributes
with three specifications each led to 33 = 27 possible product
alternatives, i.e., stimuli. As this study applied three properties
with the same number of possible characteristics, the BLatin
Square^ was used to reduce the number of stimuli to a more
manageable number that still represented the entire range of
possible product alternatives (Hamlin 2005). This process led
to a factorial design of nine stimuli. Figure 1 shows an exem-
plary stimulus card; the entire set of stimulus cards that were
presented to the respondents can be found in the Electronic
Supplementary Material (SM_1).

3.3 Study execution

Seventy decision-makers at an automotive company were
asked to participate in the survey of which 54 agreed, which
is a large enough sample to deduct hypotheses from (Orme
2010). The interview process with respondents was conducted
as follows. The interview process was started off with an in-
troduction about product sustainability and the motivation of

1 The term Bn-tier^ or Btier-n^ is often used to express that a section in the
supply chain beyond tier-1 (direct supplier) or tier-2 (sub-supplier) is con-
cerned. The Bn^ symbolizes that it can be a position at variable depth in the
supply chain, which also can differ in length—one supply chain might have
five tiers while another might have eight. There is no consistent use of this term
in the literature—it is used to denote the entire supply chain (Zimmer et al.
2017), parts of the supply chain after tier-1 or tier-2 (Wolf 2011), or to refer to
the last supplier in a given supply chain (Wolf 2011; Kerkow et al. 2012). In
this paper, Bn-tier supplier^ denotes the last supplier in a given supply chain.
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the study. Then, the three sustainability dimensions and the
respective indicators were explained while respondents were
shown the nine stimulus cards. All respondents were shown
the same set of stimulus cards (c.f. Electronic Supplementary
Material SM_1). To put the relative changes into perspective,
respondents were told the reference component (a gearbox)
and the respective indicator values for the medium level of
impact.

Respondents were then asked to envision that they could
decide within their current function which of the presented
alternatives would be used in a car and were asked to rank
the stimulus cards in their order of preference. After comple-
tion of the ranking, the results, i.e., the respective weights for
the sustainability dimensions, were presented to the respon-
dent in order to reviewwhether the results seemed plausible to
the respondent. Afterwards, respondents were asked whether
any attribute specification constituted a knockout (KO) crite-
rion for them. Additionally, they were asked, whether sustain-
ability was part of their expertise and daily business. It was
specifically asked in that question if their efforts to consider
sustainability included all three dimensions and whether they
had a relation to the product. The interview process lasted
between 20 and 30 min per respondent. Interviews were car-
ried out with only one respondent at a time.

3.4 Evaluation and presentation of the results

In a first step, respondents who indicated that they viewed one or
more attribute specifications asKO criteriawere removed from the
sample. The overall meanweight per sustainability dimensionwas
derived by taking the arithmetic mean of all respondents. As an
indicator of consistency of the sample, the mean squared error2

(MSE) in relation to the overall mean was determined:

MSE ¼ 1

n
∑
n

i¼1
w1−w1;i

� �2
þ w2−w2;i

� �2
þ w3−w3;i

� �2
� �

ð6Þ

n = number of respondentsw1;w1;i = overall arithmetic
mean weight and weight of respondent i for the economic
dimension, respectivelyw2;w2;i = overall arithmetic mean
weight and weight of respondent i for the environmental di-
mension, respectivelyw3;w3;i = overall arithmetic mean
weight and weight of respondent i for the social dimension,
respectively.

TheMSEwas used as a relative measure, i.e., for determin-
ing the difference of the consistency within one cluster com-
pared to the consistency within another cluster. Hence, a lower
MSE of one cluster in comparison to the other indicated a
higher consistency in the former cluster.

Depending on the organizational chart, respondents were
chosen that represented the functions BProduct Line,^
BProduct Management & Controlling,^ BProduction,^
BPurchasing,^ Research & Development,^ BSales,^ and
BStrategy & Communication.^ Respondents of the BProduct
Line^ cluster coordinated the inputs of the centers of compe-
tence for the development, purchasing, and production of a
vehicle project. Due to data privacy concerns of the involved
company, these seven functional clusters were anonymized
and coded by number. In the following, Bcluster^ will always
refer to the clustering by function. For each of these clusters,
the mean weight per sustainability dimension was determined
by taking the arithmetic mean of the respective group of re-
spondents. As an indicator of consistency within each cluster,
the mean squared error (MSEc) of all respondents of the re-
spective cluster in relation to the cluster meanwas determined:

MSEc ¼ 1

nc
∑
nc

i¼1
ŵ1;c−w1;i;c
	 
2 þ ŵ1;c−w2;i;c

	 
2 þ ŵ3;c−w3;i;c

� �2
� �

ð7Þ

nc = number of respondents in cluster cŵ1;c;w1;i;c = arith-
metic mean weight of cluster c and weight of respondent i of
cluster c for the economic dimension, respectivelyŵ2;c;w2;i;c

= arithmetic mean weight of cluster c and weight of respon-
dent i of cluster c for the environmental dimension,

repaehc%5]€[stsoC

Emissions in Production [CO2e] 20% higher

Social Risk

Supply chain is not known until n-tier; risk of 

unfair working conditions like low wage or 

excessive working time.

Component - Version A

Fig. 1 Exemplary stimulus card

2 Even though the word Berror^ is contained in this metric, its application to
measure consistency does not imply a judgment of any sort, but rather reflects
the deviation from the average. It is not the intention to declare that respon-
dents that deviate from the average are making an error.

Table 1 List of selected attributes and their specifications for the limit conjoint analysis

Attribute Low Medium High

Cost − 5% Reference + 5%

Global warming potential − 20% Reference + 20%

Risk of social violation Supply chain is known
until n-tier; no violation to expect.

Reference: supply chain
is not known until n-tier; still no
violation to expect.

Supply chain is not known until n-tier;
risk of unfair working conditions like
low wage or excessive working time
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respectivelyŵ3;c;w3;i;c = arithmetic mean weight of cluster c
and weight of respondent i of cluster c for the social dimen-
sion, respectively

During the interview process, respondents were asked wheth-
er sustainability was part of their expertise and daily business. In
the question, it was specified if their efforts to consider sustain-
ability included all three dimensions and whether they had a
relation to the product. If one of these conditions did not apply,
respondents were classified as BNon-Sustainability^ respon-
dents. Thus, the sample could be divided into a BSustainability^
group, i.e., respondentswhodealtwithsustainability issues in their
dailybusiness,andaBNon-Sustainability^group, i.e., respondents
who did not deal with sustainability issues in their daily business.

The last step of the analysis was to determine what effect
outliers had on the results and, more specifically, what effect
KO criteria had on the results as they are said to skew conjoint
analysis outcomes. Therefore, the original sample (n = 54)
was compared to differently adjusted versions of this sample.
The first version (BKO^) was purged from respondents who
indicated that they viewed one or more attribute specifications
as KO criterion (A). In a second version, the 20% of respon-
dents with the highest mean squared error in regard to the
overall arithmetic mean were declared as Btop outliers^ and
removed (B). If a respondent accounted for more than 20% of
the mean squared error regarding the individual respondent’s
distance to the respective cluster mean (Bcluster outliers^), he
or she was removed for a third version (C).

For every adjusted version of the sample, the overall mean
weight per sustainability dimension was derived by taking the
arithmetic mean of the remaining respondents. As an indicator of
consistency of the entire sample, theMSEwas calculated accord-
ing to formula 6. The relative deviations of the adjusted samples
to the original sample were determined as well as a mean devi-
ation of weights of the sustainability dimensions. The mean de-
viation (Δk) for an adjusted sample was calculated as follows:

Δk ¼
Δw1;k
�� ��þ Δw2;k

�� ��þ Δw3;k
�� ��

3
ð8Þ

Δw1;k ¼ w1;k−w1

w1
= relative difference of the mean weight

for the economic dimension of the adjusted sample k to the

original sample Δw2;k ¼ w2;k−w2

w2
= relative difference of the

mean weight for the environmental dimension of the adjusted

sample k to the original sampleΔw3;k ¼ w3;k−w3

w3
= relative dif-

ference of the mean weight for the social dimension of the
adjusted sample k to the original sample.

The absolute values of the relative differences were used in
order to reflect their original order of magnitude in the
resulting mean deviation.

For a joint presentation of the weights for the three dimen-
sions, a triangle diagram was chosen (see Fig. 2). An

introduction to triangle diagrams in relation to LCSA can be
found in Hofstetter et al. (1999) or Finkbeiner et al. (2010).
Every border of the triangle represents one sustainability di-
mension. In Fig. 2, the bottom left corner sees the economic
dimension at 0%, the social dimension at 100%, and the en-
vironmental dimension at 0%. The further we move to the
right on the bottom border, the higher the share of the eco-
nomic dimension gets until it reaches the bottom right corner
where the economic dimension accounts for 100%. To find
the weight distribution of an individual point within the trian-
gle, the respective guiding lines have to be followed to the
respective border. The alignment of the axis labelling gives the
indication which direction of the guiding lines pertains to
which dimension. For example, the dark circle close to the
bottom right corner in Fig. 2 represents a respondent who
perceives the economic dimension as the most relevant one
(weight of 71%), while assigning less weights for the social
and environmental dimension (weight of 20 and 9%, respec-
tively). The use of a triangle diagram is possible because the
three weights always add up to 100%, as shown earlier (c.f.
Eqs. (5.1)–(5.3)).

To be able to display the individual weights in a triangle
diagram, they were translated into two-dimensional coordi-
nates. The x and y coordinates for a respondent i were calcu-
lated as follows:

xi ¼ 2 w1;i þ w2;i

2
ð9Þ

yi ¼
ffiffiffi
3

p
w2;i

2
ð10Þ

The results of the case study and the respective triangle
diagrams are presented in Section 4.1. To display the consis-
tency of clusters, the MSEc was plotted as a circle around the
respective arithmetic cluster mean.

4 Results and discussion

4.1 Case study results

The individual weightings of the entire sample are shown in
Fig. 2.

As can be seen from Fig. 2, there was no clear overall
clustering visible. Even though a few respondents gave the
exact same weight distribution (e.g., three respondents
weighted the economic dimension at 21%, the environmental
at 50% and the social at 29%—see where clusters 1, 2, and 4
coincide in Fig. 2), the individual weightings were clearly
scattered. These results confirmed that deriving weights for
product sustainability assessment is a challenging task
(Finnveden 1997; Schmidt and Sullivan 2002; Finnveden
et al. 2009; Cortés-Borda et al. 2013) as no clear picture
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emerged even though decision-makers at the same company
were asked.

The average weighted all three dimensions almost equally but
placingmore importanceon theenvironmental dimension: theeco-
nomic dimension was at 33.5%, the environmental at 35.2%, and
the social at 31.2%.This still showed that all threedimensionswere
important for the overall sample when product decisions are con-
sidered.However, several respondentsgavemoreextremedistribu-
tionsofweight,e.g., tworespondentsweightedthesocialdimension
at 0% (c.f. Fig. 2). These findings partly confirm the effect that
Mettier et al. (2006; 2008) found, as conjoint analysis leads tomore
extremevalues inelicitedweights.However,while thisheld trueon
the individual level, the overall level arrived at a rather equal
weighting.

Figure 3 shows the cluster means together with the overall
mean. More detailed information on the cluster results are

listed in Table 2. Exemplarily, cluster 4 is shown inmore detail
in Fig. 4.

As can be seen from Fig. 3 and Table 2, different function
clusters had different weightings and different consistencies
(c.f. MSE values). As the cluster with the highest MSE (clus-
ter 7) was not the one with the least respondents and the one
with the lowest MSE (cluster 6) was not the one with the most
respondents, it appeared that consistency was not related to
sample or cluster size. Overall, there was rather no consistent
weighting within clusters (see Fig. 4 and Table 2). These two
results may indicate that that weighting was more dependent
on individual preference or assessment than related to the
functional affiliation.

Cluster 3 constituted an exception to the other clusters as their
focus was rather on process than product-related sustainability.
That became apparent in their distance to the other cluster means
(see Fig. 3). Cluster 2 placed a higher emphasis on the

Fig. 2 Representation of all respondents (n = 40) and their individual weighting of sustainability dimensions. Additionally, the overall mean is given (X).
The dotted line indicates the average distance of the individual respondent’s weights to the overall mean (c.f. Section 3.4)
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environmental dimension than on the other clusters. This was
related to a higher share of respondents working on sustainable
products. The most consistent cluster was cluster 6, the BSales^

cluster, (MSE: 0.049) which weighed the social dimension stron-
ger than the other sustainability dimensions. The low MSE im-
plied that the respondents that were linked to the sales function
had a rather consistent view on the importance of sustainability
dimensions. Ideally, this view reflected the expectations of con-
sumers or the market. The least consistency was observed in
clusters 2 and 7. This might have to do with their broader array
of responsibilities when compared to more Bstraightforward^
functions like sales.

Table 3 shows the results of the initial sample divided into
sustainability and non-sustainability respondents.

Of the entire sample, 35% (14 of 40) were sustainability
respondents. This share was over-representative as during the
sampling process, it was ensured that enough sustainability
respondents were included in order to be able to contrast a
large enough group of sustainability respondents with a non-
sustainability group. The sustainability respondents of the

Fig. 3 Cluster means and overall mean (X)

Table 2 Cluster results

Cluster Economy Environment Social Respondents MSE

1 32.9% 30.8% 36.4% 5 0.088

2 30.4% 47.4% 22.2% 3 0.093

3 41.7% 43.0% 15.3% 3 0.091

4 40.2% 30.3% 29.5% 8 0.055

5 31.0% 30.3% 38.7% 6 0.052

6 27.4% 34.7% 37.9% 7 0.049

7 32.7% 39.7% 27.5% 8 0.099

Total 33.5% 35.2% 31.2% 40 0.082

MSE mean squared error
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entire sample weighted the environmental (37.6%) before the
other two that were of equal importance. The non-
sustainability respondents weighted the economic dimension
(34.9%) before the environmental (34.0%) and social (31.1%)
dimension. There were no sustainability respondents in clus-
ters 3 and 6 of the evaluated sample. The strong emphasis of
cluster 2 on the environmental dimension (Table 2) was car-
ried by one sustainability respondent vs. two non-
sustainability respondents. Especially clusters 1, 3, and 4 of

non-sustainability respondents put strong weight on the eco-
nomic dimension (> 40%). Unsurprisingly, it appeared that
sustainability respondents paid more attention to the non-
economical dimensions while non-sustainability respondents
were primarily concerned with the economic dimension.
However, non-sustainability respondents still regarded the en-
vironmental and social dimension with high importance.

Table 4 shows the overall mean of the original sample
compared to the adjusted samples as described in Section 3.4.

Fig. 4 Cluster 4 showing a large
spread in weights. The dotted line
indicates the average distance of
the individual respondent’s
weights to the cluster mean

Table 3 Weighting of the Bsustainability^ and Bnon-sustainability^ groups by cluster of the entire sample

Sustainability Non-sustainability

Cluster Economy Environment Social Respondents Economy Environment Social Respondents

1 17.6% 45.7% 36.7% 2 43.0% 20.8% 36.2% 3

2 25.0% 75.0% 0.0% 1 33.1% 33.6% 33.3% 2

3 – – – 0 41.7% 43.0% 15.3% 3

4 37.1% 35.7% 27.2% 4 43.4% 24.8% 31.8% 4

5 27.2% 20.0% 52.8% 2 32.9% 35.4% 31.7% 4

6 – – – 0 27.4% 34.7% 37.9% 7

7 34.1% 35.4% 30.4% 5 30.3% 46.9% 22.7% 3

Total 31.0% 37.6% 31.4% 14 34.9% 34.0% 31.1% 26
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Outliers did not appear to have had a big impact on the
results of the initial sample as all three adjusted versions
brought an average relative change in weights per sustain-
ability dimension of < 10% (mean deviation in Table 4).
The overall weighting shifted from economy to environ-
ment when removing KO (A). This was because several
respondents declared that an increase in costs constituted
a KO for them (n = 6). As expected, the adjusted sample
showed a lower spread (MSE improved by up to 39%)
and showed a more balanced distribution than the entire
sample as the more extreme positions were removed.
Interestingly, KO criteria did not seem to have as much
an effect on results as outliers did. Version A showed an
MSE that was higher than that of versions B and C even
though these versions had the same or even higher num-
ber of respondents. It might be that respondents did report
attributes as KO criteria when they saw them as highly
important but did not really treat them as criteria to deter-
mine the rejection of a stimulus. In return, it might have
occurred that respondents treated an attribute like a KO
criterion but did not report it as such. Another possibility
might be that subjective KO criteria do not skew conjoint
analysis results as much as Bregular^ outliers. This would
call into question the categorical removal of these respon-
dents in Conjoint Analysis.

4.2 Implications for a company

The results of this research were derived from decision-
makers by conducting a limit conjoint analysis based on a
gearbox as a reference component. Therefore, the derived
weights hold true for that component. However, as the stimu-
lus cards were phrased to evaluate relative trade-offs, the ar-
gument of this paper is that the results simultaneously can give
an indication on the respondents’ decision for other compo-
nents as well. The budget for the development and production
of vehicle components is allocated on a relative basis, mean-
ing that expensive components get a higher budget than cheap
ones. An absolute increase of one Euro production cost is not
as critical for an expensive component (like a gearbox, which
ranges above one hundred Euros) as it would be for a cheap
one (like a screw, which ranges below one Euro). While an
increase of one Euro would still be accepted for the expensive

component, the same cost increase for the cheap component
would definitely be rejected. The evaluation of absolute
changes in cost can therefore not be transferred from one
component to another. The relative evaluation, however, can
be transferred to other components within a car as it reflects
the general evaluation of trade-offs that also remain valid
when the absolute basis, which for a car usually does not span
more than three orders of magnitude for the evaluated indica-
tors, for evaluation changes. Therefore, it was deemed plausi-
ble to look into what implications for companies could be
derived if these weights are generalized to an extent and seen
as valid for other components.

It has been shown that, overall, decision-makers at an
automotive company considered all three sustainability di-
mensions almost equally. The derived set of weights could
be used to aggregate LCSA results based on the presented
indicators to support decision-making based on the now
quantified decision-makers’ preference that already exists.
The question of interest for a sustainability expert at an
industry company looking to implement decision support
based on LCSA results would be regarding the concrete
suggestions derived from this research. To determine
whether the derived distribution of weights between sus-
tainability dimensions would be company-optimal, the ex-
pectations of consumers are of interest. For this research,
the weighting of the BSales^ cluster (cluster 6) was taken as
proxy for consumer expectation, which means that the ide-
al weight distribution would give 37.9% to the social,
34.7% to the environmental and 27.4% to the economic
dimension (see Table 2). Therefore, the observed overall
weighting of sustainability dimensions at the investigated
company came fairly close to that optimal weighting in the
environmental dimension but had a tilt towards the eco-
nomic dimension. However, even though the overall
weighting met consumer expectations, individual
weightings were far off in some cases.

Practitioners might now see two possible weighting sets to
implement in an LCSA framework based on the presented
results:

1. Adopt the overall meanweighting of the evaluated sample
2. Adopt the weighting of cluster 6 (corresponding to the

consumer expectation)

Table 4 Mean weights of the entire sample (BAll^) and the sample adjusted for KO criteria and outliers

Sample Economy Δ Environment Δ Social Δ Respondents Δ Overall MSE Δ Mean deviation

All 37.0% – 31.2% – 31.8% – 54 – 0.110 – –

A (KO) 33.5% −9% 35.2% 13% 31.2% −2% 40 −26% 0.082 −26% 8%

B (top outliers) 34.9% −6% 31.0% 0% 34.1% 7% 43 −20% 0.072 −35% 4%

C (cluster outliers) 32.5% −12% 31.8% 2% 35.6% 12% 40 −26% 0.067 −39% 9%

Δ relative difference to BAll^
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This research would suggest following the first path as that
weighting set reflected the combined decision-making process
within the respective company and was based on the entire
sample. Apart from the higher sample size, the fact that it was
a quantification of the already existing decision process within
the company is expected to increase its acceptance for adop-
tion within the concerned company. Obviously, this logic is
only valid for the evaluated company. Practitioners seeking to
find the optimal weighting set for putting LCSA into practice
at their company would have to investigate the overall
weighting of decision-makers at the respective company first.

Additionally, this research showed that the following points
influence the weight distribution in the decision-making pro-
cess at a company:

– When multiple decision-makers are included in the deci-
sion process, the overall weighting came close to an equal
weighting of all three dimensions, neutralizing extreme
individual weightings.

– Function seemed to have less of an impact on weighting
as individual preference weighting according to this
research.

– Sustainability decision-makers put more weight on the
environmental and social dimension as opposed to the
non-sustainability decision-makers.

As individual preference or assessment seemed to be more
dominant than function in the weighting of sustainability di-
mensions, the driving forces of individual assessment would
be of interest to gain a better understanding of how to ensure
balanced weighting in the decision process.

4.3 Limitations and future research needs

Themain limitations of this research laid in its sample size, the
focus on one reference component, the geographical scope
and the evaluation of just the three overarching sustainability
dimensions. Future research could look at expanding the sam-
ple size within a company or across companies and to carry
out studies looking at other components or products. In addi-
tion, the weight distributions in other countries than Germany
would be of interest. To further detail the weighting in LCSA-
based decision-making, the weighting of indicators within one
sustainability dimension should be looked at, for example, it
would be of interest how to weight GWP against land use or
resource use. The implications for practitioners were derived
based on the assumptions that the analysis results could be
generalized and that the BSales^ cluster of the investigated
sample could be taken as proxy for the consumer’s expecta-
tion. Future research could therefore test the weighting for
different components to confirm whether results can be gen-
eralist. For consumer expectation, a similar study questioning
consumers directly could be carried out to gather their weight

distribution. Furthermore, the drivers that influence personal
weighting of sustainability dimensions would be a promising
field of research. In relation to that question, it would be in-
teresting to see whether function really has no significant in-
fluence on the weighting of sustainability dimensions as im-
plied in this research.

The limit conjoint analysis also comes with a limitation in
itself. As the evaluation of the ranking sees distances between
ranks as being equal, there is no way of capturing, whether
respondents see large or small differences between certain
stimuli. Furthermore, as it had been shown that KO criteria
did not have as strongly an effect on overall results as outliers
did, the additional consideration of responses of BKO^-re-
spondents might yield additional insights.

5 Conclusions

The goal of the paper was to determine weights for sustain-
ability assessment of products at an automotive company to
support decision-making in an operationalized LCSA frame-
work by offering a way to solve a multi-criteria decision issue.
The applied method to derive weights was limit conjoint anal-
ysis that asked the (implicit) weights of 54 managers at an
automotive company via ranking of nine alternatives of a ref-
erence component that differed in their performance in regard
to the three sustainability dimensions. The results of the sam-
ple without respondents that saw KO criteria in any of the
stimuli (n = 40) showed a large spread in weighting without
clear clustering. This confirmed that weighting in product sus-
tainability assessment is a challenge as no clear picture
emerged even when decision-makers at the same company
were asked. On average, all sustainability dimensions were
considered almost equally with the environmental dimension
being slightly more important. Singular respondents applied
more extreme distributions of weight. Nevertheless, results
were not significantly impacted by extreme individual
weighing as adjusting for KO criteria and outliers changed
weights on average by less than 10%. Function clusters
showed low consistency in themselves hinting that weighting
was more of a personal than a functional issue. Sustainability
respondents (35% of the sample) weighted the social before
the environmental and economic dimensions while non-
sustainability respondents put the economic dimension before
the other two. Interestingly, KO criteria did not influence re-
sults as much as outliers did.

To derive practical implications for introducing weights for
sustainability dimensions at a company, it was assumed that
the results of the analysis could be generalized and that the
ideal weighting set would correspond to the customers’ ex-
pectations. When company-optimal weighting was guided by
consumer expectation (the weighting of the BSales^ cluster
was taken as proxy for consumer expectation), the social
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dimension should be considered before the environmental and
the economic dimension. From the results, two possible im-
plications for the adoption of decision-making support at a
company based on LCSA could be derived: either the adop-
tion of the overall mean weighting of the investigated sample
could be adopted or the weighting set of the BSales^ cluster
could be adopted to consider the consumer’s expectation. The
recommendation would be to follow the adoption of the first
route as the outcome of the overall sample represented a quan-
tification of the already existing decision process. Thus, the
acceptance of the first route is expected to be higher.

It could be shown that Conjoint Analysis enabled decision-
makingwithin LCSA by introducingweights to solve anMCDA
issue. Furthermore, implications for practitioners could be de-
rived to ensure company-optimal decision-making related to
product sustainability. Future research should look at expanding
the sample size, evaluate different reference components or prod-
ucts and widen the geographical scope. Furthermore, investigat-
ing the weighting of indicators within sustainability dimensions
and the drivers that influence personal preferences and decision-
making in regard toweighting sustainability dimensions could be
of interest for future research.
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Results

2.3 Mechanism to Implement LCSA Results in Decision Process

In the previous sections, the assessment of the S-LCA dimension within LCSA and the combination of

LCA, LCC and S-LCA results to an overall LCSA criticality score have been addressed. This section

deals with the third research objective (c.f. section 1.5) and presents the results of a publication by

Tarne et al. (2018) on monetizing sustainability impacts. The study investigated how decisions for

more sustainable product alternatives could be supported within a company by introducing a Product

Sustainability Budget (PSB) that would cover potential increases in cost of the more sustainable

product. The study investigated the preferences of 250 potential premium car buyers represented by

a sustainability interior package. Choice-Based Conjoint Analysis (CBCA) was applied to determine

the utility value of this sustainability package in relation to other vehicle properties such as cost, fuel

consumption, drive train and engine power. To obtain the willingness to pay of customers for the

sustainability package, an advanced Van-Westendorp Analysis was combined with the CBCA. Results

showed that 19% of the investigated sample would prefer the sustainability interior package which

could be sold.

The paper addressed the research objective 3 (c.f. section 1.5) in the following way:

• Development of a method of monetizing product sustainability impacts It could be

shown that by applying a monetization approach to measure the willingness to pay (WTP) of

consumers for directly perceivable product features, a business case for a sustainability interior

package for a car can be made. The study combined CBCA to identify a target group within

a sample for the German premium car segment that would prefer the sustainability package to

other interior packages and consider it in a purchase decision.

• Devise a mechanism to integrate findings in LCSA framework at an automotive

company The proposed PSB would divert part of this profit towards measures for improving

product sustainability. The PSB would function as a solution space, i.e. a range in which costs

could rise without having an influence on the economic dimension of the LCSA impacts. The

creation of this solution space enabled finding the most effective set of measures for improving

overall product sustainability,

The publication by Tarne et al. (2018) is presented on pages 86–105.

Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature Customer Service Centre GmbH: Springer, The In-

ternational Journal of Life Cycle Assessment. Introducing a product sustainability budget at an

automotive company — one option to increase the use of LCSA results in decision-making processes.
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Peter Tarne, Annekatrin Lehmann, Michael Kantner et al., 2018 (The International Journal of Life

Cycle Assessment. https://doi.org/10.1007/s11367-018-1576-z).

In this section it was shown how the investigation of the customer added value of product sustainability

features could be used to create a mechanism — the PSB — that enables the identification of the most

effective set of measures for improving overall product sustainability despite a potential increase in

costs. How the PSB is used to implement the LCSA results in the product-related decision process is

shown in the next section as well as how the combination of the individual findings of sections 2.1–2.3

contribute to achieving the overarching goal of this thesis.
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Abstract
Purpose Product sustainability assessment should evaluate the impacts on all three dimensions of sustainability (environment,
economy, and society). Life cycle sustainability assessment (LCSA) is a framework that extends life cycle-based product
assessment to all three dimensions. Evaluation of trade-off situations poses a challenge within LCSA in a business context,
especially if improvement measures for product sustainability lead to higher costs. This paper introduces the concept of the
Product Sustainability Budget (PSB) to enable a decision for improvement measures despite of rising costs. It demonstrates a way
to create such a PSB and how to combine it with an operationalized LCSA framework at an automotive company.
Methods A survey was carried out asking 250 potential customers of the premium car segment in Germany via Choice-Based-
Conjoint-Analysis (CBCA) about their preference of a sustainability interior package in a car. The sustainability package was one
of the three specifications of a potential car interior (standard, luxury, sustainability) and was asked along four other attributes
(price, drive train, engine power, and consumption). The survey was expanded by an Advanced-Van-Westendorp analysis to ask
respondents about their willingness-to-pay (WTP) for such a package. The major findings of the study (take rate and price for the
sustainability interior package) were then implemented in a business case logic from which the PSB was created.
Results and discussion Nineteen percent of the entire sample would prefer the sustainability interior package to the other
packages (=potential take rate) while the rest (81%) favored the luxury package. The package should be sold to this
(potential) target group at price premium of 1.3–1.7% for a middle class limousine (or 0.4–1.1% when corrected for overstated
WTP). It could be shown in a theoretical business case logic for such a sustainability package that the profit could be converted to
form the PSB, which could compensate an increase in costs caused by a measure to improve product sustainability. The PSB
opened up a solution space to identify the ideal set out of several possible improvement measures.
Conclusions The introduction of an LCSA evaluation scheme on component level in combination with the proposed Product
Sustainability Budget could enable substantial product sustainability improvement evenwhen costs increase. The combination of
an implicit CBCA and an explicit WTP study delivered a sound basis for creating this Product Sustainability Budget. The
proposed concept should be applied in a business context to test its viability and additionally investigate customers’ WTP for
improved social impacts.
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1 Introduction and goals

Life cycle sustainability assessment (LCSA) assesses the im-
pacts of a product over its entire life cycle on all three dimen-
sions of sustainability (Klöpffer 2003; Finkbeiner et al. 2008;
Klöpffer 2008; Finkbeiner et al. 2010). The operationalization
of this framework should enable decision makers to improve
product sustainability impacts in a business context. There are
different approaches how to evaluate impacts on the three
sustainability dimensions (economy, environment, and socie-
ty) in order to achieve sustainability. They can be grouped into
promoting Bstrong^ or Bweak^ sustainability (JRC 2012).
Within the approaches applying the concept of weak sustain-
ability, improvements of impacts on one dimension can com-
pensate for deterioration of impacts on other dimensions
(Singh et al. 2009). The approaches that apply the concept
of strong sustainability adhere to a hierarchical treatment of
the dimensions allowing for no compensation. Within strong
sustainability, the environmental dimension constitutes the
highest instance as all social and economic interactions take
place within the boundaries of our planet. The social dimen-
sion then constitutes the limits for economic activities (Singh
et al. 2009; JRC 2012). In this way, the concept of strong
sustainability respects humanity’s Blimits to growth^
(Meadows et al. 1972; Meadows et al. 2007a). However, the
discussion around sustainable development in the business
world, most notably the World Business Council For
Sustainable Development (WBCSD), is more geared towards
the weak interpretation of sustainability (Davies 2013).

When presented with LCSA results, decision makers have
to make decisions based on multiple criteria when evaluating
measures or product concepts that differently affect the three
dimensions of sustainability. This poses a challenge to finding
an optimal solution. On the one hand, it is not clear how to
deal with trade-offs between sustainability dimensions mak-
ing it harder to come to a clear decision. On the other hand,
when impacts on the economic dimension are concerned (e.g.,
higher costs due to a switch to a more sustainable production
technique), a product alternative with higher costs might not
even be considered because the economic performance of
products is usually pivotal at companies that are themselves
evaluated based on their economic performance. The latter
challenge could be addressed by applying monetary valuation
(Tarne et al. 2017). The method of monetary valuation tries to
translate the non-monetary impacts on the environmental and
social dimension into monetary terms. This would bring im-
pacts on all sustainability dimensions to the same level and
make them easily comparable, eliminating a dominant influ-
ence of the economic dimension and making trade-offs easier
to interpret.

To address the challenge of enabling decisions despite in-
creasing costs combined with the operationalization of LCSA,
the authors propose the introduction of the Product

Sustainability Budget (PSB). This budget is a new concept
created and introduced in this paper to translate the customer
value of product sustainability features to create a solution
space to find the ideal solution within a business context for
the improvement of product sustainability based on LCSA
evaluation. The PSB functions as complement to the LCSA
framework. It helps to support the decision-making process on
the improvement actions to be undertaken as indicated by
LCSA, under the conditions of costs constraints. The objec-
tive of the PSB is to enhance the operability of LCSA, i.e.,
increase the usability of its results, rather than finding a dif-
ferentiated way of monetizing the impacts on all three sustain-
ability dimensions.

The goal of this paper is to develop and demonstrate a way
to create this Product Sustainability Budget. The budget
should be able to be used in combination with an LCSA as-
sessment approach to find the optimal product concept or
improvement solution for the product’s sustainability perfor-
mance. It should also enable the decision for product concepts
or improvement measures that are an overall improvement of
sustainability performance according to LCSA but would con-
tribute to the increase of production cost.

To achieve this goal, the existing approaches to monetary
valuation were looked at (Sect. 2.1) and the most relevant for
the operationalization of LCSAwithin a business context was
chosen (Sect. 2.2). Then, a specific method of monetary val-
uation within the chosen approach was selected (Sect. 2.3). A
way to put LCSA into practice at an automotive company was
introduced in Sect. 2.4. The study design and setup to deter-
mine the monetary value of sustainability impacts are shown
in Sect. 3.1. The link between the study results and the LCSA
framework by the creation of the Product Sustainability
Budget is presented in Sect. 3.2.

The contribution of this paper is twofold. The first contri-
bution is a concrete study regarding the evaluation of
willingness-to-pay (WTP) for sustainability in the interior of
a car. The second contribution is of conceptual nature, show-
ing how these concrete results could be used to create the
Product Sustainability Budget, which enables decision sup-
port based on LCSA results when evaluated improvement
measures or product alternatives lead to higher costs.

2 Background

In this section, a short overview of monetary valuation ap-
proaches is given (Sect. 2.1). The successive selection of an
approach for monetary valuation within this research is pre-
sented afterwards. It started with the decision for one approach
out of the existing monetary valuation approaches (Sect. 2.2).
The decision for a specific monetary valuation method within
the chosen approach is presented in Sect. 2.3. The link of the
monetary valuation with the LCSA framework aiming at
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facilitating LCSA-based decision making at an automotive
company is introduced in Sect. 2.4.

2.1 Approaches to monetary valuation

Approaches to monetary valuation focus either on impacts on
society or a company. Several methods or combinations of
methods are applied within these approaches to determine
what monetary values certain environmental impacts have. It
is worth noting that different approaches often resort to the
same methods, e.g., the Natural Capital Protocol as well as the
ExternE approach used the WTP method to determine mone-
tary evaluation.

The majority of approaches to determine impacts on soci-
ety deals with the evaluation of costs to society due to envi-
ronmental impacts. In general, the quantification of external-
ities, i.e., costs not represented in the market, falls into this
category. A prominent project that attempted the internaliza-
tion of externalities was the ExternE project (Markandya
2012) which developed an approach to determine externalities
from electricity generation. They proposed an impact pathway
approach that modeled the generation of emissions, their dis-
persion, the resulting impact on humans, and finally the mon-
etary valuation of those impacts. The monetary valuation was
done by determining the willingness-to-pay (WTP) to avoid
the resulting impacts (European Commission 2005). Another
approach to the monetary valuation of environmental impacts
that got attention was PUMA’s Environmental Profit and Loss
(EP&L) project (PUMA 2011). The company set out to deter-
mine the positive and negative externalities that their produc-
tion activities and supply chains generated. The BSustainable
Value^ approach (Figge and Hahn 2004; Figge and Hahn
2005; Hahn et al. 2013) is also often found in relation to
monetary valuation even though it would more correctly be
classified as an Befficiency^ approach. The approach proposes
to evaluate companies based on key performance indicators
pertaining to the three sustainability dimensions (e.g., profit,
CO2 emissions, number of employees) and build an industry
average based on these evaluations. The sustainability assess-
ment model (SAM) (Baxter et al. 2003; Bebbington et al.
2007; Frame and Cavanagh 2009) is sometimes also related
to monetary valuation even though it Bretains a qualified com-
mitment to monetization^ (Bebbington et al. 2007).

The Natural Capital Protocol (NCP) by the Natural Capital
Coalition gives extensive guidance to businesses as to how to
meaningfully include valuation of environmental impacts or
ecosystem services into their business accounting (Natural
Capital Coalition 2016). Another approach was taken by
Biesalski and Co. (2014) who determined the extent to which
the sustainability image contributes to the entire brand value.
In that way, companies can gauge the (indirect) monetary
effect that negative or positive environmental performance
could have on the company.

2.2 Choice and focus of monetary valuation approach

This research intends to identify an approach relevant for the
operationalization of LCSA at a company. Therefore, the ap-
proaches focusing on society were not considered. From the
approaches relating to a company’s viewpoint, focusing on the
benefits of improved product sustainability to differentiate the
product from competitors, as proposed by the NCP, was cho-
sen. This approach was deemed to be more promising for the
promotion of the benefits of product sustainability improve-
ments within a company.

2.2.1 Effects of monetary valuation of sustainability
dimensions

Monetary valuation of sustainability impacts transforms qual-
itative information into monetary (quantitative) units.
Monetary valuation of social impacts therefore enables the
compensation of drastic individual impacts, for instance inhu-
man labor conditions like enslavement and death of workers,
as they are assigned a cost. That means that they could be
compensated by increased revenues or improved environmen-
tal performance. In some cases, this could lead to decisions for
very profitable but inhumane product alternatives. Thus, mon-
etary valuation of social impacts might support the violation
of human rights and is therefore not applied in this research.

When attempting the monetary valuation of environmental
impacts, a few points need to be considered. Currently, mon-
etary valuations of environmental life cycle impacts are main-
ly carried out in relation to the societal costs (c.f. ExternE,
EP&L etc.) that are not yet directly relevant for companies
unless regulators mandate the internalization of these costs
(Stanton 2012; Natural Capital Coalition 2016). To express
the company relevance of product sustainability performance,
the route of determining the benefit for the company by find-
ing out the added value for the customer was chosen for this
research. That means that the Product Sustainability Budget in
this research does not perform a monetary valuation of the
impact category results of an LCSA and its determined im-
pacts on all three sustainability dimensions directly. Instead,
the customer value of sustainability features in a product is
determined and later linked to the LCSA framework. That
way, an amount to which additional costs do not affect the
economic dimension within the operationalized LCSA frame-
work (c.f. Sect. 2.4) can be set.

2.2.2 Customer relevant aspects

Groening et al. (2015) found that customers are mainly inter-
ested in the emissions pertaining to the use of a vehicle as they
fall in their realm of responsibility. Emissions related to the
product’s manufacture are the least important to them
(Groening et al. 2015). However, as the CO2 emissions of
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the use phase are already regulated by the European
Commission for the European market (European
Commission 2007), this research laid its focus on the custom-
er relevant aspects of the product manufacture. Customers are
only interested in improved sustainability impacts when they
are coupled with increased performance or increased customer
satisfaction (Ottman et al. 2006; Biswas 2016). Thus, this
research focused on determining the customer value of sus-
tainable interior components rather than the monetary value of
the impacts of the vehicle’s production or its components.

2.3 Specific monetary valuation method

When it comes to determining the added value of product
features for customers, WTP is considered to be Ba monolith^
(Lankoski 2010). This section gives an overview of WTP
studies related to product sustainability impacts (Sect. 2.3.1)
and lays out the selection of a specific WTP method (Sect.
2.3.2). Subsequently, the background for the chosen methods,
Choice-Based-Conjoint analysis (Sect. 2.3.3) and Advanced-
Van-Westendorp analysis (Sect. 2.3.4) are presented.

2.3.1 Previous studies

There are many studies on the consumer added value or their
willingness-to-pay a price premium for product sustainability
or its influence on the purchase decision. Depending on the
study focus and product group, the results vary but generally
indicate that product sustainability constitutes added value for
consumers that can be capitalized.

Meta-studies A meta-study by Tully and Winer (2013) of 83
WTP studies found that 60% of respondents were willing to
pay an average price premium of ca. 17% for socially respon-
sible products. The premium was lower for durable than non-
durable goods (Tully and Winer 2013). Cai and Aguilar
(2013) found a wide range of WTP in their meta-study of 19
studies on environmentally certified wood products.
According to their analysis, customers were willing to pay
between 1% and ca. 40% more for certified products with
low-end and frequently used wood products being more likely
to yield premiums (Cai and Aguilar 2013). The meta-analysis
of 18 studies on the WTP for green electricity by Sundt and
Rehdanz (2015) showed that information on the effects of
green electricity increased the WTP of consumers.

Various products A study by the European Commission of
nearly 27,000 respondents found that 75% were willing to
buy environmentally friendly products even if they were more
expensive than conventional ones (European Commission
2008). In 2013, they further determined that 77% of ca.
25,000 respondents were willing to pay up to 5% more for
not further specified sustainable products (European

Commission 2013). Further studies found various WTP for
different products, e.g., 12% price premium for pet food by
German consumers (Völker and Tachkov 2013), ca. 16%
price premium for organic shirts by half of the interviewed
US consumers (Ha-Brookshire and Norum 2011) or 2–16%
price premium for environmentally labeled furniture in
England and Sweden (Veisten 2007). However, in the luxury
goods sector, environmental concerns are not always desired
by customers: Achabou and Dekhili (2013) found that French
consumers did not desire recycled contents in luxury clothing.

WTP for automobiles Consumers rate financial factors before
environmental ones (Krupa et al. 2014). Even with expected
fuel cost savings when using a hybrid vehicle, consumers are
only willing to pay a modest premium which often lies under
the initial premium that car manufacturers demand for hybrid
vehicles (Krupa et al. 2014; Liu 2014). For German con-
sumers, the focus still lies on the use phase and their WTP
for a decrease of CO2 emissions is positive but dependent on
their sociographic affiliation (Achtnicht 2012). Hetterich et al.
(2012) investigated the WTP of German consumers for sus-
tainability features in a car’s interior by direct inquiry but used
haphazard sampling. They found a WTP for a price premium
of 3.5% for a medium-sized vehicle (Hetterich et al. 2012).

2.3.2 Choice of WTP method

Figure 1 shows an overview of the methods that can be used to
determine WTP of consumers and how they can be classified.
For the study in this research, the group of individual mea-
surements was chosen as the identification of a possible target
group for sustainability features out of a large group of indi-
vidual customers should be possible. As lotteries constitute
non-realistic purchase situations—for instance, it is unsure
for participants whether they receive the intended product—
this method might elicit unrealistic and more strategic pur-
chasing behavior from participants (Voeth and Niederauer
2008). Auctions are more appropriate to assess WTP for
scarce products, like rarities (Backhaus et al. 2005).
Furthermore, auctions could lead to a distorted purchasing
behavior as strategic and competitive motivations as well as
the anticipated excitement of a win can influence the WTP of
participants (Kagel 1995; Ding et al. 2005). Preference data
can be gathered by direct inquiry (e.g., Van-Westendorp anal-
ysis) or indirect inquiry (e.g., Conjoint Analysis). Sattler and
Nitschke (2003) showed that direct inquiries can produce re-
sults closer to the real WTP than conjoint analysis. But
Backhaus et al. (2005) found that the same study design can
yield the opposite results with conjoint analysis landing closer
to the real WTP. Therefore, it was decided for this study to
combine both methods. Conjoint analysis is considered to be
replicating a realistic purchase situation and is widely accept-
ed and applied in market research (Baier and Brusch 2009).
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The primary objective of the Van-Westendorp analysis is to
validate and/or extend the results of other methods like con-
joint analysis (Simon and Fassnacht 2009). The extension of
the study with a Van-Westendorp inquiry was considered to be
a reasonable increase in volume of the study and effort for
participants. The choice-based conjoint analysis (CBCA) is
considered to be the best variation of conjoint analyses in
regards to the quality of prognosis (Kaltenborn et al. 2013).

2.3.3 Choice-based conjoint analysis

Themain goal of the CBCA is to capture the selection process of
respondents as realistically as possible. In this method, not more
than five to seven product properties should be tested as partic-
ipants have difficulties evaluating too many alternatives
(Kaltenborn et al. 2013). As opposed to ranking of product alter-
natives in the classical conjoint analysis, the CBCA asks respon-
dents for a discrete choice of the best alternative out of varying
sets of three to five alternatives (Baier and Brusch 2009;
Kaltenborn et al. 2013). The assumption is that respondents will
always choose the alternative with the highest overall benefit for
them (Ben-Akiva and Boccara 1995). One of the choice options
within a set is always a no-choice option if a respondent would
choose neither of the given alternatives. In this way, the purchase
decision of consumers is more realistically captured, which in
othermethods like classical conjoint would requiremodifications
like a limit card (Cohen 1997; Baier and Brusch 2009). The
number of choice tasks, i.e. choosing the best alternative out of
a set, should not exceed 20 (Johnson and Orme 1996). Even

though the CBCA in its roots is an aggregated measurement
method (Kaltenborn et al. 2013), the application of the hierarchi-
cal Bayesian method (HB) enables the estimation of individual
utility values (Baumgartner and Steiner 2009). Utility values
represent the utility or strength of preference (positive values)
or the strength of rejection (negative values) of a product attribute
specification for a potential customer. They have to be considered
relative to the other evaluated attribute specifications rather than
as an absolute indication of an independent preference value.

The choice of product attributes and their specifications are
crucial for the results of the analysis. Backhaus et al. (2011a)
list several criteria that should be considered:

& Relevance: attributes should have relevance for purchase
decision

& Controllability: the manufacturer should be able to influ-
ence the attribute

& Independence from preference: utility of an attribute
should be independent from other attributes

& Realistic: attributes should be realizable
& Compensatory: one attribute can compensate for another
& No knockout (KO) criterion: an attribute or a specification

of it should not lead to immediate rejection of the product

2.3.4 Advanced-Van-Westendorp analysis

Consumers do not have a fixed WTP or Bdefinitive^ accept-
able price but rather an acceptable price range (van

Methods to measure Willingness-to-Pay
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Fig. 1 Methods for measuring willingness-to-pay—adapted from Skiera and Gensler (2002), Sattler and Nitschke (2003), and Voeth and Niederauer
(2008)
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Westendorp 1976). The Van-Westendorp analysis is trying to
identify this acceptable price range and additionally an opti-
mal as well as an Bindifference^ price for consumer. The in-
difference price can be interpreted as average market price or
median (Müller 2008). To determine these price levels, re-
spondents have to answer four questions (van Westendorp
1976; Reinecke et al. 2009):

1. Cheap: Below what price do you consider the product as
cheap/a good deal?

2. Expensive: At what price would you consider the product
as expensive but would still consider buying it?

3. Too expensive: At what price would you consider the
product as too expensive and would not consider buying
it?

4. Too cheap: Below what price would you consider the
product as too cheap and therefore doubt its quality?

The cumulative evaluation of those four price levels and
the share of respective respondents result in four price curves
(vanWestendorp 1976; Müller 2008). From the intersection of
those curves, four price levels can be identified. First, the
indifference price point (IPP) which could be interpreted as
market average price. Second, the optimal price point (OPP)
which denotes the optimal price for the consumer. The point
of marginal cheapness (PMC) and point of marginal expen-
siveness (PME) denote the lowest and highest price of the
acceptable price range, respectively. Especially when evaluat-
ing new products, the Van-Westendorp analysis is a good
choice (Reinecke et al. 2009). As with all methods that direct-
ly inquire the WTP of consumers, the over-estimation of the
importance and thus the amount of the price premium is a
drawback of the Van-Westendorp analysis (Reinecke et al.
2009). List and Gallet (2001) and Murphy et al. (2005) found
that hypothetical WTP often differs by factors of 1.5 to 3 from
real WTP.

Roll et al. (2012) extended the Van-Westendorp analysis by
translating the consumer relevant price levels into a demand
function by which users of the method can deduct at which
price level the highest revenue is to be expected. Thus, the
method helps to shift from a consumer’s to a company’s per-
spective and can determine the optimal price for the product
from a company’s viewpoint.

2.4 Increasing the usability of LCSA results to support
decision making

The LCSA framework as defined by Klöpffer (2003, 2008)
and Finkbeiner et al. (2008) is operationalized at an automo-
tive company and therefore applied to an entire vehicle. The
implementation of LCSA at an automotive company has to
overcome several challenges (Tarne et al. 2017). In the fol-
lowing, the main challenges and how they are overcome are

presented and an approach is introduced to putting the LCSA
framework into practice at an automotive company. The con-
sistent execution of the three life cycle-based analyses is a
point to be resolved, especially as S-LCA is comparatively
low in method maturity (Finkbeiner et al. 2010; Martínez-
Blanco et al. 2014; Klöpffer and Grahl 2014; Karlewski
2016). One initiative to present practical guidance on how to
assess the social impacts of products has been presented by the
Roundtable for Product Social Metrics that produced the
Handbook for Product Social Impact Assessment (Fontes
et al. 2015; Fontes et al. 2016). The sensible integration of
LCC alongside LCA and S-LCA is also in debate. The point
has beenmade by Jørgensen et al. (2010),Wood and Hertwich
(2013), and Neugebauer et al. (2016) that LCC in its current
form is unfit to complement LCSA and S-LCA in a meaning-
ful manner. Especially, the focus of the analysis and the inher-
ent conflict of goals (minimize costs for consumers but max-
imize value added for society) was called out by Wood and
Hertwich (2013). As the focus of this research lies in putting
LCSA into practice at an automotive company, the ideal de-
cision support from a company’s viewpoint should be ensured
first. Thus, the applied framework is geared towards enabling
decision making at an automotive company and the company
perspective is chosen for the LCC performance. This way, the
conflicting targets of LCC are resolved as the target is
interpreted from the company’s point of view. There is also
no consensus on how to effectively support decision making,
especially when trade-offs within or between LCSA dimen-
sions occur (Traverso et al. 2012; Tarne et al. 2017).
Furthermore, the indicators for each dimension are chosen in
line with the company’s (product) sustainability strategy and
targets which makes it easier to interpret whether an impact is
positive or not, i.e., aligned with the strategy/targets or not.
Another challenge to put LCSA into practice at an automotive
company is the lack of monetary interpretation of product
sustainability impacts (Tarne et al. 2017).

In the vehicle development process, components are often
used as the smallest manageable unit supported by the trend of
increasingly outsourcing component development to suppliers
(Ciravegna et al. 2013). Therefore, the Bresolution^ at which
the vehicle is assessed is the component level. To identify the
greatest potentials to improve product sustainability impacts at
the component level, the focus is, in a first step, laid at the
production phase. The Binitial set^ in Fig. 2 shows the theo-
retical assessment of a vehicle’s components regarding their
LCSA performance in the production phase. The proposed
way of applying LCSA to a vehicle introduces criticality
points to measure the overall (negative) impact of the respec-
tive component on the concerned sustainability dimension.
The criticality points of the approach shown in Fig. 2 are
determined by the relative performance of the respective com-
ponent in the respective sustainability dimension compared to
the other components that make up a vehicle. The criticality
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points are determined based on any selection of indicators
deemed relevant to the company’s product sustainability
goals. For example, the LCA dimension of the evaluation
scheme in Fig. 2 could be determined based on the greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions and the water consumption during the
production of the respective component. That means the
amount of GHG emissions and water consumption are com-
pared between components. Outranking methods like VIKOR
(Opricovic and Tzeng 2004), PROMETHEE (Brans 1982;
Behzadian et al. 2010), or ELECTRE (Benayoun et al.
1966; Govindan and Jepsen 2016) would be suitable for this
comparison, because they transform absolute metrics from
any measurement unit (e.g., kg, m3, € etc.) into relative met-
rics that are dimensionless. That means that they would trans-
form the impacts of GHG emissions and water consumption
into dimensionless scores that can be normalized to a scale of
0–100 and be aggregated. The proposed approach awards the
component with the highest combined impact in an LCSA
dimension 100 criticality points in the respective dimension.
The component with the lowest impact is assigned zero criti-
cality points. For instance, component A in Fig. 2 has the
highest overall social impact (e.g., due to the high share of

its materials coming from socially critical sources) reflected in
the 100 criticality points in the S-LCA column. The environ-
mental impacts are also comparatively high with 72 criticality
points in the LCA dimension, meaning that the combined
GHG emissions and water use during its production amount
to 72% of the component that performs worst in the LCA
dimension. As the relative evaluation of this approach puts
the absolute values of all considered components into relation
to the span between the top and worst performing component
(Opricovic and Tzeng 2004; Opricovic and Tzeng 2007), the
awarded score will change as soon as the best or worst
performing component is changed.

In principle, the concept of strong or weak sustainability
can be translated into this evaluation. Following the concept
of strong sustainability, no compensation between sustainabil-
ity dimensions is allowed. Therefore, the performance in the
LCA dimension would be the priority. Deterioration in this
dimension would not be accepted, and only if this dimension
is not negatively impacted, the impact on the S-LCA dimen-
sion would be considered. And finally, if LCA and S-LCA are
not negatively impacted, the LCC dimension could be consid-
ered. As mentioned in the introduction, this concept would be

Fig. 2 Evaluation of an improvement measure for component B. The
impacts on the environmental (LCA) and social (S-LCA) dimension have
improved from the company’s perspective while the impact on the eco-
nomic (LCC) dimension has deteriorated. Even though applying equal
weights, the overall change in criticality would be acceptable (the overall

LCSA criticality points of B* are lower than those of B), the increase in
costs, however, would most probably constitute a deal-breaker in a busi-
ness context. Thus, the decision for improving component B is uncertain.
The figure shows fictional values for demonstration purposes
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preferable when the BLimits to Growth^ as postulated by
Meadows et al. (1972, 2007b) are to be considered.

However, as this operationalized framework tries to garner
more support within the industry, it follows the weak concept
of sustainability (Davies 2013) and therefore compensations
or trade-offs between dimensions are possible. To adopt this
interpretation at a company could entail the risk that it is ac-
cused of green-washing (Parguel et al. 2011; Kruschke and
Vanpaemel 2015) as it would accept deterioration in environ-
mental impacts for the benefit of increased profits (Figge
2005).

For the presentation of the mechanics of the operational-
ized LCSA approach in the following, equal weights are as-
sumed. The overall LCSA criticality points can be used to:

1. Determine the component with the highest overall impact
on product sustainability

2. Evaluate improvement measures

The first application of the operationalized LCSA method
is clearly visible in the ranking itself when components are
sorted by the overall LCSA criticality points. The component
with the highest overall LCSA criticality points represents the
one with the highest overall impact on product sustainability.
The list could therefore help practitioners in prioritizing their
search for product improvement measures. The second appli-
cation is visualized in Fig. 2.

At the top of Fig. 2, the evaluation of the initial set of
components is shown. A possible improvement measure in
the production of component B, e.g., the switch from grid
mix electricity to locally generated renewable electricity in
the production process, changes the impacts on the three sus-
tainability dimensions. The environmental and social impacts
have improved, e.g., due to less environmental impacts and
local employment, but the economic impact has declined, e.g.,
due to higher electricity prices.

One crucial step of this operationalized framework is
the aggregation of indicators within and the criticality
points between three separate dimensions to an overall
sum of LCSA criticality points in order to support
decision makers in their assessment. Depending on
which aggregation logic is applied, these changes in
criticality points could result in a change of the overall
LCSA criticality points giving decision makers the clear
indication that the evaluated improvement measure would
contribute to the overall improvement of product
sustainability. This challenge is addressed by Tarne et al.
(2018) through the introduction of weights to the sustain-
ability dimensions. However, in a business context, an
increase in costs would most likely lead to the rejection
of the improvement measure for component B. Here, the
concept of monetization, and the Product Sustainability
Budget in particular, offers a solution.

The PSB is not a way to monetize sustainability impacts in
the sense of determining the causal relationship between im-
pacts caused along a product’s life cycle and potential costs to
society or a company. The PSB rather gives an interpretation
from a business point of view how much product sustainabil-
ity contributes to additional revenue and howmuch of this can
be invested in product sustainability improvement measures.

3 Methods

To determine the willingness-to-pay for sustainability fea-
tures, a choice-based conjoint analysis in combination with
an Advanced-Van-Westendorp analysis was carried out
(Sect. 3.1). The creation of the Product Sustainability
Budget drawing from the WTP study results is presented in
Sect. 3.2.

3.1 Determining the customer value
of a sustainability package in a premium car

As laid out in Sect. 2.2, the focus of the study was placed on
the customer relevant aspects of sustainability within a premi-
um car. Therefore, a fictitious sustainability interior package
was devised that was characterized by several measures that
could be perceived by customers and had a positive impact on
at least one environmental category (e.g., CO2 emissions or
resource use). To reduce social bias regarding sustainability
and to simulate a more realistic purchase decision, the interior
sustainability package was presented along four other vehicle
properties (price, drive train, engine power, and consumption)
to implicitly derive the utility of the said package for potential
consumers.

3.1.1 Selection of stimuli

To avoid the number of level effect, i.e., the over-estimation of
attributes with more specifications (Baier and Brusch 2009),
and to enable a symmetric study design, the same number of
specifications per attribute were set. To also avoid cognitive
overload of respondents, the number of attributes were limited
at five as the range of the maximum suggested number of
attributes is five to seven (Sichtmann and Stingel 2007;
Kaltenborn et al. 2013). Table 1 shows the chosen attributes
and specifications.

The attribute BPrice^ was chosen as it was deemed an im-
portant factor in the purchase decision. The specifications
were chosen for a lowly motorized and equipped middle class
limousine (low), a medium motorized equipped middle class
limousine (medium), and a highly motorized and equipped
middle class limousine (high). As it is an important attribute
of vehicles and at the same time ties into the sustainability
properties, the BDrive Train^ was also selected as an attribute.
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Combustion hereby included gasoline and Diesel powered
vehicles, hybrid denoted the combination of combustion en-
gine and externally rechargeable battery-electric engines.
Electric referred to a purely battery-electric vehicle. As the
envisioned target audience was of the premium segment,
BEngine Power^ was also chosen as an attribute. The specifi-
cations were based on the mostly used motorizations of the
chosen middle class limousine. As the preference of sustain-
ability aspects should be measured indirectly but be customer
relevant, a sustainability interior package was defined. A
dashboard from natural fibers, trim strips of FSC certified
wood and a cup-holder of recycled ocean plastic characterized
the fictitious sustainability package. Alternatives for the attri-
bute BInterior Package^ were a standard package (dashboard
of plastics, trim strips of painted plastic, and a cup holder of
plastic) and a luxury package (dashboard covered with leather,
trim strips of coated exotic wood or metals like aluminum or
chromium, and a cup holder of carbon). As fifth attribute,
BConsumption^ was chosen as it constituted an economic
(fuel costs) and environmental (CO2 and other emissions) fac-
tor in a car purchase. Respondents could select the specifica-
tions Blow ,̂ Bmedium^, and Bhigh^. To give an indication for
combustion, hybrid, and electric vehicles, the levels of con-
sumption were given in liters (l) and kilowatt-hours (kWh) per
100 km (c.f. Table 1). Attributes like brand, vehicle type (e.g.,
sports utility vehicle (SUV), sports car, station wagon), or
color were deliberately not chosen as personal taste should
be excluded as best as possible from the conjoint analysis.
To nevertheless respect these relevant factors in the virtual
purchase situation, respondents were informed at the begin-
ning of their choice tasks that they should envision already
having chosen a type, brand, and color for their car and that
they would be asked to choose additional features in the fol-
lowing steps. For price, engine power, and consumption, the
vector model was assumed for the utility values whereas drive
train and interior package were assumed to follow no particu-
lar function, thus the part-worth model.

With three specifications per attribute, 243 (35) stimuli
were possible. To reduce the number of possible alternatives
to a manageable amount, a representative set of 20 stimuli was
derived via study design algorithms from XLSTAT (=reduced
design). In the choice task, respondents were asked to pick
their favorite alternative out of three possible stimuli or select

the Bno choice^ option. Respondents were asked to complete
20 of those choice tasks. The stimuli were additionally repre-
sented by visual symbols in order to make them easily under-
standable and discernable.

3.1.2 Measurement of WTP

The Advanced-Van-Westendorp analysis consisted of five
questions. The first question was designed to determine
whether respondents would consider buying the sustainability
package. The sustainability package was again presented to
respondents who had to answer the following question with
yes or no: BWould you generally consider buying this sustain-
ability package with your next car?^ Only respondents who
answered Byes^ were included in the analysis to derive the
ideal price at which the sustainability package should be sold.
The question was followed by the four questions regarding the
four price levels cheap, too cheap, expensive, and too expen-
sive (c.f. Sect. 2.4.4).

3.1.3 Sample selection

A sample size of n = 250 completed surveys for the German
market was completed via an online panel service that was
certified according to ISO 26362. To identify potential cus-
tomers of interest, respondents should be car holders that were
involved in the decision of the purchase of a car, prefer buying
new cars (where the choice of an interior package is relevant
and can be influenced), and be interested in buying a car in the
future. As the premium car sector was of interest, respondents
were asked which brands they would consider in their next car
purchase. If no premium brand was present, they were exclud-
ed from the survey. The sample selection was ensured by
respective screening questions at the beginning of the survey
that halted the survey if the criteria were not met.

3.1.4 Study execution

At the beginning of the questionnaire, respondents were asked
several screening questions to ensure that they were potential
customers of interest (c.f. Sect. 3.1.3). Afterwards, they were
introduced to the three different interior packages. Table 2
shows how they were characterized. In addition, respondents

Table 1 Chosen attributes and
attribute specifications for the
CBCA

Attribute Attribute specification

Price 30,000 € 35,000 € 40,000 €

Drive train Combustion Hybrid Electric

Engine power 116 HP 150 HP 190 HP

Interior package Standard Luxury Sustainability

Consumption per 100 km Low (3.8 l/9 kWh) Medium (5.5 l/13 kWh) High (7.2 l/18 kWh)

HP horsepower
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were shown an exemplary picture of the respective interior
package, where the differences in the materials could be seen.

Respondents were then presented with 20 choice tasks out
of which they were asked to select their preferred option.
Figure 3 shows an exemplary choice task.

After completion of this task, they were shown the sustain-
ability interior package again and asked the four Advanced-
Van-Westendorp questions (c.f. Sect. 2.3.4). As a last step,
they were asked about socio-economic status, i.e., monthly
income, age, occupation.

3.1.5 Evaluation of study

The hierarchical Bayesian method was used to iteratively es-
timate the individual utility values based on the overall distri-
bution within the sample. In the following, the method is
described in short. For more information on the hierarchical
Bayesian method, the reader is referred to Gelman et al.
(2004). First, the normal distribution was assumed as under-
lying distribution of the individual utility values. The choice
pattern of respondents was characterized by applying a multi-
nomial logit approach. In a following iterative approach, the
individual utility values were estimated by considering indi-
vidual respondents choice pattern and the underlying value
distribution of the aggregated sample. As pointed out in
Sect. 2.3.3, the resulting utility values—as in all conjoint
analyses—are relative values, i.e., they can only be interpreted
in the present approach and only in relation to each other. The
built-in hierarchical Bayesian method (HB) algorithm in
XLSTAT was used for the estimation of utility values. The
following analyses were carried out via SPSS.

To identify the target group for the sustainability package,
i.e., the fraction of the study sample that would choose the
sustainability package to be in their new car, the respondents
were filtered by the following criteria:

& Respondents who preferred the sustainability package to
the other interior packages, i.e., the utility value of the
sustainability package was higher than for the other
packages

& The preference for the sustainability package should have
non-negligible effect on the decision for the respective
stimulus, i.e., utility values > 1

& Respondents who answered Byes^ to the question whether
they would consider buying the sustainability package in
the Advanced-Van-Westendorp analysis

3.2 Creation of the product sustainability budget
and link to LCSA framework

This section lays out a proposition to translate the WTP for
customer relevant sustainability features (as measured by the
study in Sect. 3.1) to the entire product in order to enable the
implementation of measures that improve product sustainabil-
ity but have no direct customer benefit. Figure 4 shows the
mechanism of the proposed Product Sustainability Budget.

The premise for the Product Sustainability Budget starts at the
customer perception of sustainability. It is divided into directly
perceivable aspects (like a sustainable interior) and indirectly
perceivable aspects (like an improved carbon footprint).
Directly perceivable product aspects can be capitalized in the

Fig. 3 Exemplary choice task that respondents of the CBCAwere presented with

Table 2 Characterization of the
different interior packages Standard Luxury Sustainability

Dashboard cover Plastic Leather Natural fiber

Trim strips Plastic (varnished) Exotic wood FSC certified wood

Cup holder Plastic Carbon fiber Ocean plastic
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market as the WTP study in this paper was designed to evaluate.
Indirectly perceivable aspects cannot, or at least hardly, be capi-
talized in the market but nevertheless contribute to a more sus-
tainable product. The process depiction in Fig. 4 is obviously
simplified to demonstrate the general mechanism. Every busi-
ness would apply its own approach to business case calculation
here. The revenues incurred by the sale of, for instance, a sus-
tainable interior package would have to cover the costs for pro-
duction, distribution, administration etc. of this package. If the
business case were positive, the rest would go as profit towards
the company’s balance sheets. The proposition in this paper is to
declare a share of this profit as a Product Sustainability Budget.
That means, this money would not go towards the company’s
balance but would rather be re-invested into indirectly perceiv-
able product sustainability features.

This diverted profit could be connected with the operational-
ized LCSA framework (c.f. Sect. 2.4) to support decisionmaking
based on LCSA results. That means that the LCSA results as
determined based on the operationalized frameworkwere used to
identify a set of improvement measures to be undertaken. On this
set of improvement measures, the PSB was applied to support
the decision-making process at an automotive company under
the conditions of costs constraints. The study setup in this paper
was done independently from the considered LCSA dimensions
in the operationalized framework. This poses no problem as the
Product Sustainability Budget basically provides an amount of
money with which sustainability improvement measures can be
financed. The way this amount is determined is based on the

determined customer added value and a business case logic (as
shown in Fig. 4). In this way, product sustainability could be
improved even if proposed improvement measures or product
features would pose a trade-off situation in the LCSA framework
due to cost increase. For example, if 50 € of the profits from the
sale of a sustainability interior package should go towards the
Product Sustainability Budget and 20% of customers choose this
interior for their car, every vehicle can be allocated an allowance
from this budget of 10 €. If we look at the improvement measure
of component B (c.f. Fig. 2) again and the calculated price in-
crease per unit due to this measure would amount to 5 €, the
evaluation would look as displayed in Fig. 6.

In Fig. 2, the improvement measure for component B
posed an inacceptable (at least in a business context) trade-
off due to increased costs. Once the Product Sustainability
Budget is introduced, the cost increase can be covered and
thus does not affect the performance in the LCC dimension.
The LCC criticality points for component B* remain un-
changed in Fig. 5 enabling a clear decision support for the
improvement measure.

The proposition of this paper is to enhance the decision-
making process for product sustainability improvement mea-
sures that are evaluated by LCSA at an automotive company.
The LCSA framework to be augmented by the PSB has been
made more operational by previous steps—especially the in-
troduction of weights (Tarne et al. 2018). These weights
reflected the weightings of decision makers at an automotive
company and were used to determine an overall LCSA impact

Fig. 4 Mechanism of the product
sustainability budget
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of a car or its components. That means that trade-offs between
sustainability dimensions were deemed acceptable, thus put-
ting the approach into the realm of weak sustainability.
However, human rights violations were explicitly excluded
from the trade-off evaluations as they were deemed as KO
criteria from the company’s point of view.

How the Product Sustainability Budget provides a solution
space for finding the ideal set of measures for overall product
sustainability improvement is shown in Sect. 4.2.

4 Results and discussion

In this section, the results of the study on the customer value of
a sustainability package in a premium car are presented (Sect.
4.1). In Sect. 4.2, the way of exploiting the solution space
provided by the Product Sustainability Budget when linked
to the operationalized LCSA framework is laid out.

4.1 Customer value of a sustainability package
in a premium car

Out of the sample of 250 respondents, 30 had to be excluded
as their share of Bno-choice^ answers in the 20 choice tasks
was too high to be used in the analysis. The utility values of

the sustainability package are presented in Sect. 4.1.1 for the
entire sample and for the target group of the sustainability
package. The price at which this sustainability package should
be sold is presented in Sect. 4.1.2.

4.1.1 Utility values of the sustainability interior package

Figure 6 shows the utility values of the investigated attributes
and their specifications for the entire sample and the target
group for the sustainability package (the identification process
of the target group is described in Sect. 3.1.3). The target
group for the sustainability package constituted 19% of the
entire sample (42 respondents out of an entire sample of 220
valid responses).

The utility values in Fig. 6 indicate that the sustainability
package had a clearly higher utility value (1.70) for the target
group than for the entire sample (0.15). This should be expect-
ed as the members of the target group were defined to be
respondents who assigned the sustainability package a utility
value of more than 1.0. This was also reflected by the higher
overall importance of the attribute BInterior Package^ for this
group, which influenced their purchase decision with 14%
compared to 11% for the entire sample. The entire sample
preferred the luxury package (utility value = 0.76) to the other
packages which was expected for customers from the

Fig. 5 Linking of the Product Sustainability Budget to the operationalized LCSA framework enables the clear decision support in trade-off situations
where costs would rise. The figure shows fictional values for demonstration purposes
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premium car segment. But even for the entire sample, the
sustainability package was clearly preferred to the standard
package (utility value of 0.15 vs. − 0.91). Both groups did
not prefer the standard package.

The determination of the utility values for consumers of the
respective attributes is estimated by relying on utility value
models that describe the utility function of an attribute. The
most common are the vector, the ideal point, and the part-
worth model (Backhaus et al. 2011b). The vector model as-
sumes a linear relationship between attribute specification and
utility value (e.g., price; the cheaper the better). The ideal
point model assumes an optimal attribute specification below
or above which the utility value decreases (e.g., sweetness
coffee; too much or too little is worse). The part-worth model
does not assume any relationship between attribute specifica-
tion and utility value. Especially for discrete attribute specifi-
cations, like color, this model is applied.

For the attributes price, engine power, and consumption, the
utility values followed the vector model, as assumed. The higher
the price was, the more negative the utility value. The target
group did not set itself clearly apart in its utility function regard-
ing price from the entire sample hinting at a consistent evaluation
of price within the premium car segment. This was supported by
the medium price (35,000 €) still having a decent positive utility
value (1.40) meaning that the entire sample had a high price
tolerance. Engine power also followed a Bthe higher, the better^
logic whichwas also not surprising for the premium car segment.

Here, target group and entire sample also showed consistent
evaluation. When looking at consumption, the evaluation of the
target group differed slightly from the entire sample. While both
consistently deemed higher consumption less favorable, the tar-
get group placed more importance on this attribute. This was
reflected by the higher utility values and the overall importance
of this attribute (33% vs. 26% of the entire sample). As price was
consistently valued between both groups, the economic impor-
tance of consumption should also be expected to be the same.
Thus, the difference in importance between both groups could be
due to the environmental interpretation of this attribute by the
target group, meaning that people who preferred the sustainabil-
ity package also wanted their car to consume less fuel, be it
conventional or electricity, to reduce their environmental impact
further.

Both groups preferred hybrid and combustion to the elec-
tric drive train. This might have been due to skepticism to-
wards the range and infrastructure of this alternative as the
hybrid drive train was clearly favored to the combustion en-
gine by the target group. The entire sample still marginally
favored the combustion engine which also posed no surprise
as the sample, like the premium car segment, was mostly
made up of consumers of advanced age (51% of respondents
were older than 45 years) indicating a certain reliance on fa-
miliar technologies. However, the hybrid drive train was an
acceptable alternative in the premium car segment with the
utility values of both groups ≥ 1.03.

Fig. 6 Utility values of the investigated attributes and their specifications for the entire sample and the target group for the sustainability package (top).
The overall importance of the respective attribute in the purchase decision for the entire sample and the target group is shown at the bottom
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Figure 7 shows the range of the utility values for the entire
sample.

Interestingly, the attributes with higher weight in the pur-
chase choice (e.g., price—c.f. Fig. 6) exhibited larger ranges
of utility values than attributes with less weight, e.g., the inte-
rior package. This indicated a lower consistency in the valua-
tion of the more important attributes throughout the entire
sample. The highest consistency in utility values across the
sample was recorded for the sustainability interior package,
the medium consumption, the medium engine power, the me-
dium price, and the standard interior package. This means that
the conclusions drawn for the utility of a sustainability interior
package derived from this research can be deemed robust, as
the premium car segment appeared to have a consistent eval-
uation of the utility of this sustainability package.

4.1.2 WTP for a sustainability package

Out of 250 respondents, 179 answered Byes^ to the question if
they would generally consider buying the sustainability package.
In Fig. 8, the results of the Advanced-Van-Westendorp analysis
for the target group of the sustainability package are presented as
they represent the relevant group of customers for determining
the price at which to offer such an interior package.

In Fig. 8, the results of the standard Van-Westendorp and
Advanced-Van-Westendorp analysis are shown together. The

four price points were retrieved by the standard Van-
Westendorp analysis. The acceptable price range for the sus-
tainability package for the target group ranged from 0.5% (i.e.,
the point of marginal cheapness, PMC) of the price of a mid-
dle class limousine to 1.7% (i.e., the point of marginal expen-
siveness, PME). The optimal price point (OPP) and indiffer-
ence price point (IPP) laid at 1.0%. The price for highest
relative revenue and thus the optimal price from a company’s
viewpoint laid at 1.3% and 1.7%. This was half of what
Hetterich et al. (2012) found as customer’s willingness to
pay a price premium for sustainable interior components.
However, the studies are not readily comparable as the study
of Hetterich et al. used haphazard sampling and determined
WTP by pre-defined Likert scale points.

When social bias for a direct inquiry of WTP is considered
(c.f. Sect. 2.4.4), the actual WTP would lie 1.5–3 times lower
(List and Gallet 2001; Murphy et al. 2005). Thus, a price of as
low as 0.4% of the price of a middle class limousine (=worst
case: 1.3%/3) or as high as 1.1% (=best case: 1.7%/1.5) should
be aimed for.

4.2 Sustainability budget and link to LCSA framework

The values in this section are fictional values. They are used for
illustrative purposes to show how the Product Sustainability
Budget, derived from a business case calculation, could be used

Fig. 7 Range of utility values for the entire sample. Top and bottom of the box-plot indicate the minimum andmaximum. The box indicates the standard
deviation around the average utility value
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to enable decision support within the LCSA framework if costs
would increase. For this research, it was assumed that the busi-
ness case of Sect. 3.2 in combination with the results in Sect. 4.1
yielded a Product Sustainability Budget of 10 €. That means that
for every product, up to 10 € of cost increase could be compen-
sated as they have already been earned by the sustainability in-
terior package. The Product Sustainability Budget therefore
opened up a solution space in which the best solution for overall
product sustainability improvement according to the operational-
ized LCSA framework could be sought. If several improvement
measures are available that differently improve LCA or S-LCA
performance while differently increasing costs, the optimal over-
all solution might not be clearly visible. Table 3 lists several
theoretical measures to improve product sustainability impacts.

To find the ideal solution, linear optimization was applied
using Excel Solver. The Product Sustainability Budget was
taken as a restraining factor while the sum of LCA and S-
LCA criticality points was optimized. This yielded that the
combination of improvement measure II and VI would yield
the highest improvement in product sustainability (− 66

criticality points) while still staying within the limit of the
Product Sustainability Budget (9.40 €). That means that it
allowed the selection of the ideal improvement measure from
several alternatives from a company’s perspective.

Even though the impacts themselves have not been subject
to monetary valuation in this research, the Product
Sustainability Budget enabled the decision support in trade-
off situations with increased costs by translating customer
added value to the LCSA framework evaluation.

The introduction of weights by Tarne et al. (2018) enabled
the consideration of trade-offs and adopted the weak interpre-
tation of sustainability. Therefore, crucial conditions of the
interpretations of the trade-offs between sustainability dimen-
sions have been fixed already. Nevertheless, as the two
concepts—the LCSA framework and the PSB—are indepen-
dent from each other, the evaluation logic of the LCSA frame-
work does not influence the way that the PSB can be applied.

The WTP study to derive the current PSB only considered
the environmental dimension. This might be confusing for
readers as the PSB was then used to support decision making

Fig. 8 Results of Advanced-Van-
Westendorp analysis for the target
group of the sustainability
package

Table 3 Theoretical measures to
improve product sustainability
impacts

Improvement
measure

Costs Criticality
points LCA

Criticality points
S-LCA

Total Criticality
points/€

I 6.70 € − 30 − 17 − 47 − 7.0
II 3.40 € − 10 − 12 − 22 − 6.5
III 4.20 € − 15 − 15 − 30 − 7.1
IV 5.00 € − 25 − 10 − 35 − 7.0
V 2.10 € − 9 − 4 − 13 − 6.2
VI 6.00 € − 25 − 19 − 44 − 7.3
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at a company based on LCSA results where all three dimen-
sions were evaluated. It is therefore reiterated that both con-
cepts evaluated two different aspects of product sustainability.
The LCSA framework evaluated the product sustainability
impacts while the PSB evaluated the customer added value
of product sustainability. The PSB was used to give financial
leeway for a company in its decision process. The limited
evaluation of just environmental impacts in a sustainability
interior package therefore might have led to an underrepre-
sented WTP by potential customers and therefore to a lower
PSB. However, the focus on this one sustainability dimension
does not render the results or the PSB invalid for use with
LCSA results. If anything, it shows that already the consider-
ation of one sustainability dimension for a PSB enabled the
support of the decision-making process on the improvement
actions, under the conditions of costs constraints. The aug-
mentation of the operational LCSA framework with the PSB
is therefore seen as a valid step towards enhancing the usabil-
ity of LCSA at an automotive company.

4.3 Limitations and future research needs

As this study focused on overcoming the challenge of decision
support within LCSA, the other methodical challenges like the
maturity of S-LCA or the meaningful integration of LCC in
the framework remain open points. To operationalize the
LCSA framework, the company perspective was chosen for
the life cycle analyses. The issue of trade-offs within as well as
between LCSA dimensions was simplified by assuming equal
weighting and a weak interpretation of sustainability. In
addition, the focus of the LCSA analysis was laid on the
production phase. These assumptions limit the ability of the
presented approach to assess overall product sustainability
improvements in a comprehensive way. Further research
could address at integrating the LCC approach as suggested
by Wood and Hertwich (2013) and at consolidating the prod-
uct sustainability impacts as evaluated from a company per-
spective with those of the perspectives of other stakeholders.
The LCSA implementation scheme andmonetary valuation of
customer relevant product sustainability features in this study
was aimed at improving impacts in the production phase. An
expansion to include and evaluate the impacts on the use
phase in combination with the Product Sustainability Budget
would be a next step to fully lift the presented approach to an
analysis encompassing the entire life cycle. The social aspects
were not considered in the WTP study in this research. This
was primarily due to the fact that KO criteria from the
company’s point of view—like human rights violations—
should not be monetized. Furthermore, the approach focused
on customer relevant aspects of product sustainability in a car.
The social impacts were deemed to be less customer relevant
than the environmental aspects as the former cannot be made
tangible that easily in a car. The WTP analysis was done for

the German market; thus, studies in other markets would add
to the understanding of WTP in different markets. As the
WTP study quantified a hypothetical amount that consumers
would be willing to pay, the development of the Product
Sustainability Budget based on existing capitalized product
sustainability features would ground it in tangible values.
The application of the Product Sustainability Budget in a real
case study should additionally test its viability. Finally, the
question of how to weight sustainability dimensions would
be a question that has to be answered for every company,
individually. Furthermore, another approach like the valuation
of costs incurring to a company due to worsened environmen-
tal impacts would add to the evaluation done in this paper. An
investigation linked with avoided costs models (de Groot et al.
2002; de Groot 2006) could yield additional insights.

5 Conclusions

The goal of this paper was to develop and demonstrate a way
to create a Product Sustainability Budget that would enable
decision support in trade-off situations within an operational-
ized LCSA framework at an automotive company where im-
pacts on the economic dimension would worsen, i.e., increase
in costs. It could be shown that by applying a monetary valu-
ation approach to measure the WTP of consumers for directly
perceivable product features, a business case for a sustainabil-
ity interior package for a car can be made. The study com-
bined CBCA to find out a target group within a sample for the
German premium car segment that would prefer the sustain-
ability package to other interior packages and consider it in a
purchase decision. In combination with an Advanced-Van-
Westendorp analysis, the ideal price at which to sell this pack-
age could be determined. The share of the target group in the
entire sample in combination with the derived selling price
was fed into a business case calculation that could determine
the expected profit from selling a sustainability interior pack-
age. The proposed Product Sustainability Budget would divert
part of this profit towards measures for improving product
sustainability. In this way, the most effective set of measures
for improving overall product sustainability could be identi-
fied with an LCSA framework approach as long as the
Product Sustainability Budget could compensate for an in-
crease in costs. As this budget has been defined beforehand
and is financed by product sustainability features, the argu-
ment for its adoption at a company should be facilitated. As
the operationalized LCSA framework used weights to calcu-
late an overall LCSA impact score, it allowed for trade-offs
between sustainability dimensions and therefore represented
the weak interpretation of sustainability. This could, in turn,
harbor the risk for the company that uses this approach to be
accused of green washing because improvement measures can
be implemented that lead to a deterioration in one of the
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sustainability dimensions. Even though extreme social
violations—like human rights violations—were categorized
as KO criteria, other impacts—like worse remuneration of
workers—could still be a result when applying the presented
approach. Future research could look at the customer added
value of improved social impacts, e.g., acquiring and labeling
materials and components after the BFair Trade^ system.
Furthermore, the customer relevant aspects of the use phase
should be investigated. The additional consideration of the
social sustainability dimension in future WTP studies might
lead to a stronger PSB. More specifically, if future studies find
additional WTP of customers for social sustainability in a car,
the financial leeway to counter cost constraints would become
even larger, enabling more product sustainability improve-
ment measures to be realized at a company. Future research
should also look at expanding the perspective within the op-
erationalized approach to other stakeholders and the use
phase. Furthermore, applying a cost approach for monetary
valuation, e.g., avoided costs models, and deriving Product
Sustainability Budgets from already existing business cases,
or real figures and calculations of the sustainability package,
would add to the findings of this paper.

Next steps towards improving the presented approach
could be to (1) apply the strong interpretation of sustainability
in the LCSA framework, i.e., not allowing for trade-offs be-
tween sustainability dimensions, (2) devise a sustainability
interior package that also features the improvement of social
impacts, (3) carry out a WTP study for this interior package in
additional markets, (4) investigate how to include the entire
vehicle life cycle in the assessment, and (5) develop a sustain-
ability interior package that is actually offered to customers to
determine the effective profit that is reaped through product
sustainability improvement.
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Results

2.4 Combination of Results to Increase the Applicability of LCSA

The individual research objectives of this thesis (section 1.5) have been addressed in individual pub-

lications in sections 2.1–2.3. This section presents how the combination of these results helped in

increasing the applicability of LCSA by filling the remaining gaps of the operationalized framework

as shown in section 2. The results and findings from section 2.1.2 showed that MRIO analysis was

not deemed suitable to streamline primary data collection in S-LCA through social hotspot assess-

ment. Therefore, a material-based approach to assess the social risk related to material production

was devised (c.f. section 2.1.3), which can feed into the LCSA framework at the component level to

give an indication on the social impacts associated with a components manufacture. Therefore, the

gap regarding the quantitative assessment of the social dimension in Table 1 could be filled. Table 7

shows the operationalized LCSA framework with the enabled S-LCA dimension.

Table 7: Operationalized LCSA framework after the selection of social indicators and the development of an approach
for social hotspot analysis that has been applied to the component level of a vehicle.

LCA LCC S-LCA Overall LCSA
Component Criticality Points Criticality Points Criticality Points Criticality Points

A 72 11 100 ?

B 82 17 42 ?

C 20 52 45 ?

... ... ... ... ...

The study on weighting in LCSA suggested to adopt the weightings made in the decision process of the

company (c.f. section 2.2). The weights for the LCSA dimensions were identified via Limit Conjoint

Analysis and were applied to the operationalized LCSA framework to enable the aggregation of the

criticality points. Following the results of section 2.2, the LCA criticality points were considered with

35%, the LCC criticality points with 34% and the S-LCA criticality points with 31% for the overall

LCSA criticality points. The introduction of these weights enabled a combined assessment within the

operationalized LCSA framework, i.e. the calculation of overall LCSA criticality points. Table 8 shows

the operationalized framework after the quantification of the S-LCA dimension and the introduction

of weights.

Table 8 shows that the weighting set, which was derived by the third research paper, enabled a clear

interpretation of results for decision makers as it made the calculation of overall LCSA criticality

points possible. When looking at this combined score, the most critical components in terms of

overall product sustainability impacts can be identified — in Table 8 the most critical component is

component A. It can be seen that this high criticality score arises from relatively high environmental

and social impacts, whereas the economic impacts are comparatively low. This way, decision makers
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Table 8: Operationalized LCSA framework after the introduction of weights

Overall
LCA LCC S-LCA LCSA

Criticality Points Criticality Points Criticality Points Criticality
Component weights 35% 34% 31% Points

A 72 11 100 60
B 82 17 42 48
C 20 52 45 39
... ... ... ... ...

can get a quick overview of the most critical components and from which sustainability dimension this

criticality stems from.

After the introduction of weights, the LCSA framework was basically ready for use at an automotive

manufacturer. But in practice an improvement measure for a component for an overall improvement

in terms of product sustainability may not be implemented based on the existing decision processes

at the company. As the decision process is still more strictly geared towards business cases, the

economic dimension is in practice treated with higher priority as the results of the weighting study

would suggest. If the improvement measure can only be implemented with a simultaneous increase in

costs, it will therefore most likely not be realized. Figure 7 shows the challenge that remains when

applying the operationalized LCSA framework within a company.
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Figure 7: Remaining challenge for the implementation of LCSA into decision making
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As shown in Figure 7, the impacts of component B would change due to an improvement measure

(B*). The environmental (LCA) and social (S-LCA) dimension have improved from the company’s

perspective while the impact on the economic (LCC) dimension has deteriorated. By applying the

newly elicited weighting set, the overall change in criticality would be acceptable (the overall LCSA

criticality points of B* are lower than those of B). The increase in costs, however, would most probably

constitute a deal-breaker in a business context. Thus, the decision for improving component B is still

uncertain in a company context. The solution proposed in this thesis to address this challenge is the

PSB (c.f. section 2.3). Figure 8 shows how the challenge of implementing LCSA into decision making

is solved by the introduction of the PSB.

Figure 8: Linking of the Product Sustainability Budget to the LCSA framework enables the clear decision support in
trade-off situations where costs would rise

As can be seen in Figure 8, when the PSB is applied, the impact on the economic dimension can be

compensated for. The LCC criticality points of component B* went up from 17 to 38 in the LCSA

framework without PSB (c.f. Figure 7) meaning that the costs for component B* had increased. When

the cost increase for component B* lies within the economic boundary of the PSB, the impact on the

LCC dimension is neutralized (the LCC criticality points of component B* remain at 17). Therefore,

the assessment of the improvement measure for component B can be clearly supported in a company

context.

If several improvement measures are available, one disadvantage is that with a different LCA or S-LCA
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performance and different costs, the optimal overall solution is not visible. Therefore, a complementary

approach is suggested. It is proposed by this research that the PSB is applied to define the economic

dimension of a solution space within which the social and environmental impacts are optimized. This

way, out of a set of different possible measures to improve products sustainability, the set of measures

which satisfies all dimensions of the solution space can be identified. That means, the set of measures

that minimizes social and environmental impact the most while staying within the defined economic

boundaries. Therefore, the PSB can be used to identify the optimal set of improvement measures. An

example to demonstrate this approach is presented in the following. Table 9 lists several theoretical

measures to improve product sustainability impacts.

Table 9: Theoretical measures to improve product sustainability impacts. The table contains fictional values.

Improvement Criticality Criticality Criticality
measure Costs Points LCA Points S-LCA Total Points / €

I 6.70 € -30 -17 -47 -7.0

II 3.40 € -10 -12 -22 -6.5

III 4.20 € -15 -15 -30 -7.1

IV 5.00 € -25 -10 -35 -7.0

V 2.10 € -9 -4 -13 -6.2

VI 6.00 € -25 -19 -44 -7.3

To find the ideal solution, linear optimization like Excel Solver can be used. With a PSB of 10 €as

a constraint, the sum of LCA and S-LCA criticality points is optimized. This gives as a result that

the combination of improvement measure II and VI would yield the highest improvement in product

sustainability (-66 criticality points) while still staying within the limit of the PSB (9.40 €).
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3 Discussion

In this section, the key findings of this thesis (section 3.1) and their transferability (section 3.2) are

discussed. Furthermore, the limitations and challenges are discussed (section 3.3).

3.1 Key Findings

In section 2.4 it was shown how the combination of the individual findings, as presented in section

2.1–2.3, contributed to increasing the applicability of LCSA. Through the combined findings progress

was made to support practitioners at an automotive company to:

a) identify the components of a vehicle which have the highest LC sustainability impacts and

therefore the greatest improvement potential,

b) evaluate the overall impact of improvement measures for components on LC sustainability im-

pacts in case of trade-offs by using a weighting set and

c) facilitate the implementation of LCSA results into the product-related decision process by buffer-

ing an increase in cost via the PSB That means that the approach enables practitioners to also

implement the previously identified product sustainability improvement potential at an auto-

motive company. Therefore, the developed approach is practically able to fulfill the initially set

goal of this thesis (c.f. section 1.5).

The presented approach in this thesis pursued the practical implementation of LCSA at an automotive

company by addressing key challenges (Tarne et al., 2017). Especially within the automotive sector,

there has not been a similar approach. One known approach to address all three dimension of a

product?s impact was the PSI by Ford (Schmidt & Taylor, 2006). However, the PSI was developed

at a very rudimentary level, addressing five environmental, two social and one economic indicator.

The index has also not substantially been developed further since its inception. The SEEBalance

approach by BASF (Saling et al., 2002, 2005) can be seen as a practical implementation of LCSA in the

chemical industry. The latest update added a social dimension to the already existing environmental

and economic assessment (Kölsch et al., 2008). It could therefore be counted to the approaches that

extended an eco-efficiency analysis by a social dimension (Klöpffer & Grahl, 2014). In contrast to

SEEBalance, the method proposed in this thesis is tackling the life cycle based assessment of a more

complex product as well as the implementation of those results into product-related decision making.

To the author’s knowledge, there exists no comparable approach to implementing LCSA results in

company decision processes like the PSB that has been developed in this thesis. Most research is

looking at the valuation of externalities (Jasinski et al., 2015) rather than the possible benefits of
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introducing product sustainability. This is not implying that the valuation of externalities is an

invalid route to monetization. However, as the externalities of the automotive industry do not seem

to be internalized in the near future, they are not to be considered (c.f. section 1.3.2). Consequently,

these costs will not be accepted by decision makers at a company because they will effectively not

arise.

From a practitioner’s point of view, the combination of the findings on S-LCA (section 2.1) and the

integration of LCSA results into decision making processes at an automotive company (section 2.3)

are crucial to receive an operational LCSA framework. The introduction of weights (section 2.2) can

be seen as a facilitator for LCSA-based decision making, which is not integral to the integration of

LCSA based results into decision making but rather improves the interpretation of results. The clear

interpretation of LCSA results to support decision makers who are unfamiliar with LCSA results is a

much needed gap to fill to increase the applicability of LCSA from a practitioner’s point of view (Tarne

et al., 2017). To introduce weights to address this gap is not an innovation as many researchers have

done so, e.g. Ghadimi et al. (2012), Manzardo et al. (2012), Wang & Chan (2013) and Ren et al. (2015).

The introduction of weights might be seen as critical as it might lead to LCSA practitioners presenting

decision makers only with the aggregated results, while it is an important feature to still provide the

underlying disaggregated results (Traverso et al., 2012). So it appears that the step of introducing

weights to LCSA is not necessary to ensure the minimum of applicability needed for adoption at

an automotive company. However, the introduction of weights added an additional information that

greatly helps in supporting decision making while the original data can still be presented — as shown

in Table 8. It is therefore still seen as an integral part towards the overarching goal — increasing the

applicability of LCSA.

3.2 Transferability of Results

In principle, the logic of the relative evaluation approach at the component level is not limited to

the application within the automotive industry but can be transferred to any other context. The

application of the assessment logic to the component level would depend on the type of product. For a

material, for instance, this granularity would not be expedient. While for more complex products, e.g.

like buildings, airplanes, smartphones etc., it would be feasible. The indicators that have been chosen

for the operationalized LCSA framework in this thesis would be dependent on the respective context.

In principle, the way of increasing the applicability of LCSA as developed in this dissertation could be

applied at any company in any industry sector. The approach to assess the social impacts is not limited

to the use within the automotive industry. The material-based social hotspot assessment followed a

rationale that is independent from a product. Its logic and the subsequent integration into the LCSA
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framework can be applied anywhere. However, depending on the industry that wants to apply this

approach, the scope would have to be expanded to cover the relevant materials used by the respective

industry. The social indicators will be dependent on the company and the context, respectively, where

the approach is applied. The logic how to identify relevant social topics and indicators can be taken

from this thesis and applied at any company. The relative evaluation is not a new concept within

sustainability assessment in general and LCSA in particular (Ghadimi et al., 2012; Manzardo et al.,

2012; Wang & Chan, 2013; Ren et al., 2015; Tarne et al., 2017). The logic of relative evaluation can

be applied in every industry or to every kind of product.

The application of Limit Conjoint Analysis in this thesis was the first time that this method was

applied to derive weights for LCSA. In contrast to more prominently used approaches — like the

Analytical Hierarchy Process (Saaty, 1990) — this method more closely resembles the decision process

in a purchase decision. This method can be applied in any industry to elicit weights for the LCSA

dimensions as desired. The weighting of sustainability dimensions at another company could be

determined in the same way as was done in this thesis. However, the results of the Limit Conjoint

Analysis of this thesis cannot be transferred to other products or even other companies within the

same industry. Because they reflect the trade-off decision process within the investigated company,

which will most certainly differ in every company. As already discussed in Tarne et al. (2018b),

the introduction of weights and aggregation to an overall score constitutes the adoption of the weak

interpretation of sustainability. This was a deliberate decision as this approach was deemed to garner

more support within the industry as compensations or trade-offs between dimensions are possible

(Davies, 2013). In principle, the concept of strong sustainability can also be translated into this

evaluation (Tarne et al., 2018b).

The principle of the PSB as introduced in this dissertation could be applied to any product. However,

the results of the specific study (c.f. section 2.3) cannot be transferred as they have been derived from

a specific study setup and sample. The type of study and the kind of product sustainability features

that bring a customer added value will also depend strongly on the industry in question and how

sustainability of the product can be made apparent to the consumer or make it even an experience.

3.3 Limitations & Challenges

There still remained several limitations and challenges that impacted the degree of applicability of the

LCSA framework. The methodological limitations and challenges are discussed in section 3.3.1, the

practical limitations and challenges in section 3.3.2.
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3.3.1 Methodological Limitations and Challenges

The direction of this thesis was determined by the results of structured literature review of the state

of the art of LCSA in the automotive industry. Possible shortcomings in that analysis might have led

to blind spots in the presented LCSA approach. Therefore, the operationalized LCSA framework in

this thesis might be missing relevant aspects.

The proposed approach to increase the applicability of the LCSA framework expresses the relative

performance of an individual component over a vehicle’s life cycle compared to the other components of

a vehicle. That means that only relative assessments within the assessed product, about e.g. whether

a change in a component improves or worsens its overall impact, can be made. This focus on relative

evaluation is in line with the definition of product sustainability assessment as introduced in section

1.1. Assessments in relation to absolute values, e.g. how far a component or the entire vehicle is

away from a certain goal, cannot readily be drawn from this approach. The information, however, is

contained in the early steps of the method and could be fed into a differently set up LCSA framework.

The approach presented in this thesis applies allocation of LCSA impacts of the entire vehicle’s LC

via the weight of the components. This constitutes a possible source for inaccuracies and suboptimal

decision making. The Global Warming Potential (GWP) of a component’s production, for example,

can be determined for every component as their material composition and production processes are

known. Regarding the use phase, not every component will have the same impact, however. An

allocation of the use phase emissions by component weight was used in this thesis which might fall

short as other properties like aerodynamics or rolling resistance also have an influence on the fuel

economy of a vehicle (Reynolds & Kandlikar, 2007). Apart from determining the effect a component

has on the consumption of a vehicle, the effect on other impacts in the use phase would be far harder

to determine, e.g. land use or the social impacts. The possible distortion generated by the mass

allocation applied in the LCSA framework might be exacerbated in the future with the increase in

electrified vehicles. With the use of regenerative braking systems, the mass of a vehicle becomes

even less of an impact factor on its energy consumption in the use phase because kinetic energy is

recuperated while braking (Redelbach et al., 2012; Brooker et al., 2013).

The selection of social topics and indicators was based on the materiality matrix of an automotive

company. To identify the social topics of relevance, a threshold value of seven was chosen. A lower or

higher threshold value might have resulted in more or fewer social topics and indicators, respectively.

It might be debatable, whether S-CLA, and thus LCSA, has been made operational by the applied

approach in this thesis. With the material-based risk assessment an intermediate solution of an impact

assessment for material supply chains was introduced. But technically, the applied approach is a risk

assessment approach that has been implemented in the applied LCSA framework. That means that
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social risks have been treated like social impacts and that the challenge of data acquisition for impact

assessment in S-LCA remains. Karlewski (2016) found one of the main challenge of S-LCA to retrieve

the company-specific social data along the life cycle. This has therefore been confirmed again by this

thesis. This research found that MRIO databases do not offer substantial support for conducting social

hotspot analysis. This seems to be contrary to the trend of increasingly using MRIO analysis to build

up social risk databases (Benoit-Norris et al., 2012; Benoît Norris, 2014; Ciroth & Eisfeldt, 2015).

When these approaches are looked at more closely, the degree of the application of MRIO is more

differentiated. For the construction of the SHDB, for instance, the Eora database was used to establish

a worker hour model that made it possible to estimate the number of hours of labour that happen in a

respective region and industry sector (Benoit-Norris et al., 2012). Then it was determined how many

of these hours had a potential risk of being affected by social violations. This was done by resorting to

data by third parties — like the Worldbank or the International Labour Organization — none of which

are MRIO databases. Therefore, the use of MRIO was only limited to the identification of the amount

of "risk hours" within a certain region and industry sector. The risk of a social violation within that

region and industry sector were determined by relying on other sources. A material-based social risk

assessment was proposed that enabled S-LCA to a sufficient degree within the company. This approach

only evaluated the social risks that are associated with the material production at a preliminary

level. Any additional production steps necessary to produce a component are neglected in this risk

assessment. This might lead to crucial risks being overlooked, especially as certain components, like

electronics, might be not as risky from a material standpoint but manufacturing/assembly might be

done under precarious circumstances (Chan & Pun, 2010). Also, this approach assumed that the

general social conditions in a country define the social risk of an individual supply chain. It is also

very possible that a company producing in a "high risk" country upholds the same "low risk" working

conditions throughout all production sites and is therefore not contributing to any social risk within

the supply chain. The opposite case is also possible, i.e. a company that is operating in a "low risk"

country might violate the working conditions, therefore contributing to social risk within the supply

chain. Furthermore, the material-related approach requires data on the worldwide production of said

material. This is readily available for metals from the USGS (United States Geological Survey, 2013)

and thus covers the majority of materials in a vehicle (BMW Group, 2014). However, the production

information on plastics, the second largest material group in a vehicle, is not as readily available. In

the material-based risk assessment approach it could be questioned why the definition of a very high

risk of human rights violations was not consistently treated as a KO criterion (c.f. page 66). At the

lower aggregation levels, i.e. single production steps, it was treated as a KO criterion but when the

risk scores were aggregated to the final material risk score, this logic was dropped. This change in
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logic was introduced after the first evaluations, where the definition as KO criterion was also kept at

the highest aggregation level, resulted in an overall material risk score of -2 for most materials. As

the target of the method was to identify hotspots to prioritize primary data collection and enable

quantitative evaluation of the social dimension within LCSA, these results did not bring about any

benefit as no differentiation between materials was possible. That changed after removing the KO

criterion in the last aggregation step. Which means, however, that the risk of human rights violations

in the production countries of a material can be compensated for by less critical risks for other social

topics. This mitigation of the evaluation logic was nevertheless accepted as it gives practitioners

the possibility to focus on a few materials with high risk and actually be able to initiate next steps

to improve transparency and remediating these risks. When no differentiation between materials is

possible, the challenge of addressing all at once might prove to be a too sumptuous task or a focusing

on a few material out of these might be perceived as arbitrary and thus lose credibility as a measure

within a company. The presented approaches to identify social hotspots still only constitute the first

step of an S-LCA. The social risk or social hotspot analysis functions as a guide as to where to focus

the data collection efforts. That means, primary data has still to be gathered for the critical supply

chains, in order to be able to carry out a substantiated S-LCA. The wish of parts of the S-LCA

community to also include the assessment of positive impacts (Sala et al., 2015; Petti et al., 2018)

has not been addressed by this research. The missing of a complete method definition of S-LCA,

especially regarding the impact assessment (Arcese et al., 2018; Petti et al., 2018) was not seen as

much as a challenge as the missing of a clear indicator set (Sala et al., 2015). In addition to the

challenge of data acquisition and evaluating social impacts for S-LCA, it is still not clearly defined

how social impacts in the use phase should be addressed and related to the functional unit, let alone

for single components of a product. The integration of different affected stakeholders in different life

cycle stages with respective social impacts remains a challenge.

The introduction of weights increased the applicability of the LCSA framework because the interpre-

tation of the overall criticality of components and the impact of improvement measures can clearly be

determined. It can be questioned, whether this approach of aggregation always leads to the favorable

results of a society’s perspective as trade-offs between LCSA dimensions are accepted. The weighting

of other stakeholders will surely differ from the ones derived in this research. Another way of trying

to achieve clear interpretation of LCSA results could have been monetization instead of weighting. As

soon as all results have been translated into monetary terms, i.e. monetized, they can be aggregated

as they are expressed in the same metric and trade-offs can be easily compared. This research decided

to separate the interpretation of results on an aggregated basis and the relation of the sustainability

impacts to monetary values for several reasons. One very simple reason was that it was deemed im-
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prudent to put a price tag on social impacts, enabling the clear compensation of a human life with

increased revenue. Another reason was that the concept of monetizing LCA impact category results is

always combined with several uncertainties (e.g. reliability in elicited price levels for non-market goods

like years of life). Furthermore, endpoint categories are often used for monetization of sustainability

impacts, which are themselves determined based on several assumptions (Bare et al., 2000; Finnveden

et al., 2009; Klöpffer & Grahl, 2014; Pizzol et al., 2015). The motivation of the monetization step

in this research was to investigate the positive effects, i.e. the possible additional revenue, generated

by product sustainability. It was expected that this would gain more attention and support within

a company. From a methodological standpoint, it was also deemed more preferable to separate each

step of the LCSA as proposed in this thesis:

1. Separate evaluation of impacts in every LCSA dimension

2. Aggregation and interpretation of overall LCSA result

3. Integration of results in the company decision process via application of the PSB

This way, it is possible to present decision makers with any desired level of detail of the results,

increasing transparency of results and enabling more proficient decision makers to resort to additional

information.

3.3.2 Practical Limitations and Challenges

The integration of the presented approach was carried out at the development department of an

automotive company. One of the challenges for the LCSA practitioner regarding the execution of the

presented approach is to coordinate the expertise for the assessment of the impacts of improvement

measures on the different dimensions. Even if he or she manages the assessment independently, the

results will most likely have to be synchronized with several departments as the responsibility for

different topics is usually spread between different departments within an organization. As these

separate competencies are usually strongly delineated within large organizations, following a so-called

silo mentality (Stone, 2004), the results and proposed actions by the LCSA framework have to be

acknowledged by the respective departments before they can be implemented in the decision processes

within the company. Alignment between departments for setting up the LCSA framework would ease

the evaluation, e.g. if social topics have been chosen according to the materiality matrix and confirmed

by the strategy and purchasing department. However, the respective departments might still have their

own way of analysis and may not welcome an external department assuming competencies that they

see in their own area of responsibility.
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One point that is stressed in the LCSA community is the requirement that the system boundaries

of all three LC analyses have to be the same (Klöpffer, 2008; Klöpffer & Grahl, 2014). Or that one

common life cycle inventory is compiled which is then used for all three (LCA, LCC, S-LCA) impact

assessments (Zamagni, 2012). While this seems plausible from a methodological point of view, the

experience of this research in a practical context was different. As long as the goal, scope, functional

unit and cut-off criteria are the same for all three analyses, the results can be used for informing

decision making, even though the system boundaries might vary from one assessment to the other.

The practical experiences of this thesis therefore follow the line of Heijungs et al. (2009) who regard

this as the natural result of three different perspectives on the same object of interest. The integration

of LCSA-based results into the decision making process via the PSB presupposes that the potential

profit from product sustainability features can actually be realized. Even though this research put

forth strong evidence for such a business case, the reality might look different. Regarding the PSB,

the take rate of a real sustainability interior package could deviate from the study results as the latter

depend on several factors. For one, if the real sustainability interior package consisted of different

components than the one defined in this thesis, the take rate could differ. The impact of overstated

WTP, i.e. the effect that participants state a higher WTP because they think it is expected of them,

might lie above or below the assumed ratios of Murphy et al. (2005) and List & Gallet (2001).

4 Conclusions & Outlook

In this section, the added scientific value of this dissertation is presented in section 4.1, while section

4.2 gives recommendations for future research. An overview of the essential themes of this thesis is

given in Table 10.
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Table 10: Overview of the main themes

Key findings & added
value

Transferability of re-
sults

Methodological limita-
tion & challenges

Practical limitation &
challenges

Methodological steps
forward

Practical steps for-
ward

Relative
evalua-
tion at
compo-
nent level

The approach enabled the
identification of the com-
ponent with the great-
est product sustainabil-
ity improvement potential
within a vehicle. This
kind of evaluation method
has — to the author’s
knowledge — not been
presented before.

The evaluation logic is not
limited to the automo-
tive industry but can be
transferred to any other
product that is sufficiently
complex, i.e. consists of
components.

The approach allocated
the LCSA impacts of the
entire vehicle’s LC to the
components by weight.
This constitutes a possi-
ble source for inaccura-
cies and suboptimal deci-
sion making because not
every component’s impact
on the use phase is a result
of its weight.

Even though the greatest
improvement potential at
component level can be
identified, a larger, be-
cause cross-cutting, im-
provement potential could
be overlooked. Assess-
ments in relation to abso-
lute values, e.g. how far
a component or the en-
tire vehicle is away from a
certain goal, cannot read-
ily be drawn from this ap-
proach.

Further research should
investigate the relation-
ship between components
and their sustainability
impacts in the use phase
of a vehicle.

Another approach to iden-
tify the greatest improve-
ment potential might be
to look at cross-cutting
issues like the materials
used in the entire vehicle.
Also, an approach to steer
product sustainability im-
provement measures to-
wards absolute target val-
ues for vehicles, e.g. the
2°C target of the Paris
Agreement, would be of
interest to companies.

Social in-
dicators

The applied method en-
abled the selection of so-
cial indicators relevant to
the company and formed
the basis for the assess-
ment of the S-LCA dimen-
sion.

The logic how to iden-
tify relevant social top-
ics and indicators can be
applied at any company.
The resulting indicators
will most likely differ be-
tween companies.

To select social topics, the
importance threshold of
seven was chosen in the
material matrix. A differ-
ent threshold might yield
additional or fewer indica-
tors.

Regarding the identifica-
tion of social topics and
indicators relevant to the
company, this thesis relied
on sources from 2014.

Investigate the robustness
of the selected indicator
set by carrying out the
same method while con-
sidering different impor-
tance threshold levels.

Next steps could look at,
whether the identified so-
cial topics and indicators
would still be relevant
when considering more re-
cent sources.

MRIO
analysis

This research found that
MRIO analysis did not of-
fer substantial support for
conducting social hotspot
assessment.

The findings can be uti-
lized by any practitioner
who considers MRIO
databases for SC analysis.

The analysis of MRIO
databases was based on a
unified form. Therefore,
the results might be dis-
torted as some databases
had to be aggregated.
Furthermore, the MRIO
analysis results were com-
pared with only one real
SC.

As MRIO analysis was
ruled out to support
social hotspot assessment,
another approach was
needed.

Future research could try
to produce a consistent,
disaggregated synthesis of
all MRIO databases. The
comparison of MRIO anal-
ysis with real SC should
be based on a larger sam-
ple of case studies.

By resorting to SO-
CLA and the support of
emergent data collection
providers, an efficient
approach to the opera-
tionalization of S-LCA
could be pursued.

Material-
based risk
assess-
ment

The material-based risk
assessment approach
made it possible to calcu-
late a material risk score
and subsequently quantify
the social impacts at
component level

The rationale of the
material-based social
hotspot assessment is
independent of products.
Depending on the product
of interest, the scope
would have to be ex-
panded to cover relevant
materials.

The applied approach was
a risk assessment rather
than a social impact as-
sessment. Additional pro-
duction steps necessary
to produce a component
were not considered in the
risk assessment. This
might lead to crucial risks
being overlooked.

In this thesis, only metals
have been evaluated.

The expansion to other
crucial production steps,
like the manufacturing of
a component, in the sup-
ply chain of components
would improve the social
risk assessment.

A possible expansion of
the assessment approach
could try to include the
next group of relevant ma-
terials for the automo-
tive industry, e.g. plas-
tics. The implementation
of SOLCA could be inves-
tigated.
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Key findings & added
value

Transferability of re-
sults

Methodological limita-
tion & challenges

Practical limitation &
challenges

Methodological steps
forward

Practical steps for-
ward

Introduction
of weights

Weighting appeared to
more strongly influence
by personal preference
than by business function.
Through the introduc-
tion of weights (35%
for LCA, 34% for LCC
and 31% for S-LCA) the
calculation of an overall
LCSA was possible. This
enabled the evaluation
of the effectiveness of
product sustainability
improvement measures.

The explicit weights in
this thesis for the LCSA
dimensions cannot be
transferred to other com-
panies or products as
they reflect the trade-off
decision process within
the investigated company.
The approach in this
thesis — using Limit
Conjoint Analysis — can
be applied in any industry
to elicit weights for the
LCSA dimensions

In the study on weight-
ing, only trade-offs be-
tween LCSA dimensions
were evaluated, the in-
dicators within each di-
mension were weighted
equally. The evalua-
tion of the ranking in
the Limit Conjoint Anal-
ysis assumes distances be-
tween ranks to be equal.
It could therefore not be
captured, whether respon-
dents saw large or small
differences between cer-
tain stimuli.

The introduction of
weights might be seen as
critical as it might lead to
LCSA practitioners pre-
senting decision makers
only with the aggregated
results, while it is an
important feature to still
provide the underlying
disaggregated results.

Future research could look
at deriving the weights
from other stakeholders,
especially consumers
would be of interest. The
weighting of indicators
within sustainability di-
mensions should also be
looked at. Furthermore,
the drivers that influence
personal weighting of
sustainability dimensions
would be an interesting
field of research.

Future research could test
how well the results on an
aggregated and disaggre-
gated level are understood
by decision makers.

Product
Sustain-
ability
Budget

The introduction of the
PSB made the implemen-
tation of improvement
measures in product-
related decision processes
possible. To the author’s
knowledge, there exists no
comparable approach.

The results of the specific
study cannot be trans-
ferred as they have been
derived from a specific
study setup and sam-
ple. The type of study
and he mechanism of the
PSB could be applied any-
where. Results would
strongly depend on the
study setup and the kind
of product sustainability
features that as well as in-
dustry sector.

The WTP analysis was
done for the German mar-
ket. Also the WTP study
quantified a hypothetical
amount that consumers
would be willing to pay.

The PSB has not been
tested yet. Even though
this research put forth
strong evidence for a
business case, the reality
might look different.

An investigation of cost
models could yield addi-
tional insights. Future re-
search could look at how
the impacts of a produc-
tion process is affecting
the local environment and
how this, in turn, could af-
fect the cost of the produc-
tion process (e.g. exces-
sive water consumption of
a process leading to higher
water costs).

The creation of a sus-
tainability interior pack-
age and analysis of its real
market and take rate data
will determine the basis
for an actual implementa-
tion of a PSB. A rather
different approach to mon-
etization and weighting of
sustainability dimensions
could also disregard all
study results and rely on
a strategic top-down deci-
sion.

Combination
of Results

The developed approach
was able — in the given
context of an automotive
company — to fulfill the
initially set goal of this
thesis. Data acquisition
for S-LCA still remains a
challenge.

The methods applied to
create the operationalized
LCSA framework that are
independent of the com-
pany, e.g. the criticality
scores, the Limit Conjoint
Analysis etc., can be ap-
plied to any product. The
specific results of this the-
sis, e.g. the weights for
the LCSA dimensions, the
amount of WTP for a sus-
tainable interior package
etc., cannot be transferred
to other products.

The research objectives
of this thesis were deter-
mined by the results of
a structured literature re-
view. Possible shortcom-
ings in that analysis might
have led to blind spots in
the research needs. There-
fore, the operationalized
LCSA framework might
be missing relevant as-
pects.

One of the challenges for
the LCSA practitioner re-
garding the execution of
the presented approach
is to coordinate the ex-
pertise and responsibility
of different departments
within a company for the
assessment of the impacts
the different LCSA dimen-
sions.

Future testing and prac-
tical experience from the
application of this frame-
work as well as monitor-
ing the state of the art
of the LCSA framework
would be recommended.

Future testing and prac-
tical experience from the
application of this frame-
work as well as monitor-
ing the state of the art
of the LCSA framework
would be recommended.
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4.1 Added Scientific Value

This dissertation added scientific value by advancing the methodological development of LCSA, par-

ticularly at an automotive company. The main contributions were:

1. Structured identification of research needs to put LCSA into practice

2. Evaluation of an approach for assessing social hotspots via MRIO analysis

3. Development of an alternative, material-based approach to social hotspot assessment

4. Identification of a weighting set of sustainability dimensions to support decision making at an

automotive company

5. Introduction of the Product Sustainability Budget to realize product sustainability improvement

measures at a company despite rising costs

6. Combination of the individual findings to put the LCSA framework into practice at an automo-

tive company enabling the identification and realization of product sustainability improvement

potential

Also, the idea to break the LCSA down to the component level of a vehicle and express the relative

sustainability impacts as criticality points has — the author’s knowledge — not been presented before.

4.2 Recommendations for Future Research

The recommendations for future research are divided into recommendations for possible methodolog-

ical steps forward (section 4.2.1) and practical steps forward (section 4.2.2).

4.2.1 Methodological Steps Forward

Future testing and practical experience from the application of this framework as well as monitoring

the state of the art of the LCSA framework would be recommended. This would show, whether addi-

tional gaps will have to be addressed to identify and implement product sustainability improvement

potential at an automotive company that have that have initially not been identified by the structured

literature review. The granularity of assessment introduced in this thesis was the component level of

vehicles. Even though this approach corresponded best with the product development process within

an automotive company, this way of approaching the assessment also leads to measures that only have

an effect at that level of granularity. This means that even though the greatest improvement potential

at component level can be identified and implemented, a larger, because cross-cutting, lever could be
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overlooked. Therefore, another approach to identify the greatest improvement potential might be to

look at cross-cutting issues like the materials used in the entire vehicle. This might — at least for the

impact in the production phase — lead to a concentrated improvement approach that affects several

components at once. A result might be a more effective product sustainability improvement than when

targeting the component level. However, the cross-cutting measures are often managed independently

from the product development cycles and are thus not (easily) addressed within product-related de-

cision processes. Furthermore, the relation to the use phase impacts might be harder to determine

for cross-cutting issues. It would still be an interesting idea to implement the assessment of such

issues, e.g. the overall material use, in the existing framework as this analysis could be carried out

complementary to the component level assessment. As the material composition of the components is

known, the summation across all components can give the material composition of the entire vehicle.

Table 11 shows how this additional consideration of the material use across the entire vehicle could be

integrated into the presented LCSA framework. The proposal would be to sum the respective material

across all components (see the columns two, three and four in Table 11). In analogy, the impacts on

the respective LCSA dimensions that are related to the material production can also be determined

across all components. Subsequently, the relative evaluation as applied to the component level could

be applied to the material composition of the vehicle (see the last four rows in Table 11). Further

research could look at implementing this additional aspect in the assessment.

Table 11: Possible expansion of the LCSA framework to evaluate the cross-cutting improvement potential of vehicle-
wide material use

Overall
LCA LCC S-LCA LCSA

Quantity Quantity Quantity Criticality Criticality Criticality Criticality
Component Steel Aluminum Copper ... Points Points Points Points

A 8 kg 5 kg 2 kg ... 72 12 100 59
B 0 kg 3 kg 1 kg ... 82 17 57 50
C 2 kg 0 kg 0 kg ... 19 53 0 26
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

Entire
vehicle

1,500 kg 300 kg 80 kg ...

LCA
Criticality

Points

62 83 75 ...

LCC
Criticality

Points

53 72 80 ...

S-LCA
Criticality

Points

81 79 45 ...

Overall
LCSA

Criticality
Points

65 78 67 ...
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Regarding the material-based social risk assessment a possible expansion could try to include the next

group of relevant materials for the automotive industry. Also, the expansion to other crucial production

steps, like the manufacturing of a component, in the supply chain of components would improve the

social risk assessment. Another expansion of the proposed LCSA framework worth pursuing would

be the integration of the assessment of cross-cutting issues like the vehicle-wide material use. An

approach to gather this information could be to identify the major plastics manufacturer and retrieve

their main production sites. The next steps would follow the logic as presented in section 2.1.3, i.e.

combined with the SHDB risk assessment for the countries of the production sites.

It would be an interesting next step to take the presented LCSA framework further to enable the

monitoring of a component’s/vehicle’s LCSA impacts against a set target. This approach could then

enable practitioners to also monitor and steer product sustainability improvement measures towards

absolute target values for vehicles. Especially in light of possible absolute targets for GWP to stay

within the 2°C target of the Paris Agreement (Gao et al., 2017), this would be an integral tool for

companies.

The results from the proposed LCSA are based on the allocation of the use phase impacts to the

component level of a vehicle via the mass of components. To mitigate the possible distortion introduced

by this allocation approach, further research should investigate the relationship between components

and their sustainability impacts in the use phase of a vehicle. This could be done, by first developing a

way to determine the impact of a component on the fuel consumption in the use phase. Furthermore,

the role of components in the aftersales market and warranty cases should be determined. Also, the

social impacts of components in the use phase would be of interest.

The robustness of the set of the selected indicators could be investigated. This could be done by

following the same approach as shown in section 2.1.1 and choosing a higher and lower threshold value,

respectively, for the importance within the materiality matrix that determines inclusion or exclusion

of a material topic. Karlewski stated that the application of S-LCA in the automotive industry

still has quite some challenges to overcome and proposes the adoption of Social Organizational LCA

(SOLCA) as viable option for this (Karlewski, 2016). This could be an approach worth pursuing

further at an automotive company. The consideration of the assessment of possible positive social

impacts would also be an option for further development of the method. Furthermore, the findings

of this thesis regarding the assessment of the S-CLA dimension could be considered in the current

efforts of updating the "Guidelines for Social Life Cycle Assessment of Products". The data basis for

weighting could be expanded to different companies on the one hand and real consumers on the other

hand. Future research could look at deriving the weights from other stakeholders than decision makers

at automotive companies as well.
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Also, the investigation of the link of sustainability impacts and future costs or avoided cost models

(de Groot et al., 2002; de Groot, 2006) for the company that caused them would be of interest. It is

conceivable that a detailed analysis of externalities might lead to an insight into how much a company

indirectly has to pay for these externalities. A research could, for instance, look at how the water

consumption of a production process in a region is affecting the local water supply. If it is leading

to an increase in water prices in the long run, this would in turn affect the cost of the production

process. Therefore, the risk of a future cost increase due to a current impact could be determined.

Other possible impacts might be the use of fossil resources and the effects of their possible scarcity. Or

the negative impact when health and safety requirements are not met which might lead to an increase

in accidents and therefore an increase in costs. Future research could investigate this link between

sustainability impacts and costs that indirectly arise to companies from them. The integration of such

a kind of cost approach would render the weighting step of this thesis obsolete.

4.2.2 Practical Steps Forward

Regarding the next steps forward from a practitioner’s point of view, the full application of LCSA

framework under real conditions would be of interest. As no sustainability interior package has been

realized as of yet, this is a potential for further research. Bringing about real market and take

rate data will set a strong basis for an actual implementation of a PSB. If individual consumers fall

behind expectations, corporate and institutional customers might still be a viable consumer group

as green public procurement is more strongly supported in the EU (Commission of the European

Communities, 2008). A business case for a sustainability interior package could be set up and the

resulting PSB be applied at a company to test the acceptance and willingness to divert parts of

revenue back to improving product sustainability. After application of the operationalized framework,

it would be interesting to see, whether the identified top components and their improvement potential

actually hold up, i.e. that the reason for their high overall sustainability impact can be identified and

improved. Regarding the identification of social topics and indicators relevant to the company, this

thesis relied on data from 2014. Next steps could look at, whether the identified social topics and

indicators would still be relevant when considering more recent data. To address the challenge of data

acquisition at a practical level, there is an increasing number of providers of software solutions that

aim at facilitating the collection of data from value chain actors13. By resorting to SOCLA and the

emergent data collection support providers, an efficient approach to the operationalization of S-LCA

could be pursued. Next steps in terms of determining weighting sets would be to conduct the same

study at other companies and with consumers. Furthermore, the same respondents should be asked

13Examples for such providers would be SupplyShift, Stacksdata or Worldfavor.
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again to find out how robust their initial weight distributions were. If a clear consumer expectation

can be determined, that weighting set should be adopted in the long run after the currently proposed

weighting set has gained acceptance within the operationalized LCSA framework. Also, when applying

and testing the framework, it can be investigated, how aggregated and disaggregated results should

best be presented to decision makers.

A rather different approach to monetization and weighting of sustainability dimensions could also

disregard all study results and rely on a strategic top-down decision. For example, if a company sets

up a rigorous product sustainability strategy that focuses on fostering environmental sustainability,

it would be conceivable that this strategy also defines how the sustainability dimensions have to be

weighed against each other, and be integrated into product-related decision making.
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